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LONG RANGE PLANS
WILLIAM D. WICKER Commerce Potty Elects
INJURED FATALLY
Directors; Discusses Road MADE BY COUNTY
IN CAR ACCIDENT
COMMITTEE HERE
Carrollton Man
Heads Campaign
For Keen Johnson

Drives Auto Over Embankment on East Highway
Monday
BURIAL IS TUESDAY
IN HOME SECTION

William D. Wicker, prominent
50-year-old farmer of the Elm
Grove community, died in a hospital here last night about five
hours•after he had driven his automobile off a high embankment
on the East Highway about half-amile from the city.
Wicker was alone in the car at
the time of the accident, but what
caused the car to go over the
high road bed was not. known. Although manyeeerion.s soon gathered
at the scene of the wreck, there
was none on hand when it actually
occurred.
Returning from Benton where he
had attended the annual Marshall
county "Tater", day, Wicker got
Into his 1935 Ford car to drive
J. LYTER DONALDSON
home, leaving his son to come on
foot with some livestock they had
LOUISVILLE,„ _Kys, April 5—
purchased. Shortly thereafter, the Opening beadquarters iq the Kenreport came in that Wicker was tucky Hotel for Lieutenant-Goverbadly injured.
ner Keen Johnson of Richmohd, a
Hospital officials said that al- candidate for the Democratic nomthough ,the victim's right side was ination for, Governor, J. Lyter
paralyzed, they could not determine Donaldson, of Carrollton, said here
whether it came before or after today that the formation of a
Johnsen-for-Governor campaign orthe accident.
Burial services were held at Elm ganization "is in response to an
Grove eemetery, with the funeral overwhelming demand for an honat Elm Gi•ove at 11 o'clock Wednes- est. trustworthy and unwavering
Democrat as a candidate to lead
day morning.
Wicker is survived by his widow, the Democratic party 'to certain
Mrs. Marne Wicker; by two victory in November."
Mr. Donaldson, a banker. attordaughters, Mrs. Codie Alderson and
as a memMrs. Nolon Adams. both of this ney and farmer, served
the Kentucky State Highcounty; by a son, Pat Wicker; two ber cf
way Commission under three Govbrothers, Dallas Wicker. Murray,
ernors, a part of which time he
and. Tom Wicker, of Paducah; two I
was chairman of +the commission.
half-brothers, Noah Wicker, Almb,
"The Democrats of Kentucky
and George Wicker, of "Joshua, want unity and harfrieny, now and
Tex.; and seven grandchildren.
in 1940." Mr. Donaldson said. "and
Mr. Wicker was a member of the Isr that they need Keen Johnson."
.Elm Grove Missionary BaptItt
Donaidison.Said that there
chuich.
had ben no oceasion"for a formal
announcement on the part of Mr.
Johnson .up to the present. "It is
a sign of weakness," he said, "for
a candidate to announce his candidacy every few days."
"Mr. Johnsen has conducted himConcord,
New
Allbritten,
Charles
self in a manner that the dignity
Mrs.
and
30-year-old-son of Mr.
of the' Governor's ;Office requires.
- Jerry Bluford Allbritten who has He has had unusuel experience as
been suffering for several weeks Lieutenant Gewerbor and Actwith an internal ailment, was re- ing Governor and as secretary
ported by Mason hospital officials of the Democratic State Central
this morning to be weakening Executive Committee. He is not
steadily. His conditicn, they said. trying to promise himself into the
warranted little hope.
Governor's chair to gratify personal ambition. A good way to
judge how' a Governor will act
MRS. HIRE'S MOTHER' DIES
when elected is the manner in
which he conducts himself during
Dr.. and, Mrs. Charles' Hire and a, campaign."
daughter, Eleanor. returned Sunday from Lizton, Ind., where they
attended funeral services for Mrs.
Hire's mother, Mrs. A. W. Swain,
who died in an Indianapolis hoe- Olaf Tuesday of last week. Mrs.
I Hire had been with her mother for
• several days prior to her death,
and was joined there by her husband and daughter for the funeral. ,

Allbritten Youth
is Seriously Ill

Disaster Adviser I
To Conduct Meet

County Students
Leave for Contests'
State Interscholastic Meet is Set
for This Weekend in
Lexington
Three students from Calloway
county schools and four from the
Murray Training School will compete in interscholastic contests id
Lexington, it was announced today
by officials of the schools.
According to County Superintendent T. C. Arnett, Dorethea.
- Mlller.JIazeLwjJl reeresedr th1
county in poetry reading; Lu Alice
Culver, Almoe will take part in
public discussion; and Preston
Cotham. Lynn Grove, will speak
extemporaneously.
From the Training School will
go Billy Lipford and Rutherford
Wells
Morgan, debaters, with
Lovett as an alternate, and Mies
Marian Sharborough, public ells•
cussion entry.
The groups left Tuesday morning. With the county group went
-Prof Carmon Parks. Hazel. and
Miss Lula Belle Beale, Almo.
Murray high school, with !bidents eligible to enter the contest,
failed to send deletsetes.

With approximately one half of
the 154 members who have already
pledged to the Murray Chamber
Would Aid Fanners to Adof Commerce present, nine memjust Themselves to New
bers were unanimously elected to
TVA Setup
the board of directors in the
scheduled meeting at the court
METHODS OF SOIL
house last Monday night.
CARE TO BE STRESSED
Those selected are Wells OverRobertson, Hugh
bey, Luther
Gingles, Bill Swann. Dr. Hugh
Considering a long-range proHouston, Prof. G. B. Pennebaker, gram which would attempt an
Jack Sharborough, Paul B. Ghol- educational approach to the probson, and Ernest C. Jones.
lem of adjusting farmers who will
been move out of the Gilbertsville reserJack Sharborough had
elected 'temporary chairman of the voir area in the next few years to
meeting, and a motion was made their new locatioa, County Agent
to appoint a nominating commit- J. T. Cochran and his county agritee, which was passed by a ma- cultural planning committee disjority of those present. He ap- cussed salient features of the propointed Robert Smith, Preston ject here Monday.
Ordway. and F. IL Graham as tbe
only farmcommintee ahd -Upon making - their 'Pointing out- that not
the reservoir
report of the nine men. Senator ers who move from
T: 0. Turner made tbe motion but those who do not have to move
that they be declared elected will have to make adjustment to
the new set-up, the committee set
unanimously.
Talks were made at the meet- about considering means by which
ing by F. A. Ruskjer, Ray Treon, a program of diverst(ication, coverRev. J. Mack Jenkins. T. IL Stokes, cropping, and soil conservation
and Senator T. 0. Turner. They might put the newcomer to the
spoke on several mejor projects community on an equal footing
that the Chamber of Commerce with the established resident insofar as habits and practices are conshould do.
A motion was passed by" those cerned.
present and a cemmittee appointed
Plans now in their infancy must
consisting of Hall Hoed, Wells have matured and borne fruit by
OVerbey and' T. 0. Turner to draw January I, 1944, to have been efup resolutions to send to the 'state fective, it was said.
highway depertment, to have the
Although the meeting was well
Coldwater roes}, when paved, to attended, the
Business
Young
be 20 feet wide instead Of the pro- Men's Club of Murray, the Rotary
posed 16 feet in ordeeeto make it Club, and the recently organized
a safer highway for trav*eWhen Chamber of Commerce did not
this read is completed it_will be send representatives. Each of those
the main traffic line between Mur'organizations, however, will take
ray and Mayfield.
part in future discussions, it. was
of.
members
elected
The newly
understood.
meet
will
the board of directors
Present irt..the meeting in addithis- afternoon to elect a president
tion to Cochran., Kelly , Cromwell,
and other officers and they will
and Bruce Poundstene, extension
carry out the projects to their best
representatives,. were 'E. L. Kuyability that will promote the
kendall, J. H. Doran, Herman Dargrowth of Murray.
Culver, R. A. Walston,
At an mirky date it depends upon nell, Ivy
them to select a permanent full Paul Paschen, Will Washer. S. W.
Hentime secretary te carry on the pro- Askew, Joe 13. Wilson. Rudy
don, Gaylon White, 1, U. Jackson,
gram.
Several new members will be Murray Ross, Robert F. Parker,
announced ein a few days who at W. B. Patterson, C. R. Stubblepresent hate not been contacted. field, W. D. Perdue, J. H. Walston,
It is a credit to the business and , Wallace G. Smith, W. G. Ashbrooke.
professional men of Murray that E. G. Neale, Connie Dyer, and
over 99 per cent of all those con- George Baker.
tacted have already pledged

Mrs. Mattie Allen
Succumbs Friday
Mrs. Mattie Allen, 71, who died
suddenly Friday after a heart attack at her home near Bethel
church, ,was buried in the Elm
Grove cemetery Saturday afternoon
after .the Rev. R. F. Gregory had
conducted funeral services at the
Elm Grove church earlier.
Surviving members of her family are her husband. A. J. Allen:
twowdaughters, Mrs. Harry Rowland and Mrs. Annie Wilson, of
'Illinois; two sons, Rex Allen, of
;Calloway county, and Jack, of
•,and _three brothers. Bill.
Tom. and Brent Vinson, all of
Arkansas.

Mrs. Jack Frost To
Head Louisville, Ky.,
AAUW Organization

Mrs. Jack Frost, formerly Miss
Maryleona Bishop of this city, was
elected Monday to head the College Club of Louisville. Mrs. Frost
is a graduate of the University of
Kentucky. with a Director's Certi-Beate from the American Academy
of Domestic Art,' New York City
She is a former instructor of
French.
The Louisville College Club,
which is that city's branch of the
ericau.Association.01 1J/tint:WY_
MI68 HELEN J. MOSES
Women, named Mrs. Frost as presiMiss Helen J. Moses, disaster dent .by almost unanimous support.
representative of the American
Red Cross, will hold a meeting of
Mother of Mrs--Hughes Dies
the Calloway county -disaster committee in the high school audiMrs. J. A. Barton, mother of
torium Tuesday afternoon at 3:45, Mrs. Hilton Hughes. died WednesMrs_ -Bea Melugin, executive sec- day of last week at her home in
retary of the Red Cross chapter Jackson, Ohio. Mrs. Hughes, who
here, said today,
had been at her mother's bedside
After several years of nursing for: several days before death
and social 'service work in New came, was joined by her' husYork'City, Mise Moses came to the band during the funeral period.
American Red 'Cross in 1918 as a Both have now returned to Murmember of the war-time Foreign ray.
Service Nursing Stag. Since her
appiSintrnent to the Naticnal Dis- on all major disasters occurring in
aster staff in 1929. she has served the Eastern part of this country.

15,000 Strawberry Plants
The tremendous reet-ptioyi given tii-the Ledger A
Times offer of 200 Strawberry plants Free with each $1
paid on Subscription, either new or old, has far exceeded
oillr•fondest expectations. Several Hundred local citizens
have taken advantage of this great offer, and we will
have 15,000 plants availab4e for our subscribers this week-

a
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Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 6, 1939
"Ole Eagle" To Pass
Milestone April 11
Tuesday, April 11, 1939, is indeed's "red letter" day for the
readers of the Ledger & Times
and the staff connected 'with
this paper. litiesciay is Joel
"Eagle" Cochran's birth anniversary.
"Ole Eagle", as he is known
1n almost every part of the
United States, will add on that
date years to his accepted "three
score and ten".
"Eagle" has written for this
combination of papers for snore
than 40 years. He is a veteran
columnist and his weekly reports present news, wit, and constructive criticism in a style of
his own that hike brought him
followers from virtually every
point in the United States.
"Eagle", the Ledger St Times
staff joins in with your countless number of relatives and
friends in celebrating another
mile post in your life. We extend best wishes of the day
arid the Ledger & Times fully
appreciates your fine cooperation during your many years of
service in the past and is looking forward to many more happy years of association.

Volume CVII; No.14

Criminal Docket Is Light As DESTLE WEST DIES
Circuit Court Sessions Near WHEN STRUCK BY

NO MAJOR CASES
APPEAR ON BOOKS
FOR APRIL TERM

AUTO SUNDAY P. M.
County Spelling
Champ to Leave
For Louisville, Ky.

JURIES MEET MONDAY
AND TUESDAY HERE

Farm Bureau to
Take Lime Orders

CL

"HE IS RISEN"

Weed Average
Drgps
$6.98 for Season

mission.
The resurrection of Christ was God's full accrediting of the work
that His Son performed in His vicarious suffering and death upon the
cross. That first Lord's Day was truly a day of crisis in the affairs
of eternity and 'Must have been of intensest interest to heaven and hell
alike! Jesus was dead! His enemief had succeeded in nailing Him to
the cruel tree. He had offered up -His spirit to His Father. Honored
disciples had come and seemed His lifeless body, and had carefully
(See t'HE IS RISEN" On Page Four)

Is

HAZEL MAN IS BURIED
TUESDAY AFTERNOON

Offenses Range From Child
Desertion to Manslaughter and Robbery

With a relatively light criminal
docket and a full if not spectacular
civil schedule, the April term of the
Calloway county circuit court will
open with a sitting of the grand
jury Monday morning and hearings
before the petit jury will begin
Tuesday morning.
Circuit Judge Ira Smith will
preside.
Cases coming before the court
in the criminal docket range from
child desertion to manslaughter, but
none of the cases appear to be of
serious potential consequence.
Principal among criminal offenses
listed are those of Troy Ahart, Harmon Farmer, R. R. Byars, Jimmie
Coleman, Ira Waters J. T. Bynum,
Odas Pittman, Vivian King, G. T.
Skinner, Harry Jeffrey; and Floyd
Smith. charged with child deserN)eale Urges Farmers to Earn tion; Orval Evans, charged with
Soil-Building Allowance
deserting pregnant wife; J. M.
in 1939
Gatley, fer allegedly obtaining
property under false pretences.
E. G. Neale, president of the
Some other cases, with the alway county Farm Bureau, leged offence in each case, are
urged today that all farmers who as tollows: Noah and Alfred Coleplan to lime their lands either this man, and Preston Noody, chicken
spring or fall place their orders
stealing; Toy P. Farmer, Jz.. charlie
with this organization immediately.
Parker, and Carlie Darnell, friiirper
$1.50
Prices, he said, are
ery; Carlos Pierce, Pearly B. Mcton, subject to a rebate to Farm
Nutt, Pat McElrath, and -Lornon
Bureau members, j ordered now,
McDougal, assault and battery;
the limestone will, be on hand
Ewing Donaldson, Freeman Chadwhen it is needed. - •
wick and Lomon McDougal on
"Farmers of the county," Neale
charges of having' an ildeclared, "failed to earn $32.000 of separate
sleeir soil building allowance last licit still in their possession and
Oar. We want to earn all of our manufacturing liquor illegally; Z.
soil-building payments this year." T. McGehee, carnally knowing a
female under the age of consent;
Ben Cherry, for suffering gamA present day. capital ship has ing: Buster Chance, carrying a conmore power than Dewey's entire cealed deadly weapon; John Tillman Chancellor, dwellinghouseFleet at Manila.
breaking; P. S. McEvoy, practicing
undertaking without a license; 0.
B. Krost, writing insurance without
Smith; petit
a license:
larceny; Kelsle Outland and Carl
Church
Baptist
Memorial
By REV. CARROLL HUBBARD, Ibugor
,Key, storehousebreaking; One Garrison and '0. T. Hoffman, robbery;
(Editor's Note: In keeping with our policy of publishing a
Kelsie Outland, theft; Raymond
religious
cenceded
of
sermon by a local minister on occasions
and Woodrow Creason, disposing of
significance, we asked Mr. Carroll Hubbard, pastor of the Memortgaged property: Robert Fergmorial Baptist church, to write our Easter sermon. Mr. Hubbard
uson and Bobbie Ferguson. mainkindly consented. We believe the text which follows is welltaining a nuisance; Eugene Boyd,
two . 'counts;
conceived and keenly appropriate.;
embezzlement on
Ralph Lassiter, unlawfully receivsee
Come,
Matt. 28:5: "He is not here: for he is risen, as he said.
ing stolen property; and Trellus
the place where the Lord lay."
Cole and Charlie Miller, voluntary
All of us surely agreed that the great fundamental facts of the manslaughter.
Christian religion are the death, burial and resurrection of Christ. The
Lord Himself repeatedly declared during His early ministry that He
must "suffer many things of the elders and chief priests and scribes,
and be killed, and be risen again the third day." By His atoning death
But the efficacy--we have foegiveness of sins and, accetstance--wittIG'`od.
of that death depends upon the fact of His resurrection from among
the dead. In a particular sense, then, the doctrine of Christ's resurrecTobacco sales here Wednesday,
tion may be regarded as the chief cornerstone in the Christian system, comprising a volume of.- 40.255
Waterloo
the
and
faith,
Christian
the
of
Gibraltar
of
Rock
veritable
the
pounds which sold for $2,427.60,
of all atheism."
averaged $6.03, somewhat lower
The resurrection of Christ is the supreme and crowning miracle than the season's average of $6.98.
Total sales thus far amount to
of all the miracles of the Christian religion. When once we have accepted this great supernatural work of Jesuesthere is no occasion for 2,753,568 pounds which have acTotal for
argument or doubt concerning the intrinsic probability Or attendant counted for $192,140e8.
the week through Wednesday is
circumstances of His other miracles. If He had the power to break the
242.205 pounds, which sold for $15,bands of death and emerge gloriously triumphant from the confines of 251.97 at a $8.30 average.
the tomb, who can question His power to change water to wine, to
Sales by individual floor during
multiply loaves and fishes, to still. a tempestuous sea, to blast a fruitless the week were as follows: A. G.
fig tree, or to put into the nets of worn and weary fishermen a multi- Outland & Co., 89,990 pounds. Selltude of fishes! All rejection of the miracles of Christ breaks down ing for $6,722.58 at an average of
before a soulful acknowledgement of thit glorious truth, "He is not $7.47; Growers Floor, 105,210
pounds, bringing $8.017.39 at a
dead but alive forevermore."
$5.72 average; and Murray Floor,
Christ's resurrection establishes forever the essential fact of His
47,005 pounds, selling for $2,512 at
Deity. Indeed, as Paul .wrote to the Romans, he "was born of the seed a $5.34 average.
of-God
Son
be-the
to
-declared
was
and
of DaviBiaccording to the flesh,
Orwilf Of-The 'highest pries for ijj
with power according to the spirit of holiness by resurrection from dividual baskets received was by
the dead." His resurrection set the seal of divine approval upon all Ray Crank, of route 1, Puryear,
that He claimed, and it cannot be denied that He claimed to be the Tenn., whonrecived .$25.50 for one
Son of God. If He rose from the dead, it necessarily follows that all basket of his 740 pound crop.
His teachings, and not simply His claim to be the Son of Gad, must
be received as a divine revelation, with all confidence and all sub- MURRAYANS HEAR ,LECTURER

Charles Henry Parks
Driver of Vehicle;
Unavoidable

MISS LAURAINE JAMES
Back in 1926 when Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey James of Kirksey Woke up
one morning to discover they had
a new daughter, they didn't dream
that the child they named Lauraine
would in thirteen years from that
time be the champion graded school
speller of her county and represent her school in the state contest
in Louisville.
But it was true.
Lauraine will leave next week
with two of her instructors, Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Walston, for Louisville were she will be the guest
of the Ledger & . Times in the
Courier-Journal's annual state-wide
spelling bee. If she wins the Kentucky crown, she will represent
the Courier-Journal in the national
contest in Washington.
Lauraine comes from a family
of good spellers. Her father is a
faerner, and a good one at that.
This will be her first trip to Louisville. An eighth grade pupil, she
has gone to Kirksey all her life,
and is an A-student, her professors tell us. "It just naturally runs
in that family," they said.
You can see by the picture that
Lauraine feels pretty sure she'c
going to win. Why else should she
be sMiling so cheerfully? We
wetuldn't suppose she's caught ths
eye of a 14 or 15 year-old youngster outside of the camera lens!
Anyway, here's wishing you all
the luck in the world, Lauraine!

TO CONDUCT MEETING
ArefslICRCII OF CHRIST

Destle West, 45-year-old Hazel
blacksmith, was instantly killed one
mile south of Hazel early Sunday
night when he was struck by an
auto driven by Charles H. Parks,
employe of the Commercial Bank
& Trust Co. of Paris.
Parks, who was driving north
from his home at Puryear, told
Sheriff 0. A. Jackson that he suddenly saw West walking in the
road as he met another car and
that he swerved to the left in a
futile effort to _avoid striking the
man.
West was struck by the right
fender of Parks' machine, a Chevrolet, the impact throwing his head
ageinst - the metal bar dividing the
windshield. His body was thrown
into a 'ditch alongside the roede
Death was attributed to a ems/14d
skull. •
Parks was absolved of•bliiine Iser
Sheriff 0. A. Jackson, who termel4
the accident unavoidable. Jackson
was aided in his investigation by
city officer Paul Berry. •
Funeral services for West were
hell Tuesday at Hazel. 'He is suise.
vived by his wife and ten children 'es
Ralph-, Ruby Mae. Elmer William,
Willie Fay, Leonard Lee, J. C., Ida
Jane, .Bonnie Ruth, Bettie Jean,
and Jo NelL

Carpenters Meet
To Discuss Union
Approximately 75 local' men representing the carpenters, plumbers,
painters. brick layers, . plasterers,
and general contractors met Tuesin the hall
day evening,,
over Wilkinson's Barber Shop, and
held a discussion on' affiliating
themselves in craftsmen's unions
affiliated with the American Federation of Labor. They discussed
the local labor situation, as it affected them. They stated that
they were in ne way interested in
the CIO. movement but in -the A.
F. of L:
J. L. Mahan stated that the
meeting was held in order to feel
out public opinion in the interest
of the total labor situation. •

Kirk Pool to Sell
Office Materials
Kirk A. Pool, well-known Murrayan, has opened an office on
West Main Street, just east of Hotel
Freeman and west of Turner's
basement, for the retailing of office
supplies and equipment.
Pool will handle Remingtontsitid.._
typewriters, adding machines, and
' furnish _all sorts of equipment
necessary for office operation.

Peoples Bank to
Remodel Building
Expenditure of From $3,000 to
55.000 is Forecast by President
T. H. Stokes

ELD. H. LEO BOLLS..

The annual spring revival meeting at the Murra3- Church of
Christ will begin Sunday, April
23, with Eld. H. Leo Boles, Nashville, conducting the services, it
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell, Sr., was announced today by Eld. Or
Mrs. A. L. Bailey, Mrs. Polly Keys, L. ,Francis, minister.
and Mrs. Charles Currier were in
Paducah Thursday and while there
The United States Navy Battleheard a lecture of the Rev. M. E.
Dodd, Shreveport, La, a former ship U.S.S. Maryland, commisspastor of the Paducah church, who ioned in Me was the first shill
hag been aiding in the conduction in the world to be successfully
equipped with 16-inch turret guns.
of a revival meeting there.

According to information released Tuesday by T. H. Stokes,
president of the Peoplee Savings
Bank, the bank is spehding bee
tween $3,000 and $5,000 in remodeling its building.
New brick settees instead of the
old iron posts are being placed' in
front; a new entrance rites, be built
and the building will be completely- redecorated' inside- -arid- out,A new storage room will be added in the basement under the,
vault, and the present storage
room will be modernized into a
new directors' room. Part of the
space now occupied by Dr. 0. C.
Wells office will be taken into
the directory room to enlarge it.
Dr. Wells' office will still remain
in -the building.
The old directors' room in the
rear of the building, will be modernized and split into 6 individual
offices for the uge 'clIr the TVA officials. These six eiffeces Will be
joined to the preseht TVA offices
in the rear of the building.

Ready For Free Distribution By Ledger & Times Friday and Saturday

end. These Famous Aroma Plants are here, in fine con- vantage of this fine offer, for the earlier you set them
out the better.
dition and ready to set out.
It is the hope of the publishers of the Ledger &
This offer of 200 for each Dollar will last until- about I
April 29, and as lonit as plants are available, and the Times in making this extra nice offer to you that you will
weather.conditions are 'such that, our farmer frientis can take advantage of this and start a new commercial crop
set them out?'Our advice is to come in now and take ad- of strawberries gro*ing in this community, which will

giv.e an extra cash income at a lieason of the year when
there is no ether income.
This offer is good for all subscribers new or old living
in Murray, Calloway County or any adjoining county as
well as Henry County, Tennessee. So folks, don't forget..,to.
come this week-end and get your Plants.
• s
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DANNY WILL BE 1
STAR AGAIN WITH
'CAMPUS LIGHTS1

TO SING AGAIN!
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and Mrs. Otis Harrison. College in sHonkinsvale Monday
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. R. E. Kelly and -afeer having been called home last
Mrs. Charlie Lynn ehermed in Pa- week because of the death of her
ducah Monday.
father, Dr. D. H. Siress.
Mrs. It-a Cooper. of 916 E. Water
The William Mason Memorial
Street. Mayfield. was digitarged Hospital is taking on a refreshed
frem the Fuller -Gilliam Hendee
pearanee _as a result cf all the
after undergoing _treatintent for the •external woodwork of the inatitu,
Her
condition
has
vast 12 day'trt
_ a fresh -eeat --et
lomewhat improved.
white paint. The inanagewierttste
eurdorri. Mrs: D. IL desirous 'of keening the building
Sires.s: 'Mrs_ Foeeman. Graham., in as attractive appearance as
Tn Mrs. Hal Weston and Mrs. John possible.
-'
Dr. E - D. Fisher and his wife.
Miller spent Monday in Paducah.
• deMrs. Leis Miller returned home Dr. Katherine-Fisher of the Wille yesterday _from Starkeville: Miss.. iam Mason Memorial Hospital are
where she inert: several weeks expected to return early next
with her daughter:- Mrs. . John week frbm the University of Mich
,
Moore and Mr. Moore.
'igen where. they have been taking
Mrs. Ed Thomas visited in Maye- post- graduate work. .Dr. E. D.
a 'Fisher "a
the alectrocardiographist
Sfinscialaw'eeand
k. ..Paducak
days ihii.
at th-FICiaiT hospital and is raking
-Mr. and Mrs. KeithweVepable, special Work in order to keep
HoPkirisniLle, spent the week-end abreast-with developments in the
•
•
with home folks here..
ol electrocardiography _which
Mt. and Ws, Chink:de Ray and" is Proving to be so essential in the
Jean Dale. were 'In Murray diagnosis of heart disease. Dr.
_...,
— -Sunday, to enjoy the jeint birth- Katherine Fisher. the--"anesthetist
day,•celebratien of Eaker and Lu- in this local institutiche is taking
. e Itter •FarMer's etekine brothers 9f tbe _special work. in the latest= develop.
East Side. Mrs.-"Rai is their-,rase merits nt the anesthetic field Miss
.
ter. Mr. and 'Mrs. Ray hieve.-re- Margaret Metzner. surgical superenes -mealy purchased a farm iste.Citrise -visor accompanied the Drs
- tem county. arid are residing. on it as far as La Pirte. Ind.

-Alpha To Present
Program Monday,
May 1
YOUNG QVERTERMOUS
IS KENTUCKY'S CHOICE
Danny Quertermous, the child
star of "Campus Lights of 1938,"
is returning to Murray -State" Campus again - this year to be starred
in Gamma Delta Chapter of Phi
Mu Alpha's 1939 produttion of
"Campus ,Lights," Monday night,
May I.
Danny, who is only 12 years old.
is well known throughout the South
for his unusually good performances over radio estations, WHAS,
and- WPAD. The Louisville.CourierJournal aptly titled him "Kentucky's Own Danny Boy" after his
brilliant performance on a '4Centuckiana" program over station
WHAS last year.
Although his performance of
such numbers as "Stardust On the
Moon," 'Thanks for the Memory,"
and
p-I-Tin," in the 1938 production was the highlight of the
shtfw, he is expected to surpass
them with cUrrent song hits this
year. Special orchestral and choral
arrangements have been made for
use with his ,numbers.
During his stay in Murray, Danny
will be the hoUse guest of Mr.
and Mrs. F. P. Inglis. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Quertermous of Salem, Ky.

few

AT THE CHURCHES
CHRIST

CHURCH OF
Lord's Day: Dible study at 935
g. m., worship at 10:50 a. m. and
7:30 p. m. Wednesday: Prayer meeting at
7:30 p. m.
Thursday: Bible class for ladles
at 2:30 p.
"Some InipOSSibilitteS of The
Great Commission" will be the
topic fcr discussion at the morning worship hour.
"The Sin -For Which There Is
No Sacrifice" will be discussed at
the Sunday evening service.
Brother H. Leo Boles will be the
Preacher in diir protracted meeting
which
begins the fourth
Lord's day in this month (April
231. A mistake was made in t:-e
announcement last tveek.
Also,' we wish to announce
preaching at Big Rock, Tenn., the.
second Sunday (April 9) by Bro.
A. B. Barret. There will be a
"dinner on the ground". and in the
afternoon, the community will join
in singing gospel hymns. Two or
three quartets will be there in the
represent different
afternoon. t
sections of the country._
You are given a heart"), imitation to all of these -services..
C. L.. Francis, Minister.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES

Miss ueneva Outland j or at
DANNY QUERTERMOUS
Murray State College.ti
f,J6 at the
Easter Sunday, -l1139
h.old Arts
Meeting of the elo
The Christian Church for many
The golden voice of Danny Quertermous, which
Club. Tuesday mormelg. April 4. on
centur;es has observed Easter' Sunthrilled hundreds here last spring when the youth sang
the topic. -Dinner Manners from
day as the great day in the calenin the first annual presentation of "Campus Lghts." will
the Hostess' arid Guests' Standdar of the Church year. Many
Murray
College
auditorium
May
1
again
in
the
be
heard
petal"
/
'
congregations observe the
apmusic4raternity
when
college
puts
on
its
second
"Camthe
truinerieS
i
mith. prominent young
proach of Easter with religleus
utility lentineirsenan of Murray. sr- pus Lights,services through the days precedcent
this week a position as
ing Easter Sunday, and on Good
tie
and -detteetyman with the
Friday, April 7, we will have at
. L. Smith eneeany. He"formerly
the Methodist church in Murray a
had been connected with the stare
Good Friday service, beginning at
On week-ends.
•
4 p. m. The service, commemorates
The Rev. and Mrs.-C. H.
the hours inent 'by Ulf Master on
son-- and,, daughten Mies."Rubie$
the cross in his redemptive sacriaccompanied
the
County
Agent
J.
T.
cochran
here
Carolyn Wilson.
east and half mile north . of Penfice, and will consist cf Striptine
Rev, andeMrse_Carrollskubbard . tO todayereleaaed names and locations •ny; Noah MeNatt, three miles west
readings. meditations, song and
Paducah Tuesday night to, attend of farmers in Calloway county or of Lynn Grove and one mile "Piothing falls into the mouth of a sleep. prayer. Miss Jane Sexton will be
elatirch Setinces in that city. .
nearby .who have in their posses- north.
at the pipe organ and Rev. H. L.
*-ing fox."
Harry Sledffeand. Wells- Overby sion purebred bulls, chosen eseeecLax, and others, will assist in the
Claude Smith, two miles north
APIUL
.1
.1
were,in, Nashville Monday or. busi- laity for high production qualities.
service. We invite, all of God's
2-The first U. S. Mint was
of Coldwater and short 'distance
.
established in PhiladelThey are Jim Wilson. on the
ness.
people to meet with us in this
phia. 1792.
Mie- eriel Mrs.- Hall --liteeid and Quints-Wilson farm east of Con west; A. T. Tyner, at Oak Level
hnit =NIA
children spent „Sunday in Row, cord: Maud Champion. at" the west et Benton; H. H. Dumas, one
3-Michigan
and-the property could mot be postO vote for national prce
ling. Grecn
‘
with Mr. and Mn. C. Champion farm southeast of Con: mile west and half mile south of
sessed even after expiration of the
repeal.
1931
•
hibition
Mrss O.- C. Welle and _Mira Mar= H. - Jaggers and •Mr. and Mrs. Ben cord rte,ar the -state lime crusher: Hal; Henry Willoughby. two
redemption period, which Was Inc
Wells spent the Meek-end Hood.
J M. Hensen, en the West side of miles northwest of' Faxon: E. L.
- 'years.
4e-Ponce de Leon landed in
'
Dr. 0. C. *Wells, Sr . at McKuykendall.
quarter
of
three
mil&
a.mile
'highway
1512
the
Benton
Fldhda.
Rutherford Morgan. Billie LipThe bepartment urged all perkenzie, Tenn.
south
of
Taylor's
first
,Store:
J:
Bruce
Henson,
Hardine.J.
T.ford an4- Wells Lovett. ,eceorr.na- north of
5-U S. ordered return of
sons owing county, school and state
Mr.-"Floyd Griffin of MAY-field flint hr James Overby and Pref.- house- north of Liberty setiolet Wilson, first house east of Stone
gold oain, bke
a and
general property taxes to pay. such
certificates to banks.
.was the week-end guest of /tier Carman Graham. left Wednesday three miles Edith of. Benton; Jake school, about five miles southeast
taxes to sheriffs at onee to avoid
1931
of
Murray;
Otis
Jones,
three miles
•'
parents. Mr.. and Mrs. Boyd
for -Lexington where they will Shipley, one and a' half mile southhaving to pay the additional costs
S. dmisaid war
:se _ • represent. Murray Training Schemal east of Murray on. the Concord east of Hardin and Mile Marth of
of making _the Ale.- The Depart,
Geranny.-1,617.
..
Vernon Hare and Tellus Cerra- in . the ,ninetecrith anmial high read; FayetteW ilsoh. three . miles. highwar T: E. McKinney, five
ment of Revenue reports that valid
mites south of Murray on -Hazel
, way spent Sundae and Monday in school . forensic league tournament east,ef Hard'. ,
7-W A. Pinkerton. faracan - tax sales are expected this year
Edd Kelley. one milP east and highway; W. Al Burnett, one and
Columbia, Tenn.. 'where they 'Wi- whichis held indayr and Friday of
detective. born. 1846.
because the legal procedure for
half-mile, south of Tri-City; Low- a half-miles. west of Mathie4 store
lted Scion Hale at Columbia 'Mili- thes weeks.'
making sales was simplified by
and_
west
of
Kirksey.
Benton;
Hall
•
Hood,
Southeast
of
Edmonds.
ell
Randolph
Miss
Helen
Hire;
was
and
tary Academy and attended "Mule
one el a
B-Clay
.1938 legislation and because the
fought their famous duel.
group of MI Stephens college girls one mile south and one mile east; just west of CcIlege on. new MayDay" in the city on Moridey.
•SIMI
administrative procedure to be folMr. and Mris.Horner Miller. Lynn who wese..last week pleged tcrs:Sig- Dave Burkeen, near Shiloh: John field road: Ivy Culver, twa Miles
lowed by the sheriff has been plan- amnia. the honer Vaughn.. MeTittilie south of the east 'and one Mile south of Dexter:
Grove. resident* throggh _nativitY ma gamma' 'a
ned in keeping with court decisions.
music serorinv on the . camper
-- e. at State line on the Paris-Mayfield and • Noah Harrison. two miles
though until this we
citizens
Browns.Grove.
miles porthwest
Delinquent property taxes phis
Arkansas- where. Mr. Miller was' Columbia Mon . Helen is, the road; Fayette Wilsen. -three
A. D. Starks, Murray'. is else the
Lynn Grove
interest and penalty may be paid
essistara countY agent- have rnt"-Rd daughter of Professor and Mrs. of Murray on _the
to sheriffs at any time before the
highway: _Harbin Jettort. one mile owner of a production-selected bull,
to Denton in Marshall county where Chas, Hire. College Addition.
property is sold to satisfy such
P
Chicago_
Tolley.
spent
Rieletend_
-en-ski-1er.es -to assume • the andstant1 FSRC-Federal Surplus Relief Expression Pupils • VT-Mrs. Lowery claims. If the tax is unpai5 and a
•
ship in the same departmeet there. lest week-end -here with -hie broth- ALPHABiTICAL AGENCIES
sale is held, redemption costs will
Rains to Be Heard at School
-- LISTED FOR CONVENIENCE Corpoeation.
Mr. 'arid Mrs. Fred Clark, .Reid- er. -Bryan- Tolley-. and family.
_
include the same tax, penalty and
FTC-Federal Trade CommisTuesday Evening
land. spent Sunday with 'the tat- Raymond has been in the retail
interest, plus all the costs of- the
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Bulls Noted for Production Are
Listed as to Farm Location

ALMANAC

Concord Students
To Present Recital

1

An Easter program will be prehour of.devotion.
On Easter morning the pastor sented at the Sunday School hour
will preach at jhe worship service, under the direction of Mrs. 0. L.
15:50 o'clock, on the Risen Christ, Boren. This promiges to be one
and
class will be received into of the greatest Easter programs that
Church membership. If you are- a the Sunday School has ever witMethodist in belief and have not nessed. It will begin at 9:30 Sunyet identified yourself with the day morning.
church, there would be no better
Special music by the High School
time than Easter Sunday to unite Boys Quartet, Girls Trio and bariwith God's people. The choir, as tone soloist, Herbert Lax, ull under
always, will present a program of the direction Of Charles Farmer,
music that will be a blessing to will be featured in the Sunday
you.
night church service. "For •
At the evening worship service, will be the sermon subject. The
7:30 o'clock, Rev., J. P. Murphy, service will begin at 7:30.
whom
we' esteem highly, will
The Christian Endeavor Societies
preach for us. You will enjqy his will
begin at 6:30 Sunday eveniii,:
message.
• The Mid-Week Meeting. will be
The Sunday-school at 9730 invites
held Wednesday night at 7:30,
you to share its 'fellowship and
worship and all of us need 'both.
The young people, meeting in XIBIOILIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
their respective rooms at 6:30,
Sehdel
Sunday
The
opens
furnish your children an oppor •
promptly at 9:30 o'clock: We had
tunity for religious culture.
'We expect every member of the a splendid attendance on last Sunchurch to be present on Easter day, but there is roem-yet for furWhy not make
ther increase.
Sunday.
All others are cordially invited your plans to be in Sunday School
next Sunday?
to worshiP With us,
Worship
at,, 10;50
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor , 'Morning
Sermon subject: 'THE
o'clock.
EMPTY TOMB." We Baptists do
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
not make much ado about Easter,
The .pastor will return to Mur- but we do seek .to emphasize the
ray 'in time to fill the pulpit Sun- glorious doctrine Or-Christ's resday morning and evening. „The urrection. not simply on one
morning's discussion will be "When Sunday, but on the other fiftya Church Prays" and the evening's one,as well.
Evening Worihip at 7:30 o'clock.
sermon will be "More Recent RobSermon subject: "CONFESSION
beries."
All other services will be as OF SIN."
The pastor will preach at both
usual .and at the usual hours. The
revival meeting. with the Grant services.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
Park Baptist church in Atlanta,
evening at 7:30 c'clock. We are
Ga.. has been very successful.
now engaged in a chapter by
chapter study of the Book of ExoFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
dus: This is a very important service for every. Christian.
For
A. -V. HAVENS, Minister
your own spiritual advancement
"Easter and Dully Living," will you cannot afford to do without
be the sermon subject of A. V. it.
Havens, minister of the First
We extend, a cordial invitat:
Christian Charch. at the morning to .at't the people of Murray and
worship, next Sunday. The serv- surrounding communities to worice will begin at 10:45. Special ship with us whenever it is. possmusic will be presented by the ible.
male quartet.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
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Erosion Control Program it
Aiding Farmers in Wood Problems
The complete erosion-control pro- growing. and misshapen trees for
gram which farmers are carryiag lual and farm lumber promotes
out in the Soil Coriservation Ser. the more rapid growth of straight,
vice area near Murray. Is. helping health trees fer a future timber
farmers to solve their wood prob- -crop, he explained.
Protection
lems ae well as their feed prob- frome damage by fire- and grazing
lems, according to
Wallace G. inaintairrs a protective ground
Smith, camp superintendent.:
cover, and insures the establishJust as the increased use of ment of a
full stand of trees.
close4rowing hay crops and imMany farmers are planting small
provement of pastures to control
erosion has simplified the feed 'areas of black locust trees on their
problem, better woodland manage- farms to provide a supply of durment is helping fiirmers to get the able fence
posts for future use.
most effective-return from their This will
eventually eliminate the
woodland..
necessity for frequent replacement
Insteaa of the old practice of if fence posts and „will thus eonclear cutting a portion of their serve both time and timber on the
woods each year to get fuel wood, farm, Smith pointed out.
farmelumber, and posts, farmers
All erosion-control practices tend
are protecting their land and im- to provide a better farm program
proving their timber stand at .the byllieducing the outlay of cash for
same time by selective culling.t_iffArm needs that can adequately be
The - removal of diseased; slew-, met at home, he added.
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"Town-tweed' 3-piece
suit with a young jacket in fitted lines, and a
casual topcoat wit h
smart shoulders and
contrasting sleeve s.
Two tones of color were
chosen by Helen Cookman for the jackets and
coat, with monotone
skirt and sleeves.
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• and Mrs. Dave Burkeen, Miss Geraldine Brandon, Miss Lucille WashPHONE 247, PLEASE
burn, Miss Euple Morris, Miss Eula
Morris, Misses Patty Joyce But keen
and Thea Mae Morris and Masters
Howard Brandon and Brent Cole.
• • •••

MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD, Ed:tor

Fidelis Class Enjoys All-Day'
Quilting

reiur
L.
ins
hat

,•

the opportunity to entertain their III sang several lovely solos . , .. heightened the enjoyment of the
A delightful Party Plater ,7a• occasion.
friends in this pleasant manner.
• e• . •
served. There was a full attend- I Little Miss
'
Maxine Keys preGoshen Missionary Society Meets ance presefit. ,
serited the gifts-delicately arrang• •.• a e"
Goshen Missionary Society met Alice • Witteis Missionary Society
ed In'a-p*.nle and blue basfnette,with Mrs. Harbard Jetton, TuesMeets
to the honoree.
day afternoon, April 4.
Present i.v.e;e Mrs. T. C. Doran,
Mrs. Donnye Waldrop was leader
The Alice. Waters - Missionary
for the afterno:n. Song, 0 Zion Society' met Tuesday rifteenoon at Mrs. E. W. Overby. Mrs. Gerald
Hestia; otter- the scripture was the, Methodist-clue:eh with about Rieherson Mrs Lawrence Swift,
Mrs.. Mrs.
- • genie
' Gilbert,
..
Mrs
read by Mrs. Waldrop, „Prayer fifty membets present and .„
Mrs. R. T.
was lcd by Mrs. Jetton; topics Gprnett Jonee preseeing.
Ward,
Mrs. W.
Cletus
Cathey.
Mrs.
Mrs. J. D. Sexton -was leader
were discueeed by Mrs. Johnnig
Mason, Mrs.,
Walker. Miss Willie Jetten, Mrs. fob theeeafterroon. -and conducted M. Mason, Mrs. Ft. M.
Keys,
Fred Stone, Mrs. limb -Harding the devotional exercises. The pro- J. C. Celhoun, Mrs. Hazel
Patricia
gram subject was "Expanding the Mrs. E. C. _Jones, Miss
and Mrs. Waldrop.
Dunn, Miss IseMrs. Waldrop will go as a dele- Horizon of the L:cal Church," Mason. Mie Hub
Mrs. Linville Yates,
gate to the annual creifercece at with Mrs. G. T. Hicks and Mrs. belie Waldrep,
Mrs. Garr-tett
,
'Covington. Tenn.
Atlanta Puckett taking part in the Mrs. IL a' Cub'.
Delightful
reireellrnenie vierre discussion. •' A vocil Solo Aaas pre- Jurres7.44-&-"erMifier;e1IslblleFrebl•-•'t
Pool, 'Airs. Ed Frank Kirk', Mrs.
screed by Mrs. Louie Getlin.
served by the hostess. .
Watkine Mrs. Ethel ,Ward
• • • ••
The met ting Wee dismissed by'Lena'
!Lassiter, Mrs. Foreman Graham;
Wetera_
Miss
Alice
with.speeitil
Stitch Auff-Chatter Club
Gus Johnson, Ales. Miller
prayer for members who were ill.1Mrs'•
Meets
'Robertson, Mrs. Effie Hartsfield,
. Miss Marelle Hartelield, Mrs. Price
Mrs. Joe Baker was hostess
Lassiter, Mrs. Carroll Lassiter,
1ThurAay afternoon at her home Lovely Stork Shower Honors
Floyd Griffin
Mrs.
Mrs. Mike Farmer. Mrs. Dan Hart,
.. to the Stitch and Chatter Club.
Chinese Checkers and cerium were
Mrs. Floyd - Griffin, formerly miel. Mrs.. Reginald Butterworth, Mrs.
enjojed, after which the hosted; Isobel Gilbert, wiiis honoree at a Shelby Davis. Mrs. Dewey Jones,
served a dainty party plate in the delightful stock shower- Saturday Miss Anna Gibson, Mrs. Hazel
Mrs. B.
Easter motif.
afternoon at the „beautiful new Keys, Mrs. A. V..a. Havens,
.
Stokes,
Only members were present.
home of ker, apt, Mrs. !rye B. Drinkard, Mus. Berry.
• • •••
Brewer, on North'Tenth sreet.. . Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Mrs. Clyde
The rooms were 'fragrant with ,owns, Miss Madge Patterion.
"Daily Double," the We's phrase for a couple ever so much in love. Executive Board P-TA Holds
.
Meeting
bouquets of roses and spring fl:w.
definitely applies to Madeleine Carroll and Fred MacMurray in the
era, and a lovely refre,,liment table Additional Society on Page' Six
new film comedy. "Cafe Society," 'which will have its first local showThe executive board of
P-TA
ing next Tuesday and Wednesday at the Varsity Theatre. In their first met Monday afternoon at the home
appearance together. Fred plays a two-fisted newspaperman, Madel- cf Mee A. D. Butterworth. Business was discussed and plans Made
eine's spoiled daughter of the rich.
for the remainder of the years
work.
kins. Sallie Lemons, Lois Outland,
Thee hostess served sandwiches
Sue Ufechurch; Elizabeth Fay Upand a drink.
church. 'Imogene. Colson an
Dorothy Curries
Mrs. Houston Entertains Club
Friday, April 7

"Daily Double"

The memberi Ot the Fidelis
dais of the First Baptist Church
met for an all-day quilting party
• at the, home of Mrs. P. H. Thornlati off Friday, March 31. The
Irvin Cobb Book Club
ton, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Mr. class not _only enjoyed a pleasant
!folds Alerting
and Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mr. and fellowship, but also finished a quilt
Mrs. Ordell Knight, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Cobb Book Club met George Ed Overby, Mr. and Mrs. which is to be presented to an orwhose support the
afternoon, March 30, at Hubert Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Tom phan boy f6r
class is partially responsible.
the home of Mrs. B. F. Scherffius
Turner. Mr. arid Mrs. Mack CardWhile everyone present had a
with Mrs. Hall Hood, Mrs. A. M. well, Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Valentine,
gacid time, each was conscious of
Wolfson, Mrs. Paul Cholson, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Churchill and the absence of Mrs. Sledd who
J. H. Branch, Mrs. N. P. Hutson Mr. and Mrs. Walter *clone.
was unable to be present because
and Mrs. F. E. Crawford as host• • • • •
of illness. , Mrs. Sledd was for
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Entertain
many years teacher of the class
The spacious rqoms were attractand now serves as assistant teachive with bouquets
spring flowMr. and Mrs. John Miller were er.
ers.
hosts Saturday evening at their
Those present were as follows:
Mrs. N. P. Hutson, chairman, home at dinner and bridge. A de- Mrs. Henry Beaman, Mrs. F. M.
presided over the business session licious menu was served at small Perdue, Mrs. P. H. Thornebn, Mrs.
and an interesting program was tables in the living room after Ira Fox, Mrs. Cleve James, Mrs.
given. Mrs. E. J. Beale presented which bridge was enjoyed. The Charles Currier, Mrs. Elbert Lassia paper on "Best Sellers of 'Non- high score prize Was won by Mrs. ter, Mrs. Jewell Witty. Miss T. L.
,
Fiction." Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft's hu- Joe Lovett,
Smith, Mrse J. W. Outland, Mrs. J.
-rrous "book review" based on
Covers were laid for Dr. and Mrs H. Thornton, Mrs. Tom Mecoy,"des.
Sears and Roebuck catalog was James H. Richmond, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Saunders, Mrs. Polly Keys,
„very entertaining and Mrs. C. R. Joe Lovett. Dr., and Mrs. Hugh Mrs. F. M. McClain, Mrs. Hartnen
McGavern gave a piano number, Houston and the hosts.
Jones, Mrs. Parker, Mrs. Bobby
• $ • S •
Etude in D Flat by Liszt. New
Lassiter,. Mrs. Neva Waters, Mrs.
books were- distributed andit social Thursday Bridge Club Meets
it. H. Falwell, Miss Cora Geeyes,
Miss Miss Nellie May Wyman.
ebour enloYed.
Hart
.was
hostess
Mrs.
George
°
Dainty sandwiches,. cookies an&
• • •• e
punch were served from a beau- Thursday morning at her home Fine Arts Depactment Presents
tifully - -unpainted table with Mrs, to her bridge club, when guests inMic Program''
Hall Hood presiding at the punch cluded members and one visitor,
411•
Mrs.
E.
B.,Howtone
The 'department of fine arts
bowl.
Mrs.
Howton
was
ailia-The
opened the ninth annuakeenansie
About thirty members were
The Sew and So Club will meet
prize for high score.
Mrs. Joe Houston Was at home
service Circle Meets Tuesday
week last Sunday afternoon, April
present.
at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. Freed
to her bridge club, Tuesday mornAfternoon
2. when the college Chorus, under
Cotham:
ing. Mrs. tom Turner was awardthe direction of Prof. L. R. PutHave You Ever Worn a Corsage From
Bridge Club Meets With Mrs. Sledd Miss Mary Belle Moore Has
'
First ed the high score prize.
The Service Circle of the
nam. presented "The Seven Lest
All Day Quilting
Saturday,. April 8
Church
met
,
Tuesday
Christian
- Dainty refreshments were served.
Words of Christ", by Dubeaes.
The Friday afternoon bridge club
The Mac Dowell Music Club afternoon at. the heme of Mrs. W. Guests included membersand one
On Monday, March 27, the
Soloists were Martha Tandy will not held•the regular meeting
met last week with Mrs. H. I.
If Not, Why Not Try One With That New
Misses
Voline
and
S.
Swann
with
visitor: Mrs. George Ed Overbey.
'Sledd al her home on Poplar mothers of Vancleave school dis- Smith, soprano; Ira Taylor, Jr.. tonight. Date will be announced
Easter Outfit? "
•
• • •
Clotile
Pcol
assisting
hostesses.
Street. The garre was played at trict and 'other friends, gathered tenor;- Charles Baugh, baritone; later.
e The devotional was conducted Deltas near Cuest Program
at the home of Miss Mary Belle and Eldridge Cress, bass. Katie
DELIVERIES GUARANTEED
three tables and the prize for high
by Mrs. Kirk Pool and the busiMoore and quilted a friendship Cost accompanied at the piano. • Monday..,April ie
score '.'as awarded Mrs. Vernon
Department
of
the
The
Delta
Gardenias,
Orchids, Lilies, of the Valley, -Snaps
Rupert
Parks.
ness session by Mrs.
quilt which the school children
A concert was given by the colStubblefield, Jr.
Mrs. 'B. F. Scherffius
be Mrs. 0. B. Boone received the Ser- Woman's Club held their regular
Gladioli, and Roses
had presented to her on the last lege orchestra, under the direc.
A salad course was served at
hostess to the Monday afternoon vice Circle gift,
meeting Tuesday evening tit the
day of school.
tion of Prof. Price Doyle, on Mon- bridge club.
the conclusion of the game. Guests
Mrs'
Genrge Hart. Mes.
Dainty refreshments, carrying home of
Each guest brought a covered
Potted -Plants, Gardenia Plants, Hydrangeas
included members and Mrs. Hugh dish, and at the noon hour a de- day night, April 3, in the college
out the Easter motif, were served limy Broach and Mrs. Foreman
•
Lilies, Roses, Geraniums, etc. °
orchestra
was
auditorium.
The
Houston and Mrs. Charles Stewart. licious dinner was served.
The Mattie Belle Hayes Mission- the loin:teen Members present
Graham assisted in entertaining. • •
assisted by the 'A Cappella Choir ary Society of the Methodist
Mrs. Wiil H. Whitnell, vice-chairThose who enjoyed the day of under the direction of Prof. PutIt
Church will meee with Mrs. kelman, presided in the absence--of
Sew and So Club Entertains
pleasant conversation and 'quilt- nam.
B.
And
P.
W.
Club
Has
ley Cromwell at her home on
the chairman. A guest progtam.
Husband
ing were:
Student conductors of the orSupper Meeting
was presented. - Mrs. John Rowlett
Mrs. Allen Wells, Mrs. Marvin chestra were Lena Frances Mitch- North Twelfth Street, with Mrs.
8th and' Ceiive
Phone 364-J
'•-• MRS. W. F, ROBERTS
Members of .the Sew and So Morris. Mrs. Ragon McDaniel, Mrs.
Hub Dunn as assisting h:stess, inThe B. and'13._ W. Club met last gave an interesting discussion of
Mary
Ellen
Holland,
Harriett
ell,
stead - efethe home of Mrs. J. B. Thursday evening in the club room "Photography" and Ralph ChurchClub entertained their husbands Mollie Billington, Mrs. Rudie ParFriday evening with a chili Supper ker. Mrs. FAd Burkeen, Mrs. Bur- Brown, and Beth Fooshee. The Wilson as previously anounced. for a supper meeting with. Mrs.
and bridge party at the 'home of nett Branden. Mrs. Walter Fennell, fellowing program was given' .
G. B. Scott. Mrs. C. A. Hale and
I. Symphony No. 2-BeetnoveA
The AAUW will hold its regular Miss Erie Keys as hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Boone.
Mrs. Earl Brandon. Mrs Dave Stub.
molto--allegro con -brio
Adagio
meeting
at
7:30
p.
m,
in
the
col. Prizes for high score were won blefield. Mrs. Jennie Morris, Mrs.
'The Pregrarn WM presented by
Larghetto
• lege library building.
Mrs Arden Knight -arid- Offis Ruby Morris, Mrs. George Wash,
who'spoke on
D:herty
A.
A.
Mrs.
Allegro motto
Valentine.
burn, Mrs. Carval Houston, Mrs.
"How To Make the Most of. Yew.
Tuesday, April 11
2. Dark Water-Will James
Guests included Mrs. Joe Hous- Ada Workman, Mrs. Alton Cole,
The Missionary Society of the
The Music of Life-Noble Cain
About fifteen members and cone
First j;
tsirstian Church will meet
A Cappella Choir
visitor were present.
3. Caucasian Sketches-Ippelitev- at tw hirty o'clock at the home
of Mrs. Shelby, Davis.
Ivanov
Checker Club Meets At Horne-- - 1. In: the Mountains (conducted
Wednesday.'Aril *12
Of Dr. G. B. Pennebaker
-by Miss Mitchell
- Mrs. Gregg Miller will be hostess
2. In the Village (conducted by-,
to the Arts and Crates Club at her
The Friday Night Checker club
--Miss Holland
home at 2:30 p.
'
met at the home of Dr. G. B. Peri3. In the _Mosque (conducted by
riebaker last week. The following
Miss Brown)
(Regular $6.00 Photograph)
The Wednesday bridge club will members played: F. D. Mellen. W.
4. Procession of the Sardar (Conmeet at two-thirty with Mrs. J. H. J. Gibson, Reuben Falwell. G. A.
ducted by Miss Fooshee)Branch.
Murphey. Fred Ginghes. Paul ChoiEaster-Rimsky4. The Russian
,55ri, W. It. Ryan. and the host.
Korsakoff.
• •
• •
Mrs. L. W. Lennox will' enterOnly
tein her bridge club at 2:30 p. m. Miss Martha Lee Pennebaker
Presbyterian Auxiliary Meets
at her apartment in the home _of
Enteetains Cast,
Tuesday
Mrs. W. H. Graves.
Miss Martha Lee Pennebaker enThe Presbyterian Auxiliary met
tertained at her home Settfrday the
Thursday, April 13
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
The regular bUsiness meeting, of ease of "Tom Sawyer," a plajdet
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius with Mrs. F.
D. Mellen, chairman, presiding. the Women's Club will be held based on the book and written
Plans were made for the Easter at three o'clock at the home of and given by _the fiftS grade of.
food sale which will be held on Mrs. G. B. Scott with the music the Training School in their cieenel
Size, Same Price, a Piqerred
Saturday, April 8, at Lassiter and department as host. Business of exercises Monday morning.
Ragsdale's furniture store, and also importance will be transacted and. After a dress rehearsal a ham:
bufger lunch was served to the
for a group to attend the spring full attendance is urged.
-; fbilb•hrig "boys" cf the'all.giii cast
Presbytery meeting in Mayfield
on April 20. Miss, Cora Graves . The Woodmen Circle, Grove 126. and to 'their teachers. Miss Naomi
North 4th St.
Phone 92-J
spoke interestingly of her moun- will meet at 7:30 pe m. In-the B. Maple and Thomas Martine. Mau
and P. W.- club room. All mem- Elizabeth ICemp. Janiee Cs &clewed,
tain work.
During the social hour delight- bers are urged to attend as Special Virginia . Sue Wilkersoh. Janette
Farmer, June Robinson, Mary Jane
business will be transacted.
ful refreshments were served.
Kennedy. Evelyn Ahart,
Louise Richardson, Kathleen Gibbs,
Hazel Hood, and' Martha Lee PenTWA Has Supper Meeting
nebaker.
• • •
•
The YWA of the First Baptist
Church met Thursday afternoon Mrs. Scherffius Will Open Home
eae 'fi
at five-thirty at the home of Miss
That's something we're proud of, tool
When it comes to the paint they use, you'll
For Parties
Dorothy Currier for their monthly
Let us tell you about the remarkable
find painters a pretty hard-boiled bunch.
The home of Mrs. B. F. Scherfbusiness meeting and a "pot luck"
Thursday
and
fius will be open each
supper.
New SWP Undercoater—o
,You can't go wrong with a paint that
Covers were laid for Mrs. Ron- afternoon so that friends may meet
point
money-saving
that
make
out
jobs
...
turns
pleases
them
ald 'Churchill. sponsor. and Misses for a social game of bridge. Mrs.
Katie Tarry. hie Key, Frances Wil- Scherffius will arrange for parties.
them proud! And that's how they feel abosa that smooths out
liams. Kittie Mae Williams. _Ge- ranging hem one table to_teri*for
SWP House Pisint.
Sherwin-Williams
neva Outland, Larue Sunders, a nominol sums Murray hostesses
PER GAL
Margaret Saunders. _Theda Wil- will, no doubt, take advantage of
,They've painted more homes with SWP —Sh—erw in-Williams
IN S-GAL. PAWS
costsPaint
House
paint.
SWP
brand
of
other
any
rthanIwith
it
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.
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• Your choice of four proofs
Pay $1.00 at time of sitting
• Balance when picture is delivered
(58x10)
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LOVE'S STUDIO

Offer Good Only During April

,
..........1

Announcing the

0pt.NI N G

...it's SHERWIN-WILLIAMS SWP

•

HOUSE PAINT

roughest—surfaces.

KIRK A. POOL

At

OFFICE SUPPLY STORE

Turner's

505 W. Main Street
With A

Complete Supply of

and

All Office Supplies, Equipment.
Sundries -

Featuring

REMEMBER!

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
REMINGTON ADDING MACHINES
REMINGTON COMBINATION ADDING MACHINE
AND CASH REGISTER

Paints Your HómeNOWT
Month
per
Dollars
payments.
A Few
Months to complete
Sherwin-Williams Pii.ictget
beauty, protection ard
Give your home the

SWP America's .

lstlng economy that has made
house point. You

of
most widely used brand
-without delay for lack of
can do it now
payment...
a down
ready cash ,,.without
dollars per month
few
surprisingly
with
with as many os 18
to pay ...and

Crippled ,Children's
Clinic
At'Paducah,
April 19

Ask us about our
this possible. We'll
Payment plan that makes
estimate of the exact
free
a
you
give
gladly
home under this plan.
cost of ppintin your
or
drop in at our store
No obligation. Just
phone us.

OUR STORE IS HEADQUARTERS FOR

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS

Filing Cabinets and Filing Equipment
Ledgers .,-- Ledger Sheets — Binders — Loose Leaf Forms

CO.
Waiipaper
Paint
&
Murray
O. TURNER

Public Stenographic and Mimeographic Work
nue ONLY EXCLUSIVE OFFICE SUPPLY STORE IN ('ALLOWAY COUNTY
.

.

I

Phone 323

North Fourth Stteet

-

Only Exclusive Paint and iValinaper Store In M‘tirray

I
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PACE FOUR

"HE IS RISEN"

THE LEDGER & TIMES

(Continued From Page One)
•
Conenlidation of The Mule ey Ledger. The t'allowee Times, and The
Times-Hereld, October 20. 1928
Led it away in Joseph's new tomb. He who had been theehope of Israel
Published by The Calloway Publishing Company, Inc.
lay cold and still in death. But not for long! Tlie tomb is not the end!
North' Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
The grave cannot hold its victim!
Publishers
R R. 17eloan and John S. Neal
On that eeentful morn, human enemies and friends t.like were
Editor and -Advertising Manager
▪ John S. Neal
asleep; neither expecting .His resurrection. But we cannot believe that
Entered at the Postoffice Murray, Kentucky. as second, class mail matter. the inhabitants of the unseen worlds were either asleep or uninterested.
In heaven the resurrection of Jesus must have been a thing eagerly
Looked for and expected. 'That was the victory over death und hell which
MEMBER,
those heavenly beings longed for,'end were as sure they would see as
they were sure that He who died on the cross was the Son of God. On
the other hand, all hell engaged in a short-lived merriment because
Jesus wits dead, and- watched with grave apprehension that guarded
supalchre in the garden lest He who had been placed there should come
forth again. He was contended with the archangel for the body of
118 •11111 1/ 11•411. I•
Moses we may be sure struggled. with all his !night to prevent the
Subscription Rates'-In First Congressional District and Henry and
Stewart Counties. Tenn„ $100 a year: Kentucky, $1.50: Elsewhere $2 00.. resurrection of. Jesus.. But rise He must, and rise Heidid. He could not
Advertising Rates and Information abodt Calloway County market be held of death!
furnished upon application.
The tomb was unable to hold the Lord Jesus beyond the appointed
•
-three days and nights" because at the efficacy and powCr of the death
which He accomplished on the cross. The sin debt had been paid in
•
full. Everything that was necessary for the salvation of sinners had
•
Every Thursday afternoon or Friday When you pick up the Ledger now been fulfilled. God could be just and the justifier of those who
& Times and read it through for whateeer of current interest it may have believe in Jesus. In testimony to that glorious fact God must raise His
for you, you hold in your-hands something far more vital than its black Son from the dead. Truly, He "was delivered for our offenses, and was
.
and white appearance might suggest it to be
raised again for our justification." Christ's resurrection becomes, thereWhen you read this editoriaL tisk yourself this question: What does fore. Cede receipt for complete and final payment of the sin debt for
What
jug
Oulu newspaper hide ta_.cio with me.. What is lte 'Significance,
all !Who lieellere. The resurrection of Christ is likewise God's unfailing
•
am 1 reading'
assurance to u'e that we shall be completely justified from all things if
•
. This is what you. are reading:
we will • only take the Living One as our Redeemer and Savior._
steeped
old,
You have in your hands a newspaper that is 57 years
Finally. theerestirrection of Christ guarantees our own resurrection.
in the trecittion of Calloteay coinety-one„ which has curree into your eesus hae become the firstfruits of all them who sleep, first the Savior,
home as a wekome.weekly___visitor since you were children, since long and *Bei Him: in. due order. all those who are His. Because He lives we
before acme of you were born.
•
shall live also. Because JeSaie entered into the realm of death, and
You are reading a newspaper the policy of. which has rerreeined- returned. He, and Ha alone, is able' to bring _authoritative -Message to,
- •
constant since.. Logan Curd -set its first line of type by hand back -in. us as to. what death is, as to how we shall be dehvered from it, and
1882. That-holiee -Was licitteite, ititegitte; Work. and a sympathy for the as to what we may-assuredly expect as our eternal porticn on the other
_efforts of every person in Calloway' county. It is a 'policy that spells side. To those who are His He "has abolished death and brought life
growth. progress, and a Christianized citizenship which every ong cf and immortality to light through the gospel."
• .
e
you- usdear 'and -always will.
The Christ we know and love and worship is not a dead Christ! As
•
Weatherini , veer): adversity, this nwspaper has outlived all op- He-slid. He became dead, but is alive forever more. The cross and the
post/ewe A mouthpiece for no particular indiedual. it has expressed tomb are past. lie who died and was buried lives and reigns today at the
-thdemoving Will of the county as a whole-in fact In -its historic life- right handeOf God We come not to worship at the shrine of a dead
time it has often directed that will.
king. but to join the armies and march in the train Of a living and
When you have finished' reading this newspaper today, you will triumphant Lord! It is good for us to be able to say with confidence and
•
complete
have finished reading -One e-cat's - history of Callowayeeounty.
certainty that Jesus lives. It is better when We are able to convince
and nnabeicieed.EVerY selleele of recorded lestory that Wel over'come others that He slot only lives, but lives in us, today, daily, and hourly. Let
pages
the
on
white
and
black
in
down
set
first
was
county
this
from
▪
us appropriate to our own hearts and send ringing around the earth
_
of The Ledger eti Timee
this glorious reserrection message: -He is not here: for.. HE IS RISEN.
.. But you have in your hands somethine more than that. You haw Come, see the place . heTe'
. lhe Lord lay."
the combined- effortsed a-anechanical and !ittorial staff which is dethe
realizes
71thich
41,
s)A,
evoted-to the task of terving you dutifully and'
ambnesetiand accomplishes the purpose of giving- you. a better nen- papd in every dnoartment than any other publication ever put .on a
•
,presi in Murray, either pastor present_
•
as odvertised rn
Read your newspaper'Irian the standpoint of one who eva"h4m
-•
The Leelger & -Times _comes :nee your hame with the informality of
-The Calloway County Lumber
esisitor that has'leçg teen w,eleemede
Company. was laceiK-to 530 regishum inel a frienteand think:"
tered guests at its annual Spring
it not also.a parr of. sour home'
Whatever. else it
opening. The Friendship Class- of
•
•,
Murray Methothat Church won the -:
prize
$10 offere4 fo the- CitY
you hack- some. of the
&lost
the
Naziarri Vt.-J.1 keep the cows and :.rganitation
-give the milk to the government people register under Its name and
-Socialism: If you have two cows
Whitt keeps the Mara and gives the Calloway Countl.SHBODB Coln'
yutreriuse give one "th•your neighvention won the $15 Rural Prize,
-you 'sane (it the skimmed milk.
•
bor.
'
racism:. You -keep the cows and having the most people, register
Communism: You give both tows
Rite the- milk le) the 'government under its name. Other argailizato the egrevernment which gives
which sells yeiii .some of the milk lions partieipating included tie
Projectt the
New Dealism: ,-Yott, shoot one Housekeeping
cow and get paid fk not milking Ladies Aid of the Christian Church ....
in --Murray: the Friendship Christhe other. •
Capitalism: You keep both cows. tian Church, the Goshen 'Methomilk them. sell the milk *rid by) dist Church. the New Hope Meth,bull
odut Church: the Lynn Grove High
RELIEVE THE
OF A HE A NA' MLA wtrei • •
Sch .01, the Kirksey High School.
'anti - the turitley- Christian Church_
Five special prizes were awardr
A.
ro••••k•
ed as follows: Mrs. Mabel Pullen.
opro Tok•••Iii••
ofit
e4wwwwwpors eibmanini
Glad to rept-art most of the sick medicine cabinet: "Ce T. Outland
acidity I. C. oesecli
ri-r„e impieheng. Stanley Kirkland gallon enamel; Mrs. C. B. Cra*••••••1•0abi. foolier.
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CARD OF THANKS
We express our appreciation to
our many friends and neighbors
for their kindness during the illm-ss and death of our coMpanion,
father, and grandfather, Mr. John
Jenkins. We thank Dr.' Hale and
Matte. Mrs. Ward, for their kind
aini faithful aUention to him.
We also thank those who gave
florid offerings, especially Ahrio
High School, and the Federal men
whom he worked with. Our hearts
go opt to Bro. Blankenshill for the
words of sympathy and love. We
appreciate the kindness .shown us
by Mr. Kelley who bore him to the
grave. -May Gdir bless each and
every -one of you is' our prayer.
Companion. Children and Grandchildren.

.
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530 Guests Attend
Lumber Company's
Open House Tuesday

-•••

Modern-Isms

vfC/i

sTomacH

- DIA-BISMX,
-

Goldwater News'

Evening School at
- -Hazel to Close

May Be Your Warning

•

1

Best Food

2 tums

Used Farming Tools
Walking Plows, Riding Plows,-2-P.ow Corn Drill,
5 ftlot; StkOne-Row Drills, Disc Harrows-4.and
_
.
Min Harrows,
- MUST SELL AT ONCE TO MA,KE ROOM IFOR
NEW EQUIPMENT
•

MURRAY TRACTOR AND
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
•••

North Twelfth iat Chestnut-Phone 593,i
GARDIE LASSITER

in

Murray

Soap
Tomato Juice - Mixed Fran Juice
14pring Fried Chicken
Raked Country Ham
_Ater( Roist
Fresh Garden Peas
afew- Battered Potatoes
(• ream ,Cam I i flower
Tiny Pickled Reels
.
Congealed Fruit Salad
Het Rolls, Coffee. lea. Milli -Strawberry Shortcake With •
re
" Whipped Cream
Ice Cream With Homemade Cakr

NATIONAL
HOTEL

123' Broadway

$ 4.92

$ 3.00
- -846
6.24
9.67
1800

_

.

1117.7.3e. Ewin, 20 arres,.lays by Prilfr - Duncan
- • .

NOON AND NIGHT
•e

$ 3.25

$ 32.39
10.06
15.24
3.00
10.20
3-75
22.89
.75
2160

26.3
2.66

1.50
6.7e
-1.13
11.57
6.75
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3.74
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1.50
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OLD HOME!

OBI

Practically NEW
After Re-siding With

Johns- Manville_
sbestos Siding

J(
•

1ifi.3111/E _home._urskyik
B.9 14,
additional insulation, and
eliminate painting . . ,
in one easy operaton-Residing with JOHNS-MANVILLE ASBESTOS siding.
It can -b
-nailed righOover
-e
the old unsightly sidewalk.
thereby making them thicker,adding insulation. Re-side '
wit h JOHNS-MANVILLE
for TRUE PERMANENCE.
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Just North .of the Water Toner. Murray

Headquarters of the "
Calloway County --Housing Guild
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For Complete Free Estimate Phone 72
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5:80
13.02
18.21
7.511
•
'0.50

An Inexpensive Way to
Modernize Your

WADESBORO DISTRICT

Mayfield, Ky.

45.99
12,76
8.68

CITY OF HAZEL (Catered) Dobbins, Joe, 1 lot, West Hazel

BRINKLEY DISTRICT
.•
•• ' 9.00
Mims. J. A. J.. (Estate). 70 acres, lays by Jim Bailey
7100
_
Adams C. W.. I !ere, -lays by Jennings Turner
-7-29732hascrot.-3,:-Ar.-.-nit-rferes.---raysisy GM" Bair61-___7- 7- 3.75
Creivs. James 13"."1,4 acres, lays- by M. A. Tabcrs
624
6.24
Johnsore.Chas. We 20eteres: lays ley Ralph Crelabs ,.J.
14.50
Perry, W. S.1457 acres, lays by Henry Andrews
1E50
Radford, Kitty. 60 atreN-lays-ny-.W.-- P. -Darriell ------------Singleton. W. R.. IDecessed), 32-acres, lays by Ben Carter,
9.90
.
Book 54. 1".- 228' • .
Smith. Hiram L.. 58 acres, Isys ley B. V.:Newsom, 53 acres.
30j5_
- lays by • I3, V. Newsom
e
4.11
Tabbrs. Otis, 25 acre-s. lays hY- M.'A Tabers,t
Tabers, Harper, 34 acres,, lays by Mr A. 'rebels _._ _• ---------4.50

BROOKS SHOPPE

28.07
12.2e

HAZEL DISTRICT

.

Hutchens. Basil, 4 acres, lays by Joseph Thornton
Knight. B. L 80 acres, lays by R. C •Croete
Shrader. Alonzo, 65 ecres, lays by Bulah Lamb
Stokes, Lube E., 1 acre, in Cherry Corner ....
Wilson, R. M., (Deceased), I) acres, lays by S. H. Wilson

SWANN DISTRICT

N'egetable

1971.
13.74
6.24
19.00
10.00
8.00
1047_
17.26
1al3
8.25,

CITY OF DEXTER (While)

•

Brandon, Reed, 80 acres-, lays by Ires.-JleH. Ellis
Cole, 0: -Is, 1,s acres, lays by Harris Grove
Hart. Mrs. Nera, 35 aerei, lays by Ophie Armstrong
Orr, Marion. IDeceasede 20 acres, lays by Alice Taylor
Rogers. Clayton, 34 acres, lays by T. A. Beaman
Skinner. Mrs. J. _D.. 25 acres. lays- by James Jackson
Weson. Eeet.•32 acres, lays by free'd Wilson
Wiison, -Mrs )0. H.. le .lot. _
Wrather. J. Bryan, 80 acres:lays by J. 0. Wrather

$1

FOR

22.67
7.37
3.37
1.87
9.74
13.32
6.00
4.88

$
Allen, Theodora, 51 acres, lays by W. L. Brandon
Ferguson, P. G., 92 acres, lays by Nona Huey •
Hearten
Fannie
by
lays
Hendon, J. Thomas, 13 acres,
Jamerson, -ek. D., 66 acres,, lays by Fred Crowley
Jones, Pleas, A., 200 acres, lays by Frances ArmstrongKimbro, Auston. 94 acres
Kimbro, J. J., 58 acres, lays by Peyton Thomas_
Mohundro, A. P. Admr, 86 acres, lays by T. L. Brandon
Moore; L. E.. 112 acres, lays by Bob -Osborn
Moore Heirs, 66 acres, lays by Lee Chaddick __.
McCage, W. F., 22 acres, lays by W. L. Coleman, 30 acree. lays by
. N. R. MeCage
.
..
McClure, J. S. 47 acres, lays by Hardin Wrye
McCluee, Feed. 50 acres, lays by Matthew Russell, 20. acres, lays
•
by Minnie Parker
•
Parker, Mrs. Lucancly K.. 164 acres, lays by Lymon Workman __
Pittman. Roy, 78 acres, lays by W. It Pittman

4.44
1.90
32.30
15.29
33.26
11.37
10.73
5.70
33.26
6.e4
22.25

,
Bynum, Mrs. M. E.. 2ie acree lays by Aithur Bourland
nrcle44enretore-kee-sereseeeys-tryleefee.
Farrii, Hugh, 9 weres: lays by A. G. Cunningham
Marshall, Robert F., 16 acres, lays by Will Barnett
Williams, 0. J., 45 acres, lays by Hugh-Ferns

EASTER, OFFERING

ml'.

BOBBIE LASSITER

Willie._ I, lot, New Addition

• -----

.our -

5.26
8.50
3.76
4.50

CONCORD DISTRICT

EAST MURRAY (Colored)

.__. Political
Announcements.

Perry, a storekeeper of.
J
--TheI-Priger,
:
keen cane,
Lied- to announce the "following Hazel. toiee5-- 7;•
candidates. subject to the aetion of to serve on the' Federal 'grand jut-,
the Pernoersilie primary. Saturday,
Paducah April 16, it was reAugust 5, 1939.
ported eere toceae.
The
STATE SENATOR •
ltd Senatorial De...trice '
It pays to read oar Claseifieds
KELSEY P

9.75

LIBERTY DISTRICT

10.15
Blanton, Columbus, 1 lot. 2nd & Spruce Sts.
4.06
Blanton. Herbert. I lot, New addition
1.43
c
Boyle. Eli lEstatei, 2 lots, New addition
• 7.30
Carter, Wm.. 1 lot, Pool Town
1.90
Coleman: -Tom, 2 lots, New addition, Book 49..P. 388
3.80
.a
Curd. Wallace. I kit N. 2nd St.
4.70
Dunbar, Ella, 1 lot, Pool Towel
•• .-_
.
[Limas, McRee. 1 lot. New addition
4.26
...
Futrell. Reet, 1 lot. New Addition
9.50
Gammons. Laura, 1 lot, Elm St.
4.93
Gifbert. Vernon. 11 lat,`Pool Town, 1 lot, New Addition
5.70
Green, Susan, 1 lot, New Addition
: 9.20
Harding. Bert. 2 lots, No. .1 and 17, New Addition
„3.32
•
Hornbuckle, Chas. 1 lot. Spruce St ..
`qM
Hudipeth. Viola. 1 lot, Pool Town6135
-Jones. Lizzie. 1Estate), 1 lot, N. 2r .5t.
2.38
Martin. Maggie, r lot, New Addition
1.90
on
liakttn.. Reit
7,77
Marvel. Quitman. 1 lot, New Addition
8.26
Marvel. Will. 1 lot. New Addition _.
14 10
Morris. W. B.. 1 lot: on S. 3rd Si.
5.70
Tennie - I jut, Pont Town_
10,15
MeGehee..1.on, el lot on N.C.&St.L.R.R.
3.8,0
McGehee, Ella, 1 let, New Addition
6.66
Olive, lebberta,- 1 lot, S: - 4th -St.
9.20
PatIon. Andrew. 1 lot, New Addition
8.24
Po'ry. Billie, 1 lot, New -Addition •
10.16
Perry. Taylor. f lot, New Addition
.76
Pritchett, Mrs. Jessie, 15lot, New Addition
11.40
Rowlett, John (Estate) 1 lot. Spruce St
9.50
Scruggs, Alice. 1 lot, New .,Addition
9,50
Singleton: John B., (Estate), 1 lot. New'Addition. Book 5e, P. 370
.94
Addition'
Stubblefield. J. W., No. 27, 28, 29, New
6.56
Warfielrf, Mary Alice. 1 lot, 2nd. St.
2.86
WollsyNellic 1 lo;• New Addition"
0.15
0
117
Wells; Hezzie, 2 lots. New Addition
Willis. Galon. 1 lot. Pool Town
Willis, Ben. 1 lot, Spruce St,
3_98
Willis, Marvin, 1 lot, New ,,Add'ition' .67
Wilson, Nellie, 1 lot, New Addition

i
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Barkeen, Mrs. Joseph, 80 acres, lays- by Erwin Grogan.
Carter, I. A., 100 acres, lays by C. W. Williams
Cole, Chas.. 100 acres, lays by Effie Puckett
Gerwin, Mrs. Fannie, 40 acres, lays by Ocus Carraway
Grogan, Ewin T., 160 acres, 'eye( by Mrs. Gus Burkeen, 39 acres
lays by J. F. Bretton
Henslee, E. Palmer, 1 acre, lays by Dr. Henslee
Lee, Mrs. ed. J., 40 acres, lays by Ewin Grogan.,
MeDaniel, Hellen, 17 acres, lays by W. W. McDaniel
Pittman, Mrs. W. W., 75 acres, lays by Tony Boggess
Tatum, W. It,, 64 acres, lays by Omer Wells
Walker, Eunice L., 60 acres, lays by R. B. Holland -•
Williams, Mrs. Annie, 440 acres, lays by D. Y. Morgan

CITY OFMURRAY 1Colored List)

WALLIS DRUG

H

Hudepeth, W. el., 28 acres, lays by Ernest Hudspeth-acres, lays by Toby Perry
Perry, Plenty,
Perry, Mettle,'2 acres, lays by Bob Hubbs
Perry, Willis, 20 acres, lays by Bob Hubbs
Sledd, Cab, 55 acres, lays by Tobe Perry, 5 acres, lays by Tobe Perry, Book 44, P. 319

.95
$
24.70 Cope. Mrs. Dora, 1 lot
1546 Jones, Mrs. M. D., 1- let
9.50
SUPERVISORS LIST
14.90
$
Darnell. Elbert, 6 acres, Wadesboro District
WEST MURRAY Edwards, R. T., 60 acres. Brinkley district, lays hz Rufus Rule
$ 17.10 Greene Roy, 1 lot, Wadesboro district in Ahnn
Brown. Mrs. B. ;1.-14o4i S. 15th St: '
5.50 Robertson, Sam, 9 lots iii the pear orchard, in City of Marray
Buchanan, Thos., I lot, Lays by G. B. Brown
14.24 Simpson, Toy, 445 acres, lays by Herbert Conner, Wadesbero
Fair. Mrs. Bessie. lie acres, lays by Hunter Love
•
District
* 2.25
Hale. Mrs. Mary, 1 lot. Hamilton- addition. Boo(55. P. 529
3.75 Smith. Chas. and Ethel, 1 lot in city of Dexter, Book 69,
Harper, Maud B., 3 2-4 acres, lays by Clark & Parks
3,00
____
••___________.
Jones, A. A. (Estate). 4 lets, Hamilton addition
Page 223
47.50
'
Langston. Elizabeth H.. 1 1-61, West Olive St.
Terry, Thomas. 72 acres in Liberty District, lays by Oscar Falwell
22.50
•
McWhorter, G. G., I TOL Wars St. Hice M., 4 acres in Wadesbaro District, lays by Hoyt
Pogue. Thos F., (Estate). 9 acres: iCCC Camp Site), 1 lot, S. 12th 20.90
Cleaver
3.80
•
.
Rowlett. Lee, 2 lots, he... - Addition1.50
Smith, W. It.,, 1 lot, Stubblefield addition, 50x175 feet
Ward LenniI & 'Hilda, 80 acres, Lays in West Murray by Z. '
36.38
W. Swift
36.44
Watkins. Lena, 1 lot, N. 12th St.
26.95
Williams, W. W., -2 1-4 acres, lays by FL A. Starks,

A

A
ove:
the
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anti
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WADESBORO DISTRICT (Colored)

CITY OF MURRAY
Barber, Fred. 1 lot. N. 6th St.
'
Barnes, George, I lot, S. 11th St.,-*
Clopton. Dohniqe, lot, West Olive St.
Coy. Mary Wade, 1 lot. West Poplar St,
Durrick, Mrs. C. C.. 1 lot, S. 8th St.
ElliseHenry E.. 80 acres, Concord, Meg. Dis,
Farmer, Carroll. 1 lot, S. 12th St.
Fernier, Mrs. Mettle, I lot, S. 10th St.
eleissler. Mrs. H. G., 1 lot, S. 5th St.
Mercer. Chas. 1 lot, N. 10th St.
neer, iNm.. 1 lot, S. 12th- St.
Palmer & Brown, 1 lot on N.C.&St.L.R.R.
Schroeder, J. D.. 1 lot, Henry addition. Book 27, P. 268
Leterback. Mrs. P. A., 2 lots. N. 5th St.
Washarre Robert 1 lot. N. 4th St.
Weenell. Mrs. Sallie. N. 5th St.
WrIllems, Equal J., 1 lot, S. 13th St.

LiFE

,f

dent; and Herbert Lax. secretarytreasurer.
President Hoffman was selected
to represent the league at the annual Jackson- Assembly in June,
was
Miss Anita Ciprian
and
chosen as the league's delegate to
the Methodist Young People's Conference In July at Lake Junaluska, N. C.

I will sell for delinquent state, county, and school
taxes, the property of the following named persons on
ApriI-24, 1939, same being Fourth Monday, at the Court
House door, between, the hours of one and four o'clock
P. M. Said property listed below is describe. the same as
in the official listing in the Calloway County's Tax Commissioners books, and a more complete description of the
land and lots may be found in'the office of the County
Court Clerk of Calloway County.
Amounts due for taxes shown below do not include
penalties, interest, advertising costs. etc.
J. I. FOX, Sheriff Calloway County.
-

`

••

Jones, Euclid, 70 acres, lays by Horace Byars, 70'acres, lot by
8.26
Horace Byars
3.02
atones, R. It., 1 lot, lays by Mrs. John R. Duncan
30.12
Miller, Chas., 70 acres, tays -by Chas. Bennett
31.50
Dunn
Penny, Glasgow, 126 acres, lays by John
oe
Redden, Mrs. Mollie, 80 acres, lays by Max Walston, 30 lays .
..,,..--A• .• '16.50
by Curtis Cope, land
9.00
Ross, Mrs. O. L, (Estate), 1 lot, in Almo .....----------a_
10.33
"Swift, Harper, 40 acres, lays by Lewis Ross

of Land for Delinquent State, County, and
School Taxes

a

.

--The Epworth League of the First
Methodist church here Sunday
night elected officers for the corning year. They were Frank Hoff:
man, president, succeeding Allen
Cash; James Murphey, vice-pres1-

SHERIFF'S SALE

This Newspaper You Read

•

Ratcliff, 12 acres, lays by

1Conner, Herbert. 63 acres, lays by Van
.,, ' 14.75
Hoffman Heads
Van Ratcliff
6.10
s Glasgow Penny, 1 lot lays in Maui
J. F., 9 acres, lays by
Epworth League COnner,
10.59
Jackson. C. H. (Demand), 35 acres, lays by Ed Stroud

••••••••••
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More Than 100 Attend Tour of
Jackson, Tenn.,Farm Thursday

HAZEL NEWS

Hico News

Murray Route 5

Hospital News

Benton are the parents of a baby
is
born last week.
Mrs. L. Ford of Benton spent
last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Cloys Hopkins.
Bob Shoemaker is ill at a hospital in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Graves Lee and
children, • Mr. and- Mrs. Euel
Pritchett and children spent Sunday with Mr. Lee's parents near
Olive.-C. A.

Dexter N emis

I.
Quite a few from around here
"Uncle Buck" Lee has been ill
Patients admitted to the William wer.e in Paris and some went to
Relatives and friends from out- the past week with heart trouble
Mrs. Bob Mathis spent Sunday
•
with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Russian
of-town attending the funeral of but is reported better at present. Mason Memorial Hospital during Benton Monday.
A hundred and thirteen persons,
the
past week:
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ray and in, Hardin and attended ,he big
E. D. Matter were Garth Furgerson, Those visiting him last week-end
over 109 per cent more than
Mr. E. D. Miller, Hazel; Fred Mrs. Flossie Kirkland of Buchan- singing there.,
Frankfort, Mrs. Lucy Perry.. Mr.' were Mrs. Ellen Beasley and Mrs.
the number taking advatnage of a
Miss Joe Anne Hendon and Miss
and Mrs. E. C. Crass of Brewers, Mande Travis and Supday morn- Barber, Murray; Mrs. W. H. Bucy, an, Tenn., were callers of Mr. and
similar trip last year, attended the
Anemones, violets, bluets and , Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wilson and ing callers in the Lee home were Knight; Wm. Frank Dairis, Jr., Mrs. C. B. Buchanan and family Mary Jane Kennedy, of Murray,
annual spring tour of the sub-exspent Sunday evening with Miss
periment station farm - at Jackson, other early spring wild flowers are'Jimri Wilson. ef Mayfield. Mrs. J. Mr. and Mrs, L. Beasley and chil- Crutchfield; Miss Lola Spaulding, Sunday afternoon.'
Paris, Tenn.; Dorris Jackson McMr. and Mrs. Johnny Hughes and Margie and Carrie Reeves.
refreshing the earth and its vapors. ID. Peterson, Benton, Mr. and Mrs. dren, Mrs. Lena Bogard and daughTenn., last Thursday.
s- Matirice Maddox and daughter of ter. Peggy, and Hamp Childress. - Clure, Palmersville, Tenn.; Mrs. son. James, of Murray, were reHal Mathis and Harvey 'Pritchett
They saw and heard a program
Allis quiet on, the Faxon front, Hopkinsville, Rev. A. B. Barrett,
Mr. and Mrs. Bon Childress have M. F. Grant, Calvert City; Baby cent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- spent the week-end in Paducah.
well-advanced in soil conservation I am glad to repOrt. Sickness and ....g
12
Rock, Tenn., Dr. A. F. Pal. moved to the Edward Lee place. Betty Rowlett, Murray; Miss Liza gar Lame) and Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Merle Andrus spent Sunday and
and livestock feeding practices.
death seem in abeyance to the I chall, Dr. and Mrs. Elroy Scruggs,
Bro. Farris filled his monthly ap- Linn. Almo; Wm. Herbert Tre- Linville.
Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Attending were Prof. A. Car- glorious spring sunshine.
vathan,
hatirray;
pointment
at
Palestine
l
and
Jackie
Edwards,
Calloway Circuit Court
I Bumpas Braswell, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stem and Jess Hale near Coldwater.
AK man, Robert Mayfield, Edgar AdLast week many tobacco barns i B. Chrisman, Mrs. Ocie White, Sunday night. Because of the Benton; Mrs. 0. J. Jennings, Mur- brother, 011ie Stom, were called
Wells Overby, Administrator of the
Clinton
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwards
11. anas, William Adams, „Rudy Hen- were the scenes ef busy activity [ Mrs. Pearl Pitt, of Paris; Mrs. A. pretty weather, the audience was ray; Mrs. Earl Knight, Murray;
to Mayfield Thursday to attend the and son and Lorene Graham came Estate of Mary Alice Warfield,
don, 13.1a -Allbritten, Robert Hen- when the good season permitted R. ..25aniels of Grand
Plaintiff,
Junction, larger than usual. Bro. Farris also Richard Nesbitt, Hazel; Thos. Leo funeral of their nephew.- Limits through Dexter Monday evening Deceased.
don, Bill Ed Hendon, Jitn Waalier, most of the farmers- who had been . Colo., E. F. Gillis, manager of preached at Shady Hill Sunday Dodd, - ,Jr., Eldorado, Ill.; Baby
Vs.- Order of Reference
Crews.
enroute to Centralia, Ill.
Clyae" Steck!, R. A. Walston, Paul hindered for lack of moisture 'to Abbath Laboratories and Dr. K. afternoon.
Kenneth Coy, Stribling, Tenn.; Mrs.
Miss Inez Johnson of Mayfield
_ .
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and Joe Warfield, husband of Mary
PaSchall, Harvey Dixon, J. H. finish stripping and ordering the . H. Hall, St. Louis, Mu., Dr. and
Mrs. Lillie Masten has been J. J. Sills, Mur4ay; Wm, Dodd spent the week end with her par- son of New Providence sper.t dice
Warfield, and
Marcella
Walston, Brown Ross, A. L Poole, 1938 crop.
,
!Mrs. J. jel. Dismukes, Macon Dis- confined tq her room with _flu, but Wicker,' Almo; Ermin V. Brown, ents,' Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Johnson. Tuesday with Mr. and 'Mrs. Frank Warfield and Caroline Blakemore,
J. H. Dunn, Lowell Palmer, Mr. . Alf visited the new Mr. Brandon,
Defendants.
I( mukes, Mrs. J. I. Dismukes, Mr. is improved at this time.
Morehead; Mrs. Wm, Enoch, Paris,
Mr. and Mn. Albert Smith of Starks.
and Mrs. E. L. Kuyltendall, Pres- Glenn Wasson, I believe he is
Miss lairlene Adams of St. Louis Tenn.; 0. T. Weatherford, Hazel. ' Murray called on Mr. and Mrs. G.
and Mrs. H. P. McElrath, Jack
been
received
here
Word
has
ton Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs. R.
Patients dismissed. during the E. Linville and Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
be, part of his name coming from Richardson, George Kolb, Henry and Mrs. Biddie Adams visited
It is ordered that this cause be
that Mr. Edd Parrish is ,aerioualy
T. Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Ray'
Carrier's Mill Ill., and he is a spry, Kimball, Mrs. Lorene Jones, Mrs. Thursday 'with their daughter and past week:
Shoemaker Sunday afternoon.
referred to George Hart, Master
ill at his home in Padaseah.
Treon, W. A. Patterson, J. D. PutHolland.
sister,
Mrs.
Milburs
HarrelJ.
Mrs.
Floyd
E.
Overbey,
Murray;
Fred
Bar,
B.
C.
Houston,
Miss Donna Morris was absent
vigorous young fellow, handsome
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gay and spn Commissioner of this Court, tp
dom, Irvin McCuiston, Virgil-WalsSeveral of the ybRing people at- ber, Murray; Miss &ink Edwards, from school severalsdays last week
I son, Mrs. Daisy Robertson, Will
and intelligent.
of Mexico spent Monday night take prodi of Claims against the
ton, Rob Jackson, Guy Jackson, 1
the
musical
Saturday
night
tended
Mr.
and
Murray; Miss Katheryn West, Mur- with a very sore throat.
- Clanton, all of Paducah;
with Mr. and Nis. Allen Hopkins estate of Mary Alice Warfield
Irvin .Jackson, Rupert Mendricks, j Two carloads from Faxon at- itI Mrs. J. H. Branch, Miss M
marelle at Goble Henderson's near Unity. ray; Dorris McClure, Palmersville,
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons, east of Dexter.
(colored) Deceased, and alr perWill Bob Walston, • Nathan Law- 1 tended the closing service of the
CritTremcn Towery and Buck
Mason,
Dr and
w
Tenn.; Virene Sarah Beard, Mur- Mrs. Laka Linville and children,
Mr. and Mrs. Cloys Hopkins are sons holding claims against said
rence. „Leon Chambers, Harold spring meeting of 'Concord Church I Johnili
tingtonswere Saturday night guests ray; Mrs, M. F. Grant, Calvert Ralph and Frances, visited in the
. sCaRuudill.
Mar
mrs'
the parents of a baby girl born estate Al present their claims
'
Mr' an
Darnell. Lube of Christ Sunday --evening and
Douglas, Jason
Patricia Mason, the Rev. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Bogard City; Richard Paul Nesbitt, Hazel; homes of Miss Lola McCuiston, March 29. The baby has been against said estate. duly proven,
.... - B
ret heard two splendid sermons given
Cooper, Virgil McCellon, .facir: and 'family.
. st
rixte
snier,(I:
Thurman,,Dr. Ed
Mrs. Joe Rill's, Murray; Ermin Mrs. Amy Taylor, and Mr. and named
before this Court's Master ComIda Mae.
.coek, J. Young, W. M. BaileyeJim. by Vernon Smith and L. H. Pogue. I;
Hemp Childrese and Mrs. Lena Brown, Morehead.
thryThn
missioner, on or before AprIP 17,
Mrs. IL,11. Simpson, all of BucDuncan
and
Steve
families
of
The
Mrs.
Mac Mizell, who spent the
Wilson, John Cuningham, W. • IL
;den, Mr. and Mrs. G. 13. Scott, Bogard had as their callers Sunhanan, Tenn., Sunday afternoon.
1939, or be forever barred from
the
among
were
winter in Clarksville, Tenn., has
Montgomery, Q. D. Wilson, Clin- Oscar Falwell
I Mr. and Mrs. Hickock, H. P. Wear, day afternoon Mr. and Mrs. Ben
collecting same in any other manMr. and Mrs. Noah Wilson_ and
returned to her home here.
ton Burchett, Lee Burchett, Burt twelve persons .from Friendship
:!Ralph Wear. Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Chilelress. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Chilner except through this suit.
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Chesley
Mrs. Lee Ernestberger who has
Russell, Virden. Tucker. Pleas Cope, who -for, the first time visit-eel with Howard Elmus Beak. Miss Ruby dress and Mr. and Mrs. Kara Scott.
Witness my hand as Clerk of
Wilson and baby spent Sunday
been quite ill with flu is some betHilton Williams, J. W. Williams, the hospitable Concord congrega- Betz, Floyd Scott, Miss Velma
Sidney P.uckett and Miss Gladia
said -Court, this the 31st day of
with Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Lawter.
C. J. Williams, L. D. Miller, J.,,.. tion.
Kb.
Nelson
were
united
In
marriage
Esther
Ward. Misses Gatten,
March 1939.
rence and children.
The senior play, "Where's GrandMills, Clyde Phelps, John Thomas
Mrs. John Dunn' is ill at this
A marriage of much interest in wen, Evelyn DeBoaz, Mrs. Frank Saturday.
C, L. MILLER,
Misses Earlene and Henrietta
ma,"
will
-MIL James Faxorr
be
presented
Saturday
Phelps, and 1,11ton Past
Oliver Towery visited his mothClerk, Calloway Circuit Court
community was that of Skinner. Eld. and Mrs. S.A. RUAStem
were
Sunday
afternoon writing.
' Bluben Donelson, Jerome Elkins. Joseph 'Clark -and Miss Edna Mae jets Everrard Hicks, M. D. Holton, er, Mrs. Nancy Towera, and Mr. night, April 8 at 7:30.
James Simpson is visiting his
guests of Misses Nell and-Sue Mor"Where's Grandma" is a snappy
T. C. Geurin, 011ie Barnett, Kel- Roberts which was solemnized at Mrs. Amanda White, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. 110scoe Towery, Sunday.
grandmother, Mrs.'Emma Lowery.
ris.
Hendon,
C.
Interesting
Perry
comedy.
Cromwell.
Grandma
ly M.
is a
Mr. and Mrs.00tho Winchester
Benton Sunday evening, The young Will Chester. Mr. and Mrs. Max
Mr. and Mrs. Will Morris were
Mrs. Raymond Thorn is on the
V. McCuiston, Keith Morris. W. C. couple are alumni of Faxon high Churchill and Mr. and Mrs. Ron- were Saturday night guests of Mr. delightful old lady who first shows visitors of Mr. and Mr;. J. N. sick list at this writing.
Caldwell, J.. B. Story, W. B. Howoff in sophistication to impress
and Mrs. Kara Scott.
Johnson Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pritchett have'
school in Use class of 1936. The ald Churchill, all of Murray.
ard, J. D. Caldwell, Alvis E. Jones,
Mrs. Willie Tatum is ill at this her grandchildren. She wants their
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Wilson and returned home front Tennessee.
groom, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mra Frank Provine, of
George Hurley, Jack Dodd, Carter
love
despetately
and
her
outlandish
writing
with
flu..
Miss Mable Lamb of Hardin'
son Dean were Sunday dinner
W. 0. Clark, Ls an employee of Paris, were in Hazel Sunday to
0. Brandon, James BrancLn. Tom
Mrs. Flora Adams isn't so well attempt to impress them by her guests of Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wil- spent the week-end with Miss
the Bell Telephone Compahy 'of visit relatives.
BEST EQUIPPED SHOE SHOP
Walston. Kenneth Hale, Cannon
time.
youth
apd
at
this
sophistication
are
wistEvelyn McDaniel.
son and baby.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray, Mrs.
Detroit, and the bride is the daughIn Murray to give you Barge VulParks. Mrs. G. R. Parks. Hoyt
Miss Zelta Walker visited over ful as well as 'funny. Midnight and. Edgar Adams and -son visited
Earl Mathis spent file week-end
Minnie Kelly and her mother, Mrs.
Roberts.
Mr.ind•Mrs.
C.
C.
ter
of
ca-Soling. It's the Modern ReCraig, Robert Craig, H. C. Vinson,
the week-end with Miss 'Arlene Dahlia, the colored servants, are Mr. and Mrs. Tpbe Adams 'Sun- in Benton.
The Young 'people have a wide Frank Bray, were in Paris Sunday
Soling Method - No Nails, No
Mrs. H. C. Vinson, John Lassiter,
Cunningham.
quite
ihe
funniest
comedy
pair
imfriends.
visit
day.
to
their
Mr. and .,Mrs. Wilson Herndon Stitches. No Sign of Repair.
John M. Houston, Oliver Cherry. and influential connection in
Clarence and Melon. Williams aginable. You will taught at GrandMr. and Mrs. Norton Foster, of
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harmon and have moved from Murray to Henoutstanding families and they have
BRING YOUR' WORN SHOES
delivered their ciaeP of tobacco ma and with her in, the first two son .-attended guests of Mr. and
; Dane McCIttre, H. I. Craig, C. R.
the
Oak
G?dve
community,
were
ry T'horn's place South of Dex- To Us, Then You'll Agree Too,
many personal friends to Wish them
Monday.
Stubblefield, mo. T. Cochran, Maracts,
but
you'll
love
her
in
the
in
Hazel
,Monday
afternoon
shopMrs.
Logan
Marmon.
ter.
happiness. They were school-day
That Shoe Repair Methods Have
• Mr. ,and Mrs. Boyce ,kIcClard third. This is a ,generally delight. yin Hill. Joe Dann, J. H. Doran,
4
Mrs. Edgar Lamb is improving
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Joyce of Changed,
sweethearts for several years. They ping.
were
Sunday
afternoon
callers
of
Uric Kelson, ta....-Vs Adams. Paul
ful
evening
of
entertainment.
Mrs. Daisy Robertson, of Padufrom a recent illness ancr- Was able
among All's dear children. AlSern, Lancie Morris, James Kel- are
The characters are as foliates:
cah, ilvas in Hazel Saturday to at- Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wilkinson.
to spend the day with Mrs. Dave
__•
ter spending ten days with relHere's
wishing
for
every
one
a
sos Hugh Kelso,. Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Grandma, Altie Stubblefield; Harmon last week.
go tend the funeral of E. D. Miller.
young couple will
atives,
the
most
joyful
Easter.
-Blue
Eyes.
L.
Jones.
Mrs.
D.
Mr.
and
Mayer,
J
J. H. Corbitt of Nashville, Tenn,
Gretchen Blake, Roselle Hargis;
Don't forget the Hazel High
to Detroit to make their new home
Mr. and • Mrs. Van -Clark, Mr, and
was in Hazel Monday on business.
Bob Blake, Gus Yarbrough; Jack senior class play, "Lena Rivers,"
Clark
will
resume
and
where
Mr.
and
Mrs.
tars. Obert Garland. Mr._
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and ton, and Mr. Clayton.
Worley, I. B. Allbritten; Lucy will sop be presented. Watch for
'Roy Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Wybert his position.
daughters, of Nashville, spent the
Master Wilford Heflin, of neer King, Vary Ruth Houston; Arline date of play in-these columns.
Carrier
,Wasso
a
of
,.
Mrs.,
Mettle
Morris and bale Morris, by. .and
week-end in the home id Mr. east Mayfield. visited inMr. and Mrs.' Luther Freeland
hotne -of Trusdale; -}titda-Arin-L-awsan;- Carol
Mrs. Hayden 54 rris. and Willie Mill? Ill., Sunday broaght flowers M
MINI
nd f '1 y.
Mr,--and Mrs. P. G. Curd over the Warley, Julia Coleman; Midnight, and son, Elwin, Mrs. May Grubbs
graves
in
Old
for, her parents'
Hatcher.
Ernest Brisendine of Co
Cottage week-end.
Willie Barnett; Dahlia, Faye Hen- were in Paris Saturday.
Salem cemetery, lunched with Mr. Grove
afternoonon
.
-Tenn., w as in Hazel MonMr. and Mrs. Luther Freeland
Mrs. Alice Jones and daughter, don:
and Me.
e Stanley Futrell at Mur- day
and son, Mrs. Mabel Stem and LeMiss Murl Jones, and J. M. Platt
Records on the cost of tobacco
This
is
the
first
entertainment
business.
on Mr. and Mrs.
wee Sunday afternoon callers
pro:Auction will be kept by four ray .and called
George Dickerson and daughter, were in Paris Friday on business. given in our new school building.
farmers in each Menace county Alvin B1'andon of Faxon
Mrs. Maude Orr and daughter, Come and help initiate it with a of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Linville.
Berdine and Mrs Bett J
va
ism
i es and
column
the
beginning
this
Since
Murray, KY.
Phone 492
.
Poop-Deck-Pappy
community.
daughter, Libbie,. werey
tors in Mies Marelle, were in Murray fall house.
sad news has come about the aeci- Whitesville, Tenn., last Sunday. Tuesday as the guests of Mr. and
dent and death, of a former restCARD OF THANKS
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and Mrs. Charlie Barton.
dent, William Wicker. We hear that Mr. and Mrs, 0. B. Teirnbow
Mr. and Mrs. ,J. M:-Ileytiolds of
We take this method of expresEstate
From the E. H. James
because of a locked wheel, he sus- motored over to McKenzie. Tenn., Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. A.
sing our thanks to Dr. Rob Masons,
tamed a severe injury in a car Sunday afternoon to visit with L. Platt and family were dinner
ONE DISC CULTIVATOR and all the nurses in their untiring
guests of their niece, Miss Murl
ONE 2-HORSE WAGON WITH wreck and death came Monday Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Garrett.
efforts during the long illness of
night. -We extend sympathy to the
Jones, and mother Sunday.
NEW FRAME
The seniors will give a play Sat- our dear wife, mother and grandMr. and Mrs. Howard Pearson
bereaved
family.-ALf.
Mrs. C. B. White, Mrs. Ben urday night entitled "The Absent mother, Mrs. J. W. Freeland. EspecONE 3-HORSE RIDING PLOW
and .sons. Sammy and Johnnie.
White and Mrs. A. L. Platt shop- Minded Professor." This is a 3-. ially do we thank Mrs. Jenks for
ONE RCA RADIO
Mrs. Mary Paul Armstrong. and
ped in Paris Tuesday.
act comedy which is well worth being so kind and sympathetic to
Priced Cheap
A special illumination desplay, Miss Evelyn" Pearson. of LexingSam B. Jones of Tennessee was
see. Everybody our dear mother also to Brother
with all the lights turned 0/a in the ton. Tenn., were Sunday afternoon in Hazel last week to visit his anyone's time to
is cordially invited.
See NIX HARRIS
Sweat for his words of comfort.
extravaganza, guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. 1.
$1,500,000
electrical
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones.
• Lynn Grove, -Ky. or
The juniors are giving the senior May God's ,,, richest blessings rest
and
Boyd.
Neely
Sam
visi.
Angeles
was staged for Los
J. M. Marshall was in Murray - Mr. and Mrs. Haney Hall and class a trip or picnic today which on all who aided us in any way
tors arThe California World's Fair
family arid Elwood Blackburn of they have been looking forward
FRED JAMES,
Monday
on business.
in our-dark hour of sorrow.
Murray, Ky.
at the "Month to Go' fete.
Mrs. Richard Daniels of Grand Paducah were in Hazel Saturday to with a great deal of interest.
J.- W. Freeland, children and
visiting
relatives
and
friends,
Last' year 'the junitirs took the
Junction, Colo., was called to
grandchildren.
H.
H.
Combs,
Hopkinsville, was seniors to Meitiphis where they
Hazel last week because of the
a Hazel busines's visitor Monday. visited in the city for? the day.
death of her father, Dal Miller.
Bradford Armstrong left Sun- . Last Friday the seniors spent an
Mr. and Mrs. Otho 'Parris and day for Flint, Mich.,
where he will eajey&abe day at Murray State Coldatighter, MISS Sadie Mlle, Visited visit relatives .a few weeks.
lege along with seniors from all
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. D. P.
Mrs. C. H. Jones, of Lynn Grove, over western Kentucky, Tennessee,
_
-Farris Sunday afternoon. They. attended the P-TA
meeting here and Illinetr- Part e4-- the group From Mayfield, Ky., Will Be
also visited the home of Mr. and last
Wednesday.-- Stayed for the "M Club Follies"
Located at
-Mrs. Walter Hutch'ens of PotterMr. and 'Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, which was tops in humorous entown. and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miss Eva
Mrs. K. Robertson's Apt.
Lee Perry, 0. ,B. Turn- tertainment.
'Cla
znton -and Mrs. Farris' ,mother, bow, Jr4,.and Mrs.
Day or Night to Prepare
H. I Neely
Mrs. Mattie Smith, came to Hazel were lit
Kentucky State Income
Paducah Tuesday and
To fellow their slogan, "Make
fos ra few days' visit with "the
Tax Returns to Be Filed
while there visited Mr. and Mrs. Green county green," -many 'farmFarris'. e
L. B. Phipps and- family.
On Or Before
experimenting
sekth
Italian
ers
are
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch White were , Mr. and Mrs.
Cleave Culpeppler rye grass.
April 16,'39
in Gilbertsville Saturday on busi- and Mr.and Mrs. Marvin Jones
ness an dalso visited in Paducah. were
in Paris Monday shopping. e
Herman Clanton was in Paris .Mrs. E. D. Miller and
daughter,
Monday on business
Mrs. Daniels, motored, over to PaMrs. Hurtle Lamb is confined
ducah to visit Mrs. Julian Disto -her room with illness.
mtikes One day this Week.
I Mr. and Mrs. Otho Farris atul
daughter, Sadie Nell, were in MurChiropractic: The science that
ray Saturday afternoon shopping..
• Would you want--a satisfactory adjustment
makes people well and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Clayton
of your Insurance Loss?
happy.
and children-, Charlene and.Volene,
KCafie 70441 2)
and Is(. Alice Orr attended the
DR.. W. C. OAKLEY
this detail is easily taken care of if you place
birthdaY dinner of Finis -Futrell'S.
chiropractor
Luther Orr spent Saturday night 809 West Main
your Insurance with an Agency that knows hoir•-"'
Murray
JOHN DEERE General Purpose
With his redther, Mrs. Mite Orr, Mturray:Mon., Wed., & Fri. P. M.
to give you the best forms of Insurance Coverage,
Tractors are quality-built froM radiand his sister; Mrs. Charlie ClayIllenton: Tees- Thurs. & Sat.
under 'Insurance policies properly written, and
ator to drawbar. From the finest
4es,your Insurance-protection -in-Attactu
Your leaking roof will drive your wife to distraction with
Capital Stock Insurance Companies.
-- materials, skilleol John Deere- work-

1

Faxon Facets
-

Order of gefereute

x:

New Concord High
School

DUTCH'S SHOESHOP

Now in Basement of
Elm us Beale Hotel

DEPOT STREET GARAGE

All-Kinds of Repairing and
-Used Cars
HERMAN JONES, Prop.

FOR'SALE

Kirlcsey High School
_ News

APRIL MOWERS
MAY FLOWERS

THOS. L. McNUTT
Income Tax .
Accountant

But You Can

SATISFACTION

yoa 4ee the

Belt?."

ZARD
DI4àJIA'ZARDl.

men, using precision machinery,
build you a quality tractor. Constant inspection, exacting requirements, and testing under gruelling
conditions on the John Deere proving
grounds, maintain the John Deere
standards. The superior, quality
construction is then fully protected
to give you years of trouble-free
service-with oil-wash air cleaner,
crankcase breather, full pressure
lubrication, °A filter, dust-proof oil
seals, and one-piece main case to

irstegoartrthe term
-COME IN

NEXT TIME

YOU

FEATtliES
•Unequalled
sion

vi-

•Simple, rugged,
2-cylinder engine,
designed to burn
low-cost fuel
•Belt pulley on
crankshaft-full
engine power to
belt
•Fully-adjustable
steering control
•Rear wheel tread
adjustit ble•frond
to St ini-hes

ARUM TOWN

Murray_ Tractor & Implement Co.
Norits - 12th at Chestnut Sta.-Thonf 593-J'
BOBBIE LASSITER
GARDIE LASsIllER

If You

6

the worry of ipoiled furnishings-those &nip that you

FARMERS":
,Do You Plan to Lime Your Farm?
Do, Either NOW or This Fall, Place Your Order

With -

The Calloway County Farm Bureau
Prices are $1.50 per ten Rebate to Farm Bureau Members.
Order Now and have it on hand when you need it. Use ,Lime
and earn your sail building payments. o Last year, farmers of
the county lost or failed to earn 532.000 because they failed
to comply with provisions of the ACP. Let's earn all our soilbuilding payment this year.

Join the Farm Bureau, The Fee is 1 1-3 Cents
Per Day or $5.00 Per Year
It You Mean to Have Teri-acing Done This YearrVat-ire-Faim
-Bureau When Yon Want It Done and How Mueh You
Plan
Terrace
You My See AnY, of the Following Bureau Officials for Lime,
Terracing, or Membership Dues:
F.. 0. NEALE, President
HARVEV DIXON
• S. W. ASKEW
MARVIN HILL
W. B. PATTE1ISON
R. A. WALSTON
E. P. JONES
E. L. KU1 KENDALL
Board of Directors
MISS FRANCES WIRITNELL, Secretary-Trearrer

Unfortunately for the Companies represented
by us, we have had several hundred thousand dollars of Fire and Windstorm Insurance losses, but
fortunately for our policyholders hot one of them
has been required to employ an attorney to collect his Insurance loss or damage 100 per cent.
Claims arising under Casualty Insurance pole.
icies issued by this'Agency receive the same prompt
and efficient- attention, by expert Adjusters and
Attorneys.

--Frazee & Mettigin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Telephone 331
Gatlin Building

-

The Ford Copper-Bound Roof will banish from your Home
those worries and at the same time will add a touch of beauty
titat can only come from this modern type of roof protection
Absolute security under all weather conditions
firm grip of a copper lock that positively binds

"It Does Make a Difference Who
%sites Your Insurance".'

YOUR FUEL DOLLAR GOES FARTHER Ili A JOHN DEERE

is obtained with the

together the exposed edges of the shingles.
Let us examine your roof before it reaches
'the danger line. This strvice is offered you
without charge or Ohligation.

COPPER-SOUND 'ROOF
5-

FIRE - CASUALTY - BONDING
First Floor

have been years in acquiring.

Clevefoped awl Manol•ctived to; Fo4roolinq Predicts Co. Gimp

urray Lumber Co.
"Builders of Quality Homes for

E. Depot St.

ov.er25 Years"
Phone 262
C.
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the Tennessee Valley Authority I
offices here.
The groom is the son of Me and
Most every one in this vicinity
Mrs. E. D. Davidson, of Camden,
went to Hardin for the singing
Tenn. For the lost year and a
Hazel high school won the disheld there Sunday. A large crowd
half, he has been resident manager
and aplencial singing were re- trict championship. cup in ,the
of the National hotel. He attendforensic events held at Murray
Finis Futrell Is Honored On
ported.
ed both the University; of -TennesStephen;on-Talley Marriage
We were indeed sorry to hear State College on March 24. Hazel
Fifty-Ninih Birthday _
Murray
see-wand
State egliege,
Is Announced
of the death of Mrs. Lillie Stark. school feels like the proverbial
and is widely known.
Friends and relatives- gathered
•'
Mr and- Mts. Reek layers, Mr. -gingerbread boy" Since it run
The two will make their home
re; and Mrs. Joseph P. StephenMarch 28 at the home of Finis
and Mrs. Joe Young spent Sunday away from the langs.!' school of
Paris. Tenn.. announce the at the National hotel.
Futrell in New ,Prutidenees.
•.
with Mr.. and Mrs. Eieretistriman. this district. s_
•
• • • •`
ralrPriried him with a beautiful Marriage of their dauipter. Kathi
Suntlay afternoon they were visit., The • cup was presented to the
dinner in honor of his 59 birthday. rya to • Mr. koodrow TalreY• Mr. And Mrs. Otto Swann
.rs of Mr. and Mrs. Homer Bitio'school Thursday morning during
Ky., - in
a -seerernonr
Entertain
At noon,' the long table was set Smith.
chapel, by M. 0. Wrather and T.
• .•
ktam.
parsonage
the
in
took
place
which
on the lawn and a bountiful dinMr. and Mrs. Cernus Alexander C. Arnett, county superintendent.
Mr. and Mrss Otto Swann enterSmith.
Shaw
Gilbert
the.
Rev.
of
ner was served. A-cake with 59
tained Sunday., April-, with .4 and little son.. James Ray, spent Both made interesting talks to the
-*undies was'Plated. in the niiddle Methodist minister. at Calvert City, noon day meal.
Wednesday night with Mr. and faculty.; student body and visitors.
25.
February
Ky.
on
Of the beautlftii. table.
Students of Haziel High felt that
Those included were Mr. and Mrs. Corks Alexander.
charming bru'Mrs.
Those presgnt were Mr. and Mrs
and , Mrs. Ornie Young and son, Mel- the school's success was due to the
nette, has...been an instructor in Mrs. J. C. Kemp. of Murray.
vin, visited her son. Joe Young, cooperation of, those taking part.
Rudy Campbell. Milleld. Mr. and
the Henry csandy school system Mr. and Mrs. John B. Watson, of
Those entering the conteats were
and family Tuesday evening.
,
Mrs. Zeb Wilkistaon and son,
Farmington.
her
and
several-wears.
for the lest'
Ervin Weatherforsl. and family, Will Frank Steely, public discussCharles. -of Penny. Mr. and Mrs.
Of
the
present
head
husband is at
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Walker were
Charley Clayton and daughters, Commerce department of a high P-TA Holds Monthly Meeting
Sunday guests at-Will Daugherty
Charlene and Volerle, „ and Mrs. school near Louisville. '
met
Wednesday
afterThe
P-TA
and family. A delightful fish dinClayton's mother. Mrs. Alice Orr,
• The • bride is a graduate of noon at the high school with Mrs.
ner was eniliyeti. •
Hazel; Mr. and Mrs. Sam Gibnis,
Grove High gehool, Paris. and re- Joe Baker in charge of the proMrs. Rena Daugherty. Mrs. Tom
Mra.
Foutch
Gibnis. Mr. and
ceived a teaching certificate from gram.
Wyatt. Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Byers
Tharpe Futrell. Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Murray State College. M. Talky.
The devotional exercises were and' little daughter, Wanda Mae,
Futrell. and daughter. Alice. 'Mr.
graduate of Smith/and high conducted by Mrs. 0. C. Wells. The
and Mrs. Albert Pool and- son.
lbachelor of feature of the program was a talk were Saturday evening guests of
,school. holds also Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexander.
James Edward._ Mr. and Mrs. Math
arts. degree from Murray Stale on "cancer" by Dr. E. L. Garrett.
, Mrs. Rena Daugherty and daughPool. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Taylor.
College. and during his college Musk was furnished by the.boys'
ter,_ Arnie Louise Wyatt. visited
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Alines:ea and career was editor-Op-chief of The
quartet composed of Jay Bland, Mrs. Nannie. Stringer Wednesday
Mrs
daughter. Clarice. Mr: an
College News, Murray student 'Herbert Lax, Joe Ward and Hugti
afternoon. Mrs. Stringer ,has been
A. Siduzpons and daughter...7s, ble. newspaper.
Thomas McElrattnose
sick for several days.
Mr. and Mrs.. Jim Alit:Innen and
service,
• At the wedding
a single
:district convenand- Mrs. Leon Byers spent
'A report of the
children. Polly. Jimmy and lAirly.
ring ceremony. the bride was
tion at Hazel was given by Mrs. Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Morgan: Miss'Mamie Morgan.
dressed in a black ensemble with
Luther Dunn. Announcerrient was Mrs. Lax Byers.
Mr.' and Mrs Hardie Miller arid fuschia accessories,
Mr.;and Mrs.. Everett Inman I
son. Bobbie.0 Miss Mary_ *Sue. Millat made of the joint meeting of the
Mr. and Mrs. Talley are'
er, Mr. and Mrs. Hatfip Curd, Mr.
P-TA and Mothers Club to be held spent Sunday with Mr. 4nd Mrs.
h,:ne in Lebanon Junction, Ky.
on - Wednesday - afternoon. April' Reggie Byers.-Brown Eyes,
and Mrs. Joe Hascii5 Curd. Mn and
-•
'
• • • e• 19, at three o'clock at the 'Training
Mrs_ 'Lige Liritille,"Tinti EIkiit. Mr.
School with. Miss Ruth Ashmore
and 'Mrs. - Aubiey „Simmons and Hadsiansy7Davidsou Mrasslaes
daughterSis SLIT- sigosal=sartichri
Ile 'Pleasant 'Surprise
The nominating committee was
daughter. Dorethf,-,SUncle Thomas': Hous,denr Mr. rind Mrs. Porter' Coming as a ellirghtful event in appointed. as follows: Mrs. Luther
We are enjoying this fine April
Clayton; Mr. and Mrs. Lemons and the pre-Easter season was the Mar- Dunn. Mrs. Ronald Churchill, and
weather along , with the fresh
Hadaway
Migs
Virginia
rage
of
Crawford.
MaryIda
Williamson.
Mes
s
Bun
son, _Miss
showers and pretty green grass'
and - 1.1i7 Willard Davidson. the
During the social hour delightand Mr.' and Mrs. Finis
that makes everything change from
The afternoon • was spent in ceremony for wh,sh took place in ful refreshmsrats were served.
the cleanness Of winter to new life
pleasant conversation. Late in the Fulton Saturday evening of last
•
of spring.
.
afternoon the guestt lefts avishse week:This is the winding up of anThe Rev.. J. N. -.Vilford conducted
Mr: Futrell many more happy
other six weeks of school work,
•
birthdays.
the single ring ceremony in the
which we hope leaves everyone
Mr. Futrell received
several nice presence of Ma • y Lucile Sawyer.
in good shape for the finals that
gifts of which- he was very ap- Mae Rose Garr rzte. Mr. and Mrs.
Hear we came again with, a are to come soon, and change
Harold B. Sseetrnan. Wilmoth
preciative.
hello to everyone.
freshmen to sophomores._ sophoDavidson. • and -Al Youngerman.
All the sick folks in this com- mores to jiihiers, juniors to sen.couple
for
_accorripianied
the
who
L. A. Burkeen Honored On
munity are better now except iors and seniors to college students.,
the nuptiali.
His Forty-Eighth Birthday
Euel Lee Kimbro who remains in or other professions of life.
The bride, a -refreshingly attractClinic Hospital.
Our sophomore play, "The Redwas dressed in a navy the
Friends and relativea sgathered ire
Mrs: F. 'It • Spiceland and chil- headed Stepchild," will be givens
at the home of.lifr. and Mrs. Ls-A. costane with dubinet accessories.
Mrs
Spiceland's Saturday night, April 8. at 7:10.'
dren
Visited
Burkeen. Sunday.
'2. to cele- She wore a corsage- of gardenias.
Herndon Sun- We wish you all would come and
brates Mr. Btirkeen's ,48th birth- The groom was: dressed in conser- mother, Mrs .Belle
give the class a large audience to
_
•
day.
•
vative blue. frrunediately after the
Master -James a Fielder accom- show them you are interested in,
•
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. wedding, they left for a honeypanied his uncle, Otis Eldridge. to what they are doing.
M. W. Burkeens
and...Mrs. _Joe_ =Oily trip_ta St. Louis.
We are making as rapid proBurkeet add family. Mr..and Mrs.
Mrs.' Davidson is the daughter Paducah last week. They carried
-Dave Burkeets and family. Mr.. of'Mist J. 'I„. Hadaway, of Lafay- seed corn to Yopp Seed' Co. gress as possible on our school
yard,SVith the aid of Mr, Lassiter
and Mrs. -Paul Burkeen and son. ette. Ala.. and is,a graduate of the James A. ,says Paducah is bigger
not as pretty to and Toy Galloway's tractors; we
.4•LM Burkeen -and son. Mrs. Cora schools in that city. Presently. than Murray but,
have worked the .ground and will
Peeler. Miss Brooksie NellsBer- she is .e senior stenographer in the which we all say amen.
'- sr. Mar- land acquisitron department, ,..of 'Raymond Elkins carni' home Sat- reseed 1r with the application -of
kesi. M.-- F '.• •
urday after being an. enrollee in, a 500 poends of -fertilizer given the
for
CCC Camp in Idaho for the last School iby Mr.' No P. Hutson .
rf
t•WeV.0.9''1''1' "9
'••• PT,'11''1
• , projecti purposes., Mr.' Hutson'has
two years,
The river bottom farmers are. installed a new fertiliser mixing
Wanting to start plowing--their machine that he wishes everyone
•
lands. but alas, the river is cis- would visit and see it work.
We are proud to know at this
ing again. We certainly hope it
won't get, out of its -banks again. time we will be able to send Lu
Yes, next Sunday is Easter -so ,Alice Culver to the state tournawhy not come ts Pine Bluff, to ment to enter the contests for state
roll yeur eggs as we expect to'honors from Almo High School
have the biggest egg hunt ever. representing the district.
FAMOyS KEN-COBB
Come and bring your eggs and join
HATS - $2.98
the.fun at 2'p. m.
•
Mrs. Fay Fielder .Smith - is carrying the mail agaia.now and we ' Because of tobacco. stripping
are all glad to see her back on the some Of the boys were out of
route.
school last week ..and we put off
Miss Lucille Kelly is visiting in some of the six-week enams until
Paris; Tenn., this week.
this week.
„
.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Thurman
The seniors went ta Murray last
visited, in this .vicinity last Sun- Friday and attended Senior Day
.
at Murray State College. •
Ewing Geurin•is in from Detroit,
Miss Folwell is sponsoring a
We wash.everything in Pure-Main Soft Water IT-0111
Woodrow Bury has gone to chapel program to be given Tuesdeep
our own
Nashville. Term., to. work.
day. April 11. before the schoolis
A few boys haye started -muasel- to be dismissed for thee /(EA.
There is a DIFFERENCE in our Laundry Work.
ing despite high waters. We*pe . The FFA boys put on a chapel
Try us next week.
si;a.a will bring a good- price this prograin Monday. We had iiiirc
ye r.
by Lestel Elkin, Robert Hall. t
Will see you next week.
Ralph Ragadale. and Elmo Boggess.
ossOld Crip
The boys pulled off several stunts, •
The entire school seemed to enjoy
the program. The FFA boys are
exsiectings a__big time Wednesday
night at the rather-Son banquet.
obi Pines.' Retn-tf:••1'.- •Illankenship and son.
Afternoon callers were Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Durkeen and family.
Willie Burkeen, Hursey Hopkins,
Jack Chifdres.-

Joppa News

for junior high school; Mil- (Thursday) to represent Hazel
Hazel High School Ion
dred Clayton, discussion for senior high school in the State forensic
Wins District Trophy high.- schools; Laura Janette Curd, tournament in poetry reading.
extemporaneous speaking; Doro
The senior class of Hazel High
thew' Miller, Poetry reading; Bogard Dunn. oration; Olga Bailey, School presents the famous play,
radio speaking; Mary Alice Myres, "Lena Rivers" from the book
interpretive reading; and the de-'s'Lena Rivers" by Mary J. Holmes,
See
bate team which Included, af- Saturday_ night, April 15.
firmative, Bogard Dunn and Doro- your newspaper next week for the
thea Miller, negative, Maydell cast, of characters.
Luter and Herman Ellis. Mrs. KosThe senloti of Hafel 'high atire Tones was coath of theodebatc
team and Mrs. Olga Freeman, pub- tended Senior Day at Murray State
lic speaking instructor, were of College Friday, March- -31. Those
attending reported a nice time.
great assistance.
Dorothea Miller won first place
in poetry reading, ' Laura. Curd
CARD OF THANKS
won second place ir extemporaneWe express our sincere thanks
ous speaking, and Will Frank to our m'finy friends and neighSteely second place in junior high bors for all the kindness and symschool discussion. Dorothea. Miller pathy' shown us during the illness
Will leave for .
LexIngton tociey and death of our beloved wife,

-'
mother, and daughter. Mrs. Ivan":
Outland. Also to Dr. Rub Mason
and the nurses we. extend our
thanks for their patient and untiring services. We thank each
one for the beautiful floral offering. May God bless each of you
is our prayers-Husband, son, and
mother.
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Brand New Furnishings, Just Arrived This Week for SPRING and EASTER

Almo School News

•

Sensational Values
In Men's & Boys'

ALL NEW STYLES
AND
PATTERNS

SUITS
BOYS' WOM-FF.LT IIATS
-New style's grid colors in greens
•
tad greys. 98e

1

'1295

Pine Bluff News

kligh School and
Students

GET A NEW SUIT
I
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You Save $3

You Save $3

• Wool Serges
•Stripes •Oxfords
• Bankers Grey
• New Greens
• Blue Greys • Mixtures

•Double Breasted
•Single Breasted
•Plain
•Sports
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All Wool Suits
BOYS' DRESS SHIRTS
Guaranteed Fast Color
49c
69c
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s
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SPRING
HATS

of recl

lias and Clothes That. Are Sent To The
p
1
MURRAY LAUNDRY -

ALEXANDER

to Visit Our Store During

"Parklane" SHIRTS
Values to $1.50 -

ring Opening
April 10 to 16

8c

• All Leather Sweat
Wide or medium brims. Come
in Black, Navy, Grey, Pearl,
Ts and the new mixthresnew styles for Men and
Young Men,

morp
ear
ed
rly,
n
,veptem
Ircnse
:
e
pepto

BOYS
SUITS

Grab Off An Armful of These Famous

• All Silk °Lined

*e wish -1.c) extend our heartfelt
I thanks and appreciation for the
lactsuf kindness, messages of sympathy and beautiful floral offerings
i received from our kind friends
and neighbors during bin- recent
rebreavement in the loss of"our
beloved mother:-Mrsand- Mrs. W. ,
s,BssAlexander. Ohio _Altai/Wier. Mr-ss,
arid. Mrs.. Geo. 9.- -Fallow,- /*Is
...Emma Alexander.
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$12.95

$3.00 VALUES.

You Are Cordially Invited

With 2 pairs Pants, 1 Plain
1 Pleated, with zipper fasteners.

Sort Arrived: Season's Nelvest
Double Breasted In Gretdis and
Greya. Sizes 15 to 18. With one
Pant.

Faxon_High School

Phone 303
nrs====fvf-TY1,4=MNISMEENN

$10.95
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Values to $2.00
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Sizes 10's to 18's. liardweive
Worsted for Long Wear, In All
Newest Calera.

$

ONE GROUP
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ONE GROUP
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$695 $395
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A special purchase for this Event-every shirt perfectlytailored, fused an wilt collars, finest woven madras
cloths in a vast selection of attractive checka, stripes and
dots as well as fine count white broadcloth-all sizes.
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Men's Oxfords

IWAIT!7s2.4cas.

i
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BLACK - TAN - SPORTS
In Two-Tone Combinations

Featuring Special-- Showing of 18th Century Living Room, Bed
Room and Dining Room _Furniture-Also a Large Selection of
New 1939 Merchandise Just' Received.

14Big Days
!LISTA TO Rant°

,Store Open Evenings Until 9 p. m. on Wednesday.April 12th and
Saturday;' April 15th

risiorf:'17aipsnit,

s2.98

. April 19,
20, 21, 22

Dale & Stubblefield

High Grade Oxfords That Afford
Every Pair Guaranteed

•

Boys' Dress

a Saving of $1 Per Pair

((SAVE withSAFETY))
at your
:
14m./4 DRUG STORE

RHODES- BURFORD Co.

KENTUCKir

Bait
: •Chf
6

Oxfords ..

$1.79-$ 98
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Classes Will Be Dismissed _ 1939 TRACK MEET
April 11 to 17 During KEA SET FOR APRIL 29

AT MURRAY STATE

AFTERNOON,'APRIL

6, 1939"

▪ ACP PROGRAM FOR 1939
IS EXPLAINED BY DIRECTOR
People and Spots in the Late News
•I

The.following questions and an- tion as to whether a farm is idle
swers relating to certain provisions in 1939?
of the 1939 Agricaltural ConservaAny farm with respect to whiCh
shown here anchored in Gibraffr harbor where it has been assemtion' Program were received in the a wheat, tobacco, cotton, potato,
Ett'
Jackson Purchase Conferbled for spring maneuvel s.
State, Office' today in an Interpre- peanut, corn, or commercial vegeence Coaches Consider
4rative Memorandum from W. G. table allotment is established shall
•
r
▪ `a:
6-Man Football
Finn, director, East Central Di- be deernectto be idle in 1939 if the
The annual convention of the
vision.
county committee determine that
Kentucky Education Association
WINS NET
HICKMAN
1. What is the minimum size Such farm is idle within the usual
ill be held in Louisville, Ky.,
CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY
farm which will be considered. as meaning of the term in the comisseginning Wednesday evenin g,
participating in the 1939 Agricul- munity in which the farm is loApril 12, and continuing through
ConAthletic
Purchase
. Jackson
tural Conservation Program?
cated. The county committee shall
Friday, April 14.
Wednesday
ference officials here
As set forth in our memorandum consider as idle any farmalksor any
Classes will be :dismissed after
will
announced the organization
el- November 14, 1938, --county of- tract of farm land under a differthe last recitation Tuesday, April
hold its aruniel treat meet at
'flees should not consider tracts ent ownership which is purported
11, and will "be reconvened MonMurray State College Saturday,
,L with respect to which the sea- to be operated by the same person
day morning, April 17.
April 29, with the following events:
FASHION CYCLE
Modern ver- 1 building
goal
would be less than which is combined with other
The Murray College headquar60, 100. and 220 yard dashes, 440sion of ancient peasant dress is this
. as participating in the traces.to constitute a farm in 1939)
three'ernits
ters will be the Brown Hotel. Hotel
black wool creation with full swing
The KEA breakfast will be: yard relay, standing and running
program, unless the's-operator of if normal Cropping operations are
skirt and fichu neckline. Narrow
reservations and enrollment in the _held in the ballroom of the
broad jump, high jump, 220-yard
such a tract specifically'aegnests not carried out on the farm in
bodice is buttoned with enameled
KEA indicate that this will 15Z- ti" ICentucky Hotel In Louisville, low hurdles, and shot put. A tencherries and embroidered _petticoat
the county office to consider Isitn 1939 by the owner or a bona fide
record year,
Ky., Friday April 14, at 8 a. m. nis tournament will be „held in
is red-and-white checked gingham
as a patticipant
tereant residing on or near the
track
meet.
conjunction
with
the
The MSC annual breakfast where
Reservations can be retade
to match gloves.
2. Does paragraph 3 of ECR- fartn. Normal cropping operations
former students, alumni, faculty
with Prof. E. H. Smith for all
Date for the track meet was seADM-329, which states in connec- shall bedeemed to be the planting
members and friends get together, who are interested in attending. lected at a meeting at Central
tion with the disposition of excess andg or haressting of crops on a
will be served in the ball room
There were 300 persons repreHigh School in Clinton Tuesday
wheat acreage that no • credit to- substantial. acreage on the farm
of the Kentucky ftotel Friday sented in 1938. It is expected
night, at which time John R. Coopareas within
ward meeting the soil-building goal (or tract), except
ckman high
morning, April 14, at 8 o'clock. that about 400 persons, includer, principal of
will be given for turning under which and. on farms upon which
ing students, faculty, alumni
schoel, was el cad p esident of
More than 300 were served breakwheat as a, green manure op a' failure to carry out such qperaand friends will attend the anthe conference to succeed Jack
fast last year, and It is believed
wheat allotment'farm, refer to all tions was due. to flood or drought
Gardner of Bardwell. Frank Mcthat at least. 400 will be present nuaJ meeting this year.
M rray's headquehyrs will be
Gary. Arlington, was named vicewheat or only to acreage in excess at the customary time of planting
this Year.
for .harvestin 1939.
president, succeeding A. J. Lowe,
of the wheat allotment? ,
It is the hope of Murray officials at t c Brown Hotel.
.Shultz was unanimousand 0. adi
10. How will acreage devoted to
The-credit tovyard meeting the
that the headquarters at the Brown
ly retained as secretary-treasurer.
sbil-building goal for turning under cotton and potatoes planted in alfirst
This is ,President ,Cooper's
wheat as .a green Manure on 3 ternate rows be considered under
year to be principal at Hickman.
wheat allotment farm will not ex- the 1939 Program?
The conference awarded a tro- eSTRETCH" IN GLASS ... No
ceed the _acreage by 'which the
In the case of cotton and potatoes'
"BIG TRAIN" BACK ... Washingplastic
phy -theltickman as winner of the a pair of hose, but a new
acreage considered as planted to in alternate rows the entire acreton, baseball fans will welcome
"insides" for safetyy plate glass
Walter Johnson, former American
wheat
than the wheat al- age will be ehnsidered as cotton and
and checking erosiona but beybnd conference basketball champion- is being stretched almost double
By -ELMER T. HIXON
League speedball king, back into
lotment. That is, no credit will be one-half the acreage will be conthese, twit, valuable features being ship according to Dickinson ratings. its length by Miss Wynette Price
as
he
loves
this
summer
the
game
"Nature in the raw is seldom one which not be overlooked and The system gave Hickman' 21.39 to show property which inthierts
given as a green manure for the sidezed as potatoes if the potato
he assumes role of radio announcer
mild,".has been applied to other this -ie:a
points; Arlington. 2012; Water Val- resilience and shatter-resistance
disposition of acreage in excess of rows are approximately twice the
broadcasting home game activiin
at
all
temperateres
to
new
highthan forest depletion and soil
19.5; Cayce, 18.92; Cunningham,
the, wheat allotment.
ties of Senators, the club which
After the trees have attained b ley
normal width of rows of potatoes.
test
auto
gl
ss.
erosion, but this can also be conPilot Oak, 18; Milburn. 17.85;
once depended on his stellar hurl3. Under what conditions will For example, six acres so planted
slight growth-arriving to a some 18.63;
sidered applicable.
Bardwell, 17.27; Central of Clinton,
ing
to
stay
in
pennant
chase.
,
credit be given for the leaving on will be considered as six acres of
what 'thicket" stage the area will
OLD STAND.
The fatthet Who has his own prove favorable' 'as a cover, or 17.08; Sylvan Shade, 10.38a and
the land of soybeans, velvet beans, eetton and three acres,of potatoes.
BYS ... TwenSEES NEW TAX
weodlot econsisting of an abund- haunt for wild life-birds; rabbits, Wingo, 15.
and cowpeas7
ty years have
This procedure has been or will
TREND ... Citnot
School
was
Murray
Training
which
he
may
ance of trees from
and at tiraes possibly other of our
In the case of soybeans, velvet be followed in determining acreing trend against
passed but U.
the
Dickinplacing
under
given
a
secure his -fence posts and other wild :domestic game. Let's last distaxes on living
beans, and cowpeas not interplant- -age allotments for 'cotton and for
S. veterans of
mateiial for use on his farm, it cuss the tree as a timber. It's qual- son set up, since it had not playcosts, as evidencWorld War are
ed with soil-depleting crops, credit potatoes and in determining 1939
conference':
the
games
In
seven
ed
ed by court deeimay appear to him as being use- ity as a fence post is possibly best
still ready Jo
will be, ,fiveet for leaving such acreages of these crops.
schools
conference
least
four
At
Sions
outlawing
less ft make any endeavor to per- known.- while there may be other
fight to protect
crops
on lite land When a good
New
Jersey
11. Question 6 in ECR-AIM‘334
suindiMeeting
represented
at
the
American libpetuate the supply for future use. items, but this discussion does not
stand and goodlrowth.ts •thtelined stated that in the case of snap
per-market taxes
Many are going onward with tim- seem entirely complete without cated they weuld definitely in- erty as demonand Pennsylvania
and nothing is removed or the beans interplanted with corn onestrated here by
ber-cutting as if the renewal of proceeding further and reciting clude six-man football in their
and - Kentucky
Harry K.- Stinseed only is removed and the half the acreage so interplanted'e
such timber were as rapid and easy one unfavorable feature as a tim- schedules for next fall. Softball ger, of Philachain store taxes,
acreage is not Classified as sail- -will be considered as devoted to
,White,
Wilford '
as the annual growth af grass, or ber value. So far as I -am-aware. was conSidered as a spring sport delphia, with
depleting. In the case of such crops commercial vegetables. Under v.-hat
paesed over by the delegates. steel helmet and
Commerce
other annuals.
only one serious insect trouble is and
Department reinterplanted
with .. soil-depleting circumstances will this provieion be
second coesecutive year, rifle at cutting
the,
For
.At this :rate of consumption with imminent which may prove a dissearch chief, said
crops credit will be given for,leav- • applicable?
C. Dubia, Hickman sports- of birthday cake
Harry
so little reforesting being done, advantage as growing for a timdecisions showed
ing . on the land if a good stand
man. will donate the Dubia trophy on occasion of
In case any commercial vegerealization t lea't
20th'annivermany farms will be almost desti ber product alone, - This insect beand a good growth is' obtained 'and table is interplanted with another
the winner of the Purchase Con- sary of foundto
consumer "pays
tute of such timbers supplying ing the locust borer, which cuts a
+
, the vines are not cut even' though crap and the rows' are approxiference track meet. ' Medals will
such taxes in
ing of Amerithese raw materials in the net very cavity into the tree after it has
i seed may be removed by hand or mately twice the normal width
higher toed
be given, it ,was said, to first and
can Legitin.
far distant future unless some plan attained a fair size to possibly ee
costs."
second place winners in each
mechanical means or by livestock. for such vegetable only one-half
is put into practice supporting a diameter of approximately 3, or
event and ribbens to third place
4. Will the production of one
. acreage will be counted as
system of either reforestation or more Inched. This insect is from
winners. Bill-Huset, of Hunts Athkind of tObleco in at least aw-O-ell vegetable acreage. For example,
onservation of the present sup- an egg deposited by a beetle which
Goods Company, Mayfield,
letic
the past five years be counted .to- tow acres planted in com and
ply of young timber. Some effort feeds upon blooms of the golden
will donate first place medals arid
wird the eligibility for a 1939 to- snap beans in alternate rows, with
has been metre in recent years in rod it seems principally in Sepsecond
furnish
will
conference
the
bacco acreage aleatment for an- the -bean rows twice the normal
this"countyand possibly neighbor- tember, and this blackish bug-like
awards.
place
third
and
other wind of tobacco for a farm width of row-fox
-Means, the -acreing cc-unties, but only to a very insect apparently leaves he yelon which such kind of tobacco has age considered as beans will be
small extent of what could poss- low blooms of this golden rod and
farmers
Will
re-a\---FJCPF-RTS
of
More
Kentucky
By
FACULTY
BUILT
NEW HOMES BEING
not been 'produced since 1934?
two acres. The entire acreage will
ibly be done in this great privilege depositing its eggs in crotches of
The UNIVERSITY of LOUISVILLE forest worn out and eroded lands
Yes. For example, the pro4uction be soil-depleting in determining
the trees after . Which a tiny worm
of reclamation.
Jeer
before
in
during
1939
than
Company
Lumber
Murray
,The
of darke tobacco will be counted whefher the total soil-depleting
is produced.
the history of the State is the
Why not- begin now .by plantannounces the following new homes
as tobacco experience 'ea cermet; acreage allotment has been exprophecy of K. G. McConnell, -state
The worm cuts iiie. the tree and under construction, having been
• ing one, or. more acres for every
tion with the determination of eli- ceeded.
forester, in
statement- given.. a:
acre cleated during the past ten going in some Instance to a fair- started in the last few weeks: Mr.
By MISS RUTH WILSON
gibility for a naw farm allotment
Cctinty Agent J. T. Cochran today
12. What is the classification of
ea years-if, however, the same area- ly great distance proving a pest Jessie Page Crago, on the North
Lecturer, College of Liberal Arts
for Burley tobacco.
dewberrieS and raspberries?
cleared is not planted to trees to the' tree as a highly valuable
Mcchief
endeavor."
said.
"Our
Solith
Highway; Bert Young on
Why 'be a private secretary?' Connell, "is to encourage the re5. Will field corn grown for
For purposes of the Agricultural
again, plant such amount of trees timber. Trees'growing very close
6th Street; "Lola Prinz. on' Carr Well, why not be one?
roasting ears be considered as com- Conservation Program, dewberries
as deemed faverable on 'other together if a dense shade is formed
cr
eroded
forestation
of
worn
out
bn
Dunn, on
Hebert
Avenue;
'
Do you know that it is much landeeeThere are about 1.500.000
mercial vegetables?
and raspberries will be classified
- land considered favorable. Various do not seem to be so much inSpeth, Frosh Center, to Try
Street," and 2 new residences'for more difficult for an employer to
Field corn grown for sale fresh as comniercial orchards.
kinds of timber may thrive on the fested as trees growing in a more
aeres qf sueh land in Kentucky
Tailback
Post
With
7th
North
on
Crawford
E.
F.
Dr.
replace his secretary than it is which can never grow anythingas roasting ears will not be condifferent soils. The most fertile open space where the area is ex13. How will acreage of strawVarsity
also are furnishing for him to engage a good salesman
sidered as commercial vegetables berries and pererirfial vegetables
sells on most terms which have posed to a greater light. However Street. They
profitably except timber. Its reremodeling
or a teacher?
in establishing the commercialeVeg- such as asparagus. etc., planted in
been cleared are planted to field the' insect referred to does not dis- the materials for the
forestation will not only greatly
Bank.
etable allotment or in determining 1939, be classified?
-crops and leaving the pcorer, or parage the tree as being favorable at the Peoples Savings
A real secretary is a cheerful, increase the owners' cash - income, JOHNNY BUCKLES IS
•
more inferief land for pasturing, for the twp-fold benefits' men,CHANGED TO GUARD the 1939- acreage of commercial ,Suele- acreage will not be classicapable person who likes people. but will improve sell ferlilita and
On May 9, 1926, Commander is dedicated to the task of
vegetables.-This is applicable in the fied as commercial vegetables or
help reduce the volume of. floods
etce much of which has been seed- tioned as to soil advantage.
ding
In the event -one has fertile soils Richard E. Byrd. U. S. Navy (Re- her work efficiently, and can han- Which ravage our- lowlands. each . Well pleased with - the Improve- ease of varieties such as Truckers soil-depleting acreage if planted
ed partially in anticipation of soil
conservation..much of:which would not Deeded so much for field crops tired) flew over the North Pole dle clients with tact and judgment. year".
ment which is becoming more and Favorite,• even though they are in 1939 -and not, harvested.,
,
prove availalale for reforesting and wishes to plant trees as a tim- in his monoplane Josephine Ford, If le were asked to-give the quali"Of the 700.000 trees available for fearer mantlein hie squad- with grown primarily far roasting ear& -14. Will nursery stock be classiacciamplish
this
first
to
being
the
Ns
ber -advantage more -than for soil
priespertee Muth ef this land
spring
trait-I-lag
sessiore Sweet- corn grown for sale' fresh fied as commercial orchards?
fications for a good secretary, rd distribution this spring applications every
meeely "waste land" which may be benefit, it may prove mere ad. feat.
Nor. Nurseey --stock will not be'
say the most important are: ade- have !already been received for Coach Roy Stewart was of the willeabe -classified as a commercial
• -considered improductive, and in vantagecus to plant -catalpa, osage
1,56.000. At this rate the supply opinion tOaar,. that' when spring i,c-gable, awhile sweet corn for considered as courrneieiet orchards
education,
'a
quate
pleasing
_Person
/
was
Destroyer
States
united
A
Many instances so badly- eroded orange or possibly some other vaality, and a good deal of common will be exhausted longebefore, the football•eioses April-It the work- canning will not be considered as nor as soil-depleting.
that no eaten-la-is now made to riety of tree Which makes a good the first foreign vessel to visit Yoa ceriunerelal vegetable. In' the case
Species outs will have been a succeea
planting season ends.
sense
kohama, Japan. after the 'disasplow 'such land in preparation for progress, on a better soil.
• --"The boys have spirit arld-thee're rot ;We-et
-25_ aket
Of vehie1t
black
a
ble
are
black
locust,
-mei-ifThere
are
many
eustinet
advantrous earthquake in 1923.
seeding. . A large percentage of
-to learn." Stewart said. The cent or mo-re es sold as fresh corn,
tages to being a sercetary. First walnut, white ash, tulip poplar, eager
this land may be reclaimed by rered oak and black oak. Locust is shifting c f certain men to -positions the acreage will be classified as
Robert Brandon, of near .Haaet. of all, the field is varied and in- widely
foresting with the proper kind' of
planted for ousta. Mptrel, somewhat foreign 10 thetn and rommeicial vegetables. On the
varled and interesting
alga - were saacley gueets ihrthe
--trees and allowing to remain .servelementary blocking and tackling other, han . if more than 75 per
as the hundreds of professions re-- improvement of Soil fertility, and
Miles home.
ing lie two-fold purpose-reforestthe production of 'fence pests. have taken up most of the Thor- -cent is for canning, none of the
quieing
the
services
of
a
secretimsupplying
Though
weather
of
conditions
are
Mrs.
Davie
Brandon,
of
near
view
in
ing and
White aeh and the,oaks have many oughbreds' time so far.
acreage will be claseified as com- Noted Infantryman to Diseuss
bers for future. usefulness, and re- not very favorable, some farm Hazelaspent a few days last Week tary. Secretaries are well paid for uses- around the farm._ in additien
Stewart's chief experiffient was mercial vegetables_
their
German Operations in
by
services.
Perhaps
they
soil
work
begin
the
is
being
done.
,
Several
with
her
daughter.
Mrs.
Brent'
improving
have
claiming, or
to producing valuable timber,' and' the shifting of -George Speth, 2256. Will , string beans 'intereilanted
France
at a lewer rate than elementary
Cooper, and Mr. Cooper..
bringing same back to a higher planted early vegetables.
are often planted e in -mixture pound freshmen,--efrom center -to with corn be 'considered es comMilstead James, of Paducah. acMr. and Mrs._ Raymond Story.; of school teachers. buttneir advance- with locust te improve its quality. tailback. Spette _en unusually
state of productivity which may
fast mercial vegetables? .
Major Walter H. Wells. Infantry,
be restored in 'Wtc way by pre- companied- by his friend, Mr. War. Almo. were among. those attend- ment is more rated.
Tulip poplar and blackewalnut 'are man, cap. run from the tailback
'
s inter= U.S. Army, will be at CCC Camp
The acreage of string bean
Working conditions are usually two of our most valuablearees for poet very well,
venting akticet entirely any eros- den, was a week-end visitors of ing thurch services here and also
but-- his kicking la:Anted with corn will, in corn1517, Murray, Ky., at 2:30 p. me
above the aVerage. and the respect timber purposes". ,
ion after tree growth begins, and hoinefolks. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen visited relatives. in this section.
and passin
-ci:MTd", be improved merbial vegetable counties, be conon April 20 for the purpose of enrestoration of depositing .a James, and his alter, Mra Louise
kit
in' '
Mrs. Celia Atkins of Murray last and confidence_ with which a sedre_Prices on these tree*. are_Te$1.00 uP•11., -NI"; of
his
'
.
lim
-gthirtnft
conirriereialvegetables. listing Ito Illt't /timer rnlieted men
supply of nitrogen into the seg Jones, and family. They attended week visited her sister. Mee. Bert tary is treated by her superior of- and, $1.50 per thousand, which is, spring practice well be devoted to sidered as
In such case one-half of the Acre.. in the Regular -Army Reserves, it
in the event the kind of tree,e- are church Services at Pleasant Grove Milstead, and Mr. Mastoid.
ficer is adequate compensatloriefoc on
a- fraction of the cost of pro- getting his quick kick ,,to, Working age
'so - interplanted will be con- was saielettere•. today: - - pe,Ice o-r.
Sunday-artfdetertereFet ;eh
land -Mese .1,--41:-R44••-Welted- --Plfeeinet tea Co/eel:it,
Previous service
-rreli.
s-ae-itOrsT to cornmeirMT
49e44"444 4144.14"44-waIsitrireciaIt scorns that no tree is SO pop- the Prcdigal Son by the Rev. Ke relatives Sunday in Tennessee and spend.
them. .anet the_ lardefit paymenre- al- his heaves.
discharged from the Army, who .
.
' vegetables.
alse attended preaching services at
ular for this kind -of service as the G. Dunn. Irma other vocation that I know lowed for tree pienting under the
deliver
at
tailIf Speth should
After church services Sunday, North Fart. Elder Boaz • was in of des one use _so Many know- U. S. Agricultural Conservation
7. Will land Which in 1933 Was are under thirty-six years of age,
'"Black Locust". Being df the leback, hdeavill. back up the line .on
regardless of the time they have
gume family it has been discovered Mr. and Mrs. B. Stark entertained charge of the services. e
;ledges of people and events as in Pregram, can be obtathed from defense as he would at center, classified as commercial orchard
Mr. and Mrs.. Evans Irving were that of a secretary. Formal edu- your county 'agent.
but the orchards were pulled out been separated from the ArMy. are
that this, tree will under favorable several of ?tr. Stark's relatives.
•
He has had experience at both
Rttey- Gunter, of Paducah, was last week called to Sedalia on ac- cation and additional self-improveconditions . grow on the poorest
prior to January 1, 1939, be classi- eligible for enlistment in the Reg- '
Posts, been* played in the back'
soils, points and eroded areas, and also at church Sunday. He is count of the sudden death' of Mrs. ment are rewarded by the ease
tied
as cropland under the 1939 ular Anne - Reserve. No duties
PLUR1BU$ UNUM .
field at Seneca High in Buffalo.
Will be required of such men unIt 11 one of the trees -which de- helping rebuild a home for hiS rel- Irving's sister. Mrs. Shupe. Others with which a secretary cairo accomprogram?
The former Captain Mace. who N.Y.
k
'•
less an itmergency is so declared
serves a atives, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Erwin, from this community attending the
apesiting nitrogen in
classified
Such
will
be
acreage
.
the
officer
in
charge,
of
the
;:vas
-plish her office work. This educafuneral services Thursday at Lone
a/text in significance waa the es cropland is It
"'Iwo-fold benefit in reramation of who lost their home by fire.. to be tilled by Congress, but they will receive
tion should take the form of a good Paducah SalvatiOn Army • some
pay at the rate of $2.00 per month
June. the little daughter of
hardJohnny
Buckles,ehieting
of
-soirassisting in checking erosion
Oak were Ma-and Mrs. Charles business course-acquired
rotation.
-in
regular
annually
or
after high seven years ago is no hingef asin
and improving the erendition by and Mrs. Lee Gingles, is improv- Irving: and Mt. and- Mrs. Aubry
Will credit be given fora strip- -those interested should get
sociated with the:Saleatioa Armee delving fellback, to guard in an atschool
and:if
possible
after
a
colShrader..."tempt to cover up the loss cf three cropping on farms in project areas touch with Major Wells during
its depositing of nitrogen gathered ing nicely from an, attack
in any capacity. It ee. thought that
lege
degree
has
been
obtained,
with
• ---- Mg...and Mrs. Homer Turner, of
lettermen: Buckles. who is. aak- of the 'Soil Conservation Service?' his
from the air. Much- may be men- monia..
• visit in Murray.
he has been making periodic solicitAl. 730 p..411.. Major Wells will
Barney Paschall'had a severe eke Paris, were Sunday guests of Mg, particular reference to English.
ing his first fling at a line-post- A Yss. Since- the contribution of
tioned as -to the various methods
ations , in Murray: The public is
grammar,
punctuation,
spelling,
and
conduct 'a group school for Retack of phthisicelest Friday night Jim Ervin home.
lion., showe 'ability and drive. and
of planting. etc.
the fanner is establishing the practh,erefore,
asked
to
bear
in
mind
triage.
pulls cad of the line nicely.
serve Officer' at the CCC Camp.
As to eize of tree& most 'apPro- but is improving under the care ,,Mr. and MI. B. Morton antice is substantially greater 'than
One can be endowed wiele tno that he is in- no way representing
embracing "Historical Problems Other .-hifts by Stewart include
nounce the arrival of a 'daughter
priate feralkarious areas, seasons of Dr. Jones.
out
of
the
practice,.
the
laying
much personality and,charna but the _ftivatjpn._Aciny,
the placing .of Charles Donnigan.
Mr. and. Mrs. Shannon Ellis and born last Tuesday.
-German Operations in France".
for planting, preparation of' land
. •
approved
Igiven
for
will
be
credit
The Salvation Army
Paducah freshman,.' feern guar
All iteserve Officers Ideated in the
Mr. and Mrs. Cody TaYlor visit- common sense den never be overintended for reforestation and per- Mrs. Ellis Paschall attended a play
sopping -established in 1939
by cam.- lere17-elarerner
back l his old center 'Position and
viernity of lidurfty are urged to athaps -other situations to advantage. at Puryeeer high school Saturday ed his grandfather, G. Windsor, done. -If is the measure of SUCCeSf
Asst. of Paducah-eta:Gt.
the co version cf -Edd Gray into on any 'farm in eari area wilere 'tend.
Sunday. Mr. Windsor is showing in any profession, but- perrticularly'
but much information of this na- eening.• _
•
an
fvoni th2 haIfback,pofi- the practice is applicable. Credit
Mrs. Obie Nesbitt was a week- some imponlement frara a recent mope whare hale the day is taken
ture may 'be had by. consulting
up with what we commonly call •The-first trip across.the Atlantic' lion.
Smith his learned an will be • given for striperoPping
one's soil. conservation department end visitor with her daughter, Mrs. illness. 'Boyce T. Barnes:- Livingston
by hydroplane was made "by the end poeition to ,go-: Maria. etath his only in the,. -ear in which the pracGeorge Shreder. who vealt, taken "meeting the public." .
-authorities er e others connected Hub Dunn and family,
ceunty, has' started a flock of
avy plirreeNC-4 which flew tackle aseignment, Ken Valentine tice .is established..
-There are fob few secretaries. A
Mrs. Becky Paschall- and Mrs. to a hospital at Paris last'veeek
.
with *Tykes. It is 1rinc_ipally
from TrMassay, New Fouriellatad. has learned the telcie as well as
9. The 1939 Agricultural Conser- purebred Harripshire sheep.
the infention of the write to corn- Nannie Paschall and son and foadreatment is slightly improved. secretary _occupies an uncrowded
toe Lisbon; _Porttertelagn-leiev--1-01-a. tht-guard mtigmtstmt.
vation Preeren-, peevicjes that .-no
comment upon. the partiejular tree daughter. Mrs. Grooms. were Stine His Mae son. -Gene, and pareftis- am:Lab:mak ferttle field She Is-Feld
The flight was 'Wide in 26 hours
payment eacept those in --Conneeand its Situation more lhan . the day .afternoon 'guests of their drolaw, eelr. sad MIS. :Tom Langs- well for' her services, both' those
47 mihutes.
a
A1122-Jersey 'heifer was import. tion with ' soil-building pra
A .35-ton -carload ot phosphate
particular • methods of planting, cousins, Mrs, C. R. Paschall and ton. vffeted him Sunday. Tick which she • performs and those
ed from Wisconsin into , Shelby shall be computed ter- any,
and, three carloads of limestone
care. 'etc. This free has been re- Milt Miles and their famlifee, Mrs, Myers and brother. Aubry Hhrader. which she has sense enough to
have been spread in, Henderson
ferred to as serving a two-told Paschall and Mr. Miles are re- have each furnished blood for a realize she must leave unperform- far above the average, Well, then. county. in the ipterests of the 9-R which is idle in 1939."
'Oat 4_14jorii,s of determtvg:e.county. • _ ed. Her workini, condilions ..are-i wily not be a aecretar,y7 tasease.- calf elute`
stfeasoil inipelvement ported as imple4aaa Mr. and Mrs.- -transfusiou to Mt: Shrader.
benefit
that
-ea....
...eaeaaaatesae•ea
•
•

Murray To Have
Headquarters
Brown

Hotel may be made headquarters
of all former students and alumni
of the college.
President James H. Richmond is
the president of the Special Education Division and chairman of
the Higher Education Division of
the KEA. He will preside over the
Higher Education program which
will be held Friday; April 14, at
2:15 p. m. in the Louis xyl room
of the Brown Hotel, The program
is as follows:

BRITAIN'S MIGHT . • • While British statesmen are tossing verbal

KEA Breakfast

Reforesting With Black Locust

•

a...a.;•

State Forester Urges Reforestation
,
of Eroded and Worn Out Lands

Being a Secretary

STEWART PLEASED
WITH GRIDDERS IN
SPRING PRACTICE

r

Wells Will Enlist
Ex U.S. Army Men

S. Pleasant Grove

gam --mikti-vt-
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County Cripples
1,010 Students in College Proper
Boosts Murray State's Enrollment To Be Diagnosed
at Paducah Meet
Woh 1010 students 'enrolled in m

MOTOR
CO.

the conege'proper, earrollmu-nt- ail • OSt - 'Beautiful
A free clinic for crippled chillau.-lay State College today IAPril
dren will be 'held in the Broadway
z
6) exceeded the 1000-Mark. This
Methodist Aurch in Paducah on
pres• hts an increas'e - Named
ree etratii n
Wednesday. Aped 19.. This iselbe
per ,cent over that cf the
ef 30 .
Misses Martha Jane Jones. Clin-4usual chi* conducted twice a
teal Apondies, peribei gl-et•iir ago.
Jerry ;Hammack, Sturgis; year by the Kentucky Crippled
• Including the440 In the Tiain, ten:
Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Murray: Chilary Cemmission, the state orthe
Scheel.
enrollment
total
log
responsible for
the
Roberta Dollar, Metropolis. Ill.; gankrat on
at Murray' State is 1450. records
and %treatment 'of phyrically handicapHopkineyille;
Fentress.
Marine
reveal..
Mellen, Murray. have been ped children-e whose parents are
- Mid-term registration began this Nancy
selected by George Petty. illustra- unable to pay for such care. It it
year MondaSt.- April 3. and con8__the last day tor for •Esquire Magazine as the for the benefit of children in 10
most beautiful girls at Mur--, counties-Ballard,': Carlisle. Fulton,.
on whith to enroll fer arty- credit **six
Graves, Hickman, Calloway, Critray. State."
this. semester.The contest, sponsored by the tenden. Livingston, McCracken. and
At the close of midLsemester regia..u.awn last sprInc,the total was Shield. college yearbook. drew 30 Marshall.
Notices of the clinic will be
entrants. The winners' pictures
774, as coninared with 1010 tO-day.
will be published in the yearboOk mailed by the Commission to all
The present- semester closes with
along with a Petty drawing, and cases in these counties who have
commencement on June 1. at which
been under treatment, urging them
his official selections.
time the Rev. Hampton Anent&
The results were made public at to report- on April 19 for their
pastor of the Union Boulevard
the Student Organization's "Ship periodic check-up by the.. doce-r
Christian Church in St. Louis, will
Dance", here Friday night. by Edd who treated them. Through this
deliver the graduation address.
plan of regular examinatran
Kellow. annual' editor,
comnaencement exercise
Qtgy
Amongether features in the '39 Commission attempts to give each
will be held this,, year, Dr. RichYearbook. are the full page color case treated tbe maximum bk•nefit
mond has annOunced, that being
photographs of the Body Beautiful and improvement. Cases not prevon June 1. In the past, the second
winners of _lost. year-Lewis Ap- lously treated are also eligible for
commencement program has been
plegate. Neptune. N. J. and Theda examination at the Paducah clinic.
held at the conclusion of. the SumCrider, Milburn' last year's Prom Dr. Orville Miller, Louisville. bone
mer term in August.
Queen. -Elizabeth Williams,, Clin- surgeon, will make all exarAlna•
The baccalaureate serrnOti on
ton; the football queen. Martha tions and diagnoses and will be 1SMay 28-w4I inaugurate CommenceNelle Wells. and other interesting sisted by members of the Come
meta week here this year.mission's staff of nurses.
..k.ocal committees in each of eft.
10 counties are sponsoring the
The most powerful snort wave
clinic and will 'furnish transportatransmitter in the United, States
_mi,e,_ami smith Amerdon to Paducah fqr needy_ cases.
ica with, news of the Golden Gat:
Internationel Exposition broadcast :
from Treasure Island, General ElecTrigg County High Griddeco
tric company officJals have an- qtr'
Here Tomorrow .4fternoon
I flounced_
• at 3 O'clock
•
The following patients were admitted to the Clinic Hospital this
The Tigers of ---Murray High week:
School will meet Trigg County
I. A. Carter Murray. Route 8,
High. of Cadiz, in, a spring practice Miss !dell Batts. Murray State Colfootball game_ on the high school lage,
Murray', -111r$: -C. T. ,Tinsley,
a
The •tmo.phere ot
field Priday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
Arm.Lynn Grove, Miss Oma Mae!
announced
Holland
Preston
Coach
reverence, dignity arid
strong, Murray Route 4. _Alfred
today.
Chapel. Murray. James Thurmond.
The cpntest will
the lizst Murray. -Carl Peyner,
to af•y and all funeral
meeting between the two schools Route 5. Mrs, Robert Walker, Bran•ervices. It has been
apd will be the first spring prac- den W. A. Eastwood, Puryear,
our policy of, long
tice interscholastic scrimmage for Tenn: Mrs. Claude Lawrence.
standing, in fact it as
•
Kirksey, Herbert Gordon. Hardin.
our entire set of stanCcach Hoiland. with a wealth of
Route 1, Charles Kennerly, (colordards, to assure the
material this year. 'hopes by this
eels Murray. Ruble Thurman, Murpresence of such an atfall to weld- his organization into
ray, Herat Shearl. Murray.
mosphere in all of the
a, hard-driving band, difficult to
The- following patients were dis,
Pervices s‘e conduct, no
play.
conference
stop in
this week:
missed
rnnter the amount es•
pia,the
said
coach
The Murray
Murray. Miss
pended fcr the entire
lic has an open invitation total- - L. C. Fleming.
Hearl Shearl„
service.
' tend the game. Paul "Cricket" !dell -Batts. Murray,
Perdue, graduate of Murray High Murray; Charles Kennetly, (colorSincerely,
school agido.Murray State- College, eel). Mierray, Herbert Gorden. Harthe'Trigg c..nnty eleven. din Route 1, V.T. A. Eastwood, Puris coach
year, Mrs. Claude Lawrence. KirkAn airplane assembly line- at the
J. H. Churchill
California Worlds Fair wlil enable
bitters to watch their own -ship
Funeral Home
and then fly it home 1`
put-together
the port of Thde winds. if 1.May
from
t
-Telephone 7

Co-Eds at Murray -•
by Pet,py

•
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DE SOTO
PLYMOUTH
DEALERS
Expert Motor
Repairing
•

Starter, Generator
Service
•

Murray Tigers to
play Spring Game

Radiator, Battery
Repair
•
Body and Fender 1Standards ..
•
Service
•

Clinic Hospital Notes

I

Cars Refinished Perf-tton • is --a-.
•
Storage
•
Battery Charging
•
Welding
•

•

0
•

WRECKER
SERVICE
•
Polishing,
Washing
Greasing
•
OILS,
•
Willard- Batteries
•
GAS
•
General Tires
Tubes
•
Goodyear Tires
•

J.

GOOD USED CARS
ALWAYS PRICED
RIGHT
•
Seeut Before.
You Buy!
WE TRADE
BUY
OR SELL
•

MURRAY
MOTOR
CO.
PHONE. 233

512 R. MTN

Murray. Ky. --

Tax income
Fromtj
Securities
In Federal, Issue

they wish.
4

UTOTEEM
47c •

SUGAR, Pure Cane, 10 lb. bag

s3.8$

LARD. Pure Her, 50 lb. can
GREEN BEANS. No. 1 can, 3

10c

for

25c

TOMATOES. No. 2 cans, 4 for
PECANS. larre Pace

10c

Shell, lb.

CHEESr. American Loaf. 2 lb. box

39c

TOMATO JUICE. 50 oz. can

19c

cosi4 FI.AKES, box

6c

COFFEE. 1 lb. Maxwell House

26c

APPLE SAUCE, No. 2 can, 2 for

15c

DATE and NUT BREAD, No. 303 can

12c

CHILI. Plain or With Beans, 2 cans

15c

Good COUNTRY SORGHUM, gal.

PEANUT -BUTTER,

25c

SOAP, Giant Yellow, 7 Bars
.

15c

NEW ORLEANS MOLASSES, rel.

55c

MOTOR OIL:2 gal. can

89c

SHREDDED COCOANUT. lb.

LIGHT BULBS, each :

7c

COCOA, 1 lb. Package

Sc

PINEAPPLE JUICE, 2 No. 2 cans

15c

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE. 2 No. 2 cans

15-2

Blackman's Medicated SALT BRICK

19c

SKIPPER COMPOUND, 50c Size

45c

GOOD PRICES and good Korean FOR SALE-Tame. Rabbits. Betand Kobe Jap Seed._ Recleaned ter than chicken. Dreseed or unand Tested. Sexton Bros. Hard- dressed. Try one now. , Phone
le
ware.
WANTED-Mattreiss for full sized
'bed. See Mrs. Bea Melugin, Red
Cross headquarters.
FOR SALE-1935 Ford Pickup
Good pai.nt, 6-ply tires, overload
See Leslie
Bargain.
springs.
lc
Pogue. hio("ray,--Ky.
FOR SALE TOMATO SLIPS:Liiito:.
all kinds now ready: 50c per 100
''See L L. Beale, 405 North 7th
lp
street. _
FOR RENT-3 Or 4 convehient
private rooms. Near school and
hospital. ,,Mrs.. Notia Maddox,
lc
208 S. 9th St.
WANTED 7 Window Washinge
Waxing;
Flcor
Housecleaning;
Yard_Cleaning, Call L. D. Martin,:

Phone 44I-13th and W. Main

We Pay Highest Market
Prices For
EGGS, POULTRY,
and CREAM

KROGER

odoz. Boston Brown Bread 10c; Sweet Rolls, pkg. 10c
te
Clock Sliced and Twis2
3 24 oz. LOAVES
15c
Loaves
25c
2
BREAD

C.
COFFEE V

•-

• ,
116
"

10

PRODUCE CO
-East Maple (Depot) St.
1111111111111111111.1111111111111

Swann's Grocery
24-Phones-25

49c

Embassy Brand PEANUT
No. 2 Jar
BUTTER

C. Club All Green ASPARAGUS
2 Picnic Size Cans
Large so. 1 White Sq. can '25c
25c

23c

-Waldorf
TISSUE
6 Rolls

•
Pure Semolina Spaghetti, Elbotiva,
MACARONI Seashells Bulk
25
4 Pounds
Westinghouse Type D 40-60 Watt 10c
LAMPS Mazda 40-50-60-100W 15c

HEINZ

.Cbloux ,21

c
2a/cc scott
TOWELS roll 10
Package

a
l dG
i

BEANS Two 12 oz. caps ___15c
vie
CATSUP, lg. 14 oz. bot
CHILI. SAUCE, Med. Bottle lac

1 Oc

DYE

Rill SNAPS
36
a
F ii

Tender Cure Whole or Half

KROGER'S
C. Club

25c

7c
.
Pound 2

HAMS
Lb.

Pound
15c

ROAST

VEAL

ir

CHOPS

$3.89

50 Lb. Can

ve
17

POUND

LARD
LARGE

Fresh

Pound

25c
15c

l OAV
rfunia

Sugar Cured SLICED
1 lb. Layers
BACON

2 Pounds

BOLOGNA

POUd

FRANKS

15c-

23c
First Cuts,
2c
1
/
Pound 17

CHOPSPK

25c

Creamed COTTAGE
2c
/
71

White Jowls

CHEESE

'and

10c

LONGHORN
Pound

Eatmore Brand
CHEESE

3lbs. 29c

OLEO

2c
1
/
17
.

PINT BO,C
--

STRAWBERRIES
CARROTS
TEXAS-

252 size, 171
/
2c
-ORANGES dozen

9c

2 Bunches

SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT

Large
HEAD

5 Dozen Size

80 Size
9c
10 for GO
HEAD

LETTUCE
15

25c
Large 360 Size

DOZEN

LEMONS

aresh Greeni
gROCCOLI
•
- --Pound 40c

FEED

PHONE 37

.•
2

•-•

I

•••-•

•

5c

Pound Peck

POTATOES

.••

•

2 lb Box..,

Wesco Brand

SALT

...ea•ciereete-

•

23c

CRACKERS

_BUTTER

•

_

g SMALL CANS

C. C. Fancy Large NO. 2', can
9c
.
PINEAPPLE Avondale Brand 1
No. 2 , Can 17c

Pound

•
e •

Bl0bKA
Bck 6Sc 24
sack 45c
L.Usa
Clb
C2-4

FLOUR---_TrysMSelfrising

C. Club ROLL

.-1Rot=a27. ,;-.,;;-:,a.'.;4441Umet=14amersits.,,

•

11c
GIANT SIZE BARS
Oxydol or Rinso, lg. Box 17c JJ

1 lb. AncFrench 3 lb. Ctc Spotlight 3 lb. 'Mc
bag JJ
Cans`ta Lb. 19c bag JJ Lb. 15c

ci3k 2

2
RADISHES
bunches

5c

1

15c
Snow White
CALILIFILOWER
Head

.1 5c
1

EGG MASH 100 lb. sack $1.69 ;lien Scratch, 100 lb. sack $1.69
.25
Chid; Starter, 100 lb. sack $1.99 Oyster Sheila, 25 lb. sack
.55
Chick Feed, 100 lb. sack $1.89 Chick -Starter, 25 lb. sack

_

-7

46c,

10

SUGAR

4..•*.--::_• -•;••••••••••e"Iles.778
.
-

Pounds

BULK

FINE
GRANULATED

Kroger's C. Club 4 TALL CANS or

PROMPT 'DELIVERIES

The Complete
Food Market

MILK

MURRAY

Our Meat Market is Full of the et6st ofMeats of
All Kinds'

For Additional Bargains Sec Our Special Circtitar
For This Week-End"

LUMBER CO.
East,Depot St

INOCHOCICICIEME10112

P&G - OK SOAP

Heinz Fresh Cucumber Pickles, lge. 21c
Grape Juice, Topmost, pt. 18c, qt 33c
21c
Boston Brown Bread, can
60c
Flour, Lynn Grove Best, 24 lbs.
25c
2cans, 4-for
1
Hominy, No. 2/
73c
8 lb. Carton Fibre Lard
23c
Sliced Bacon, No Rind, lb.
27c
Armours Star Ham, lb.
26c
Oxydol, large size and nice 13)-3w1
23c
All Laundry Soap, 6 for

20c

quqrt

PRODUCE

EASTER Country Ham, Fresh English
FOR
Peas, Green Beans, New Potatoes; Yellow Squash:Erash Tomatoes and Strawberries, Dressed Fryers.

25c

;_

giffigm EDBEDE3

FINE FOODS PRICED TO PLEASE

TIN" Siirtilttliotrse
CANDY; Dixie Mixed, 3 lbs. for

•

Equip your home
with them NOW!

MEAT

45c

FLOUR, 24 lbs. Clear Lake

1p

328-J.

FOR RENT-Furnished steam heated apartment:" electrically equipped. Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, West
lc
Main St.

CLASSIFIEDS

FOOD MARKET

$1.55

SEED POTATOES, 100 113. bag

VENETIAN
BLINDS

HYBRID SEED CORN: IMO Yellow. Book your order early.
Supply limited. Proved to produce more than ordinary brands.
See Sherwood Potts, Kirksey, or
apply at County Agent's OfAl3p
FOR SALE-Gladiolas, tic, 254c, fice.
and Sets apiece; Tube Roses, Sc
all
seed,
corn
-Broom
SALE
FOR
apiece; Dahlias, Sc, 15c, and 25c
Square Deal Broom
Mrs. I. T. Crawford. varieties.
apiece.
A27c Shop, East Main St., at Railroad Now,. before the arrival of the
Murray Route 6.
A6p
Crossing,
•
scorchhag sunny seasoneas the time
SALESMAN WANTED -GOOD
to install venetian blinds!
AVAILABLE of 800
ROUTE
Ravaleigh consumers. No experieneek needed. Sales way .up this
35c Per Square Foot
year. Large sales mean big profInstalled
BOGGESS
time.
Full
Permanent.
its.
Let Us Give You An Estimate On
Write Rawleigh's, Dept. Kyd-181Your Home
PLAY. BRIDGE any Thursday
1p
104. Freeport, Ill.
afternoon from 2 to 5 p. m. at
Phone 262
the home of Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, FOR SALE-I-FsPEDEZA Seed. Highest Market Prices Paid
There will be light refreshments Common, Tennessee 76, Sweet
For Poultry and Eggs -.
served at the price of $1 per table. Clover, and Korean. High Test.
lc H. T. Waldrop, Murray, Ky. tic
Phone 288.
MURRAY
We Sell All Kinds of Feed

TOLLEY & CARSON

59c

Vest Main

A6p
FOR SALE-A fishing boat and
WRECKEil
trailer. Apply to airs. D. H. STREAMLINEb 1939
lc SERVICE. New equipment. 24Siress, West Olive St.
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
furnished Service. Charges reasonable. Day
RENT-3-room
OR
apartment. Private entrance, priv- phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
ate bath, hot water. With garage Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
tf
H. E. Wall, Phone and Service.
furnished.

• I5c
Nice Onion Plants. 201)
10c or Lie
Cabbage Planta, 100
WASHINGTON. March 30-Ap- Can Tomatoes, No. 2 site. 2 for Lie
ltie
Large 2', cans
peals for actian at this session of
10c
Congress ,on Pres:dent Roosevelt's 214 Size Crieen Be.Ins
55e
prcposal to tax the income froin White Karo Syrup, gallon
future issues of government securi- 114 lb. ran Karo da'afile Syrup 15c
'ties came,from a Treasury official !A lb. can best Pure Lard
MAW
:and influential Senators Tuesday.
1 lb. carton 35e; 8 lbs. bulk 68c
j Many legislatnee had considered 8,, 113%. Chicken Starter
Vic
the issue dead fari-'the session since Ev,iporated Prunes, large, lb. be
representatives of state governSmall, lb. Sc; Medium 3 for 2.5c
prote'sted, strongly 4 lite Extra Fahey Rice
merit's 'had
15e
against taxing 'the income -from Wonder Fluff Salad Dressing,
their securities.
,
15c
Qt. Size. 25c; Pt.
I At his,-...press conference, Mr. Nice Red Apples. doz. •_
15e tie 21/e .
dems! Roosevelt hailed the cc ures'
Coffee in Tin, American Ace,,,
!ion 9f Monday. upholding the
-. 20c
lb. 25e• Peabody, lb.
right of the. state .and federal gov25c
lbs.-"ure Coffee, bulk
2
crnmeni'to tax the income of one
U.'8. INSPECTED
; •
, MEATS
-as- a. very deli- Pork.,
.anothere-employere
Chops, lb
‘44‘;
nite.step toward *carrying can nis••
Kansas City Roast and Steak
'
recommendation that .tax exemp.18c
Um_ be removed from the future Pure Pork satriage
Friters„
35e
lb.
Spring
dressed,
Nice
i, issues of -federal. state and munica23c
Sliced Bacon, 1 lb.,
- Pal-securities_

39c

BABY CHICK OATS, 10.1b. bag

Dr. John W, Carr Tuesday
purchased the Slurray Golf and
Country Claufa site, consisting of
51 acres, for $3,025. This hip
lays on the north side of Syce
-more Seteseek•- across the r004
from the Murray State College
property. The Murray Golf and
Country Club was, represented
in the negotiations, by R. E.
Broach and A. B. Austin officers in the Association.
Dr. Carl) one of the fathers
pf Murray' State and one of its
.most loyal supporters, said announcement of the final disposition of the valuable tract . of
land Would be made shortly.

325-0. W. Harrison,
near Laundry.

A20c

Pohne No. 6.
DR. ("4R1 PURCHASES
GOLF CLUB TERRITORY
FOR 53.020 TUESDAY

1

1

4

41,'Ma
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,
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Clinton, Trigg County High, Mel Cuba, Hardeman, Faxon, Aurora,
taopolis C.,.anmu.nity High, Cobb, McKenzie, Tenn., Puryear, Tenn.,
New Concord, .Benton. Lone 04, Pilot Oak, Cottage Grove. Teem,
Cunningham, Wing°, Morley. Mo., Heath, Obion, Tenn., Calrow High,
c,a
b k
te;Pem
e.et. of Henderson County, Columbus,
Fttidrnt
Hickman,
Six Hundred Are Expected to
Arlington. and-,-Weet Louie:male. -aFarm
liffet tn.raturean-ou
Other schools were present but
The reason Murray State College l about 30 other member colleges.
City, Dublin, BY ers, Fulton,
Apvil 21
blether, Birmingham, Bardwell, were not registered before tl was "starred" by the' Southern As- among which were Western, Moreof Mississippi,
sociakion _of Colleges and Second- head, University
Gilbertsville, o'clock Friday morning.
Lowes,
Mayfield,
Six hundred Homemakers from
ary Schools was not because of University 6f Alabama,,,and others.
the Purchase are expected to at- Varied Program Is Present- Shiloh, Corydon, Union City, Flat
any 'academic failure to corres- The "starring" dad rat mean they
Rock, Kevil, Bandana, LaCenter,
tend the District Homemakers
ed for Nearly 1500 VisDawson Springs, Sylvan Shade, REV. SAM P. MARTIN RETURNS pond to standards of the _Associa- were placed on /probation, but
Federation meeting to be held Friitors During Day
t above probation, but because in some instances were ju,st' one
Blandville, Sedalia, Dyer, Tenn..
day. April 21, at 10 o'clock in -McThe Rev. Sam P. Martin, pastor professorial salaries calculated on tionary status.,
Sharon, Tenn., Marion, Eddyville,
rackets county, the place to be zun'.
PRESIDENT RICHMOND
Hardin. Murray Training School, of the First Baptist church, re- a nine months' bails were not on - If the salaries Murray pays its
flounced later.
SPEAKS TO GROUP Crofton, Lynn Grove, Cumberland turned Monday night from Atlanta,' a par with Association require- professors/had been calculated on
•
Mrs. Raymovid Sayre. an outCity, Calhoun, Water Valley, Cayce, Ga., where he has been aiding in ments, President James H. Rich- a year'Ybasis rather than a ninestanding- farm woman from Iowa,
Over 1500 visitors including high Troy, Tenn.; Trenton, Team., Ken- the conducan of a revival meet- mond said.today.
montai' koasis, President Richmond
has been secured as main speaker
school seniors, and their faculty ton, Tenn., Almo, Dover, Tenn., ing.
Murray was starred along with I (See "Richmond Says', Page 3)
of the day. Other speakers who
advisors from Kentucky, Tenneswill be on the 'program will be
see, Arkansas, Missouri, and- 1111Dean Thomas Coopqr, University
nois were present for Murray State
og Kentucky, and - Mrs. Hickman
College's annual - Hiatt School
Crafton, Henderson, State presi- Senior
Day, here Friday.
dent, Kentucky',,Iloinem-akers-FectThe seniors gathered in the Carr
eration.
_
Health Building for a welcome adThe them of the ineetirag will dress by
President James H. Richbe "Building a More Satisfying mend, and a 'Variety
program
Rural, Life.7.._. The ,IntirnInles_ PM- which was under the supervision
gram will consist of suggestions of Coach Roy
Stewart, bead of the
from Mrs. Houston Magruder; Bal- physical
education
department,
lard • county, district citizenship and varsity football coach.
chairman; Mrs. Henry Steinhauer
Six boxing bouts, featuring TeemMcCracken County district. Pliblie- berg •ef• the- varsity -boXing team
ity chairman: Mrs. Dow Potter, and the current class, taught by
McCracken county district speakers Coach
Moore; tap dancing by
bureau ah*rrian and a panel dis- the Training School girls, under
cussion by six outstanding women Mrs. F. P. Inalis; minor sports inof the Purchase on "What the -eluding bowling. badminton, pingHomemaker Can Do to Make- Life pong, and volleyball, under Coach
More Satisfying."
• John Miller; horizonal bar and
,A 'Homemakers'camp was plan- tumbling by Carrot Jones; Glenn
ned for the fourth 'Week in July Hook. Hugh Finley. and „Sam
to be helpl „at COlumbus Park in: Goodman, all physical education
Hickman county. Papercraft and majors, completed the morning's
bookends were chosen as handi- activities.
craft. Miss Mildred. Lewis of the
Lunch• was served the visitors at
music department of the Univers- Wells Hall. The afternoon's proity of Kentucky will give special gram included an art exhibit, a
work in music appreciation. Other home economics tea, tours' of the
features will be a bat trip library, campus and buildings, 'and the
nature study, folk game parties, Sock and Buskin contest play "The
camp fire evening.
Other
M 'Club Follies of 1939"
VASSEURS RETURN HERE
was presented in the Carr Health
.Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses P. Vasseur Building at 7 o'clock with the enformerly of Murray who have beers tire varsity "110K,..' Club in the proliving in Evansville for the past duction. which fgaturecr Bob Smith,
12 years, have moved back to Mur- as masterzof-ceremonies. The StuIt Sounds Impossible . . . We Couldn't Believe It Ourselves . . . At First . . But When This Manuray to make- their home. Mr. %po- dent ,Organizatidn's "Ship Dance"
facturer . . . One of the Oldest in the Business, With a National Reputation and-44 Large Factories Covering
seur has been with the Federal followed the.. Follies with Billy
Most of'-die United States ... Told %is They Wanted to Close Out Their Entite Line of 19.38 Covers, TrimShelton'*
band-playing
for the hop.'
Produce Company there and . has
moved ,here on account of his
mings and Borders, and Furnish Us With New First Quality Fully Guaranteed Mattressm,to Sell at Just OneAmong those schools registered
health. .They formerly lived in the were Hazel. Murray High. FarmHalf Price . . . We Knew but Many Friends Would Appreciate This Opportunity, So We'Bqu,ght . . . and
Vancleave neighOorhood.
ington, Sharpe, Syminnia, Niagara,
Bought Heavy . . . and Are Passing This "Once In A Lifetime" Savings On to You. They Are All Bar-

Richmond Says Salary System *
Caused Murray to Be 'Starred'

Dr. Frank Norris Coining to Homemakers Will STUDENTS FROM
State For Meeting April 114-bid Convention REGION'S SCHOOLS

On

amp/

ENJOY SENIOR DAY

Rev. J. Frank Norris, .internationally - known pastor a two of
-/he -largest churches on the American continent, Temple
Baptist
Church. Detroit, and First Baptist
Church, Forty Worth, Tex., will
conduct a special evangelistic conference in the Woodland Auditorium, Lexington, April . 11-12-13.
Both day and night services will
be held at 10 a. m., 2 p. m.
and 7:30 'p. an.
1

the
lime

$1.50
52.nn

Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 6, 1939

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

New Series No. 623

It 1.nA s year in Calloway
v "`" Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
a .year elsewhere MI
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
other than above.

Accompanying Dr. Norris will be
G.' Beauchamp -Nick, song leaderand business manager.- Mr. Vick
is well known in the Blue Grass,
having' led the singing in the
House-Vick revival several years
ago. He is now general superintendent of the Temple Baptist
Church. Detroit.
Diar.ltlorr)a has the unique distinction of pastoring two of the
largest churches ip America, 1,300
miles apart. He has able assistants
at both places and goes back and
feriti'.by air, having travelled over
13,000 miles since January 1st of
this year.
The combined' membership of
Dr. Norris'.two churches is oysr
17.000. They have the two largest
Sunday Schools in--the world.
totaling an average attendance of
about 6,000 per Sunday-. The 'two
churches
- had over 2,500 additions
last year.
Thust...all 'ministers and religious,
workers will be interested in bearing of the methods used in attaining such resells. The evening serbe of a prophetic nature
dealing with present day events in
---- the light of prophecy.
,
Ft.r instance, one evening will
be devoted to this theme:
(
-Bible Phophecies That Show
That One Man Will Rule All
Europe.'
Many of the local (friends and
admirers' of Dr. Norris and Mr.
Vick are expected to attend the
Lexington services.

i°'...._
DR. J. FRANK NORRIS

Frank W. Miller
Is Buried Tuesday
Man and Wife Had Been Married
For Nearly FiftrFour
Years

Funeral services fn., Frank_ W.
Miller, 73,, who died of paralysis
at Isis home near Cherry Sunda}
,
after a 12 hours' illness, were conducted by the Rev. B. R. Winchester, of Benton. at the Cherry: Baplist charch at 2 o'clock Tuesday.
Burial was in the Foster cemetery.
Mr."Millers death broke a marital union that had seen both a
silver and a giaderi anniversary
and which had lasted., for nearly
54 years.
.
- SurvOalt qre his. widow. Mrs.
Dolly Miller
.
'twc, sons. Horace and
Jchn Tom Miller: two daughters,
Mrs. J. E. Morris, Omaha, Neb.,
and Mts. Obe Alexander, of the
county:'two half-brothers, Fayette
and Wall Miller, of Tennessee:, a
Special delegations from every daughter-in-law. Mrs. Livy Miller,
-26Wri-'11-1 The Blue Grass' and Murray; twelve grandchildren and
ihrz- ughout the State, as well as five great grandchildren...
frian Southern Otfto and Tennessee.
have arranged to attend.
Derryberrys Visit in Martin
Mr and Mrs. W, E. Derryberry
and children were week-end guests
Attorney-at-Law
of friends in Martin, Tenn. They
Offices Peoples Savings Bank Bldg. were accompanied by Mrs. L. D.
Williams who visited relatives
PHONE 71—Res. 469
there.

INNERSPRING
MATTRXSSES

A. HALL HOOD -

How can I up my shoe looks this
Easter without upping my shoe
expense?

V

CLOSING
OUT

gains . . . So We Advise You To Come Early .
Will Not Last Long!
Nf‘t

.See Them . . . Get a First Choice As We Know These

,
S
I

55

Our Entire Present Stock of

RUGS
To Make Room For Our New Ones

EVERY MATTRESS
FULLY GUARANTEED

8 BIG DAYS
Come Early

Sale Starts Friday

- 'rids new name; in shoes is
lust what_plenty of men have
ordered. For it stands for a
lot more shoe than the money
indicates.

Beautiful
Patterns

Roblees will give you more shoe
conficance in yourself—make you
want to keep those feet out where
people can see them.

SEAMLESS AXMINSTERS
For
Example

Roblees will fit you like an old
friend—comfort, and that straight,
sure footing of in Indian guide.

For
Example

like a doll r more the pair. They're Lilt by a
how to put in wear—and does it! Come iu and
compa,pyjortlitriows
i
see the-new Roblees for Spring—
get a pair to go with that Easter
suit and hat.

Ad On "Roble" In Life Magazine, Last Week's
April 3, On Page 2
'

""
19.95

Throwrugs — — 96c up

$5

our

$24.95

SEAMLESS VELVETS

.kobilers will wear y011

See

532.50 RUG

•

Adams Brownbilt Shoe Store

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No.'4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8

THE LEADER INNERSPRING
THE CHAMPION INNERSPRING
-COMFY AIR-KING INNERSPRING
* MODERN REST INNERSPRING
MAGIC SLEEP INNERSPRING
GOOD MORNING INNERSPRING
REST RIGHT INNERSPRING
GOLDEN SLEEP INNERSPRING

Reg.
Price
Reg.
Price
Reg.
Price
Reg
Price
Reg.
Price
Reg.
Price
Reg.
Price
Reg.
Price

$15.75
$21.50
$26,50
$29.50
$33.50
$34.75
$39.50
$49.50

$7.88
$10.75
$13.25
$14.75
$16.75
$17.38
$19.75
$24.75

„MUGU!D Itte'SON
North Side Court

Murray, Kentucky

West Side Court Square

_

5.

alar..aa
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PAPE TWO

Behind the Scenes in
American Business

-

••

A roun4 Pasch&11
.
School

lei& Bishop was carried to the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars catch in his hip and back.
Mi. and ML'. Ortis .Key have Mason hospital Sunday.
and family,Riley Wilson is ill this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carrell and moved to Murray. Mr. Key works
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Trevathan.
daughters. Bettie Site and Dorotha in the county agent's office.
"Uncle Dick" Junes and Holton Mr. and Mrs Pat Beale and daughDean and Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
ter were visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
House and daughter visited Mr .13yars were. in Hazel Saturday.
0, T. Paschall and Elisha Orr Sidney Roberts of near Murray
and Mrs. Audie Nichols of Martie.
sawed wood in Tenneshee Monday. Sunday evening.
Tenn.. Sunday.
sent the day ' Mr, and Mrs Ivan- Latimee, wer
-Mr.---andeetre -Charlie Orr Were Mrs, 0. T.'-Pasehatl
Mrs, visitors of.. Alfred Downey SunFriday night .guests of --Mr.- and Monday with her sister-in-law,
day afternoon
Orr.
Mrs. Bethel Paschall, of near liar- Elisha
Mrs. Lottie Pitman and Mrs. Joy -Oscar Trevathan sold a nice
ris Grove.
Annice Orr helped horse Monday.
Mr. and Mrs.- Noah Wilson, a Orr and Mrs.
Mn, and Mrs. Charlie Adams lost
Fulton is at 'the- bedside of their Mrs. 0. T. Paschall quilt Friday.
a - tine milk, cow recently. The
brother-in-law ---Boween -Swerin
cow died from swallowing some
pear Harris 'Grove.
wire.
Mr. also here Ortis Key were
Oleta Swifth. of. near Spring
honored with a very nice houseCreek. I would like to. see 'that new
hold shower Saturday afternoon
The peach and pear trees are in baby boy of yours."
at the home of Mr. Key's sister„
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Simmietwevisitbloom. The grass is getting green
Mrs.- Hester • Brown.
The baby boy of Mr. and Mrs. J. and we, are all enjoying thee ed a while Tuesday with Mr. and
Mrs. T. A. Oliver.
P. Smotherman ha.s been named sprmg days. •
Bob Petty and Bartis Vick haulMrs. Luther Grubbs, Mrs. Lottie
Wendell, the
Johnnie Wilson.
Muncy Osbron, ed a load of tobacco this week and
smell son of Mr. and Mrs Sm the Freeland. Mrs.
erman wanted his baby brother Rubie Fay Oliver. and T. A. Oli- stopped in a few minutes with
ver were visitors of Mr and Mrs. the ()livers.
named Nancy.)
Nathan Vick, who has been in a
One Key is suffering -with a Clovis Grubbs Sunday afternoon.

C mgra
atultions 'Io Mr. and Mrs.
Iluward Wra,y of Flurida
were united in marriage about two
weeks ago. Mrs. Wray was Ails.;
,
daughNEW YCFRK. April 6—BUS!- two decades to the need far fine :Virginia Paschall. youngtset
and Mrs. 'Asa Paschall,
NESS—Though still- overthadewed in new -ways of increasing sales . ter of
hothe in
by European developments. bust- , and prc tits. , Recognition that the who are making their
Florida. Mr and Mrs. Wray will
ness news last week for the most I profit metive does not always
home in Florida alsopart was encouraging. 7 Production • dominate, however..seas given .by • eptike their
Fred Humphreys hauled logs
in the steel industry made-ert new two spokesmen before an assernbly
• .
•
.•
_
ig
---4Q
.
0 T Paschall hauled stovewood
ity. Booming along was the etre- keit week Ai, a inner spon.
4ts first by the Ft-anklet Institute of Phil-e Wetifieseiny with the assistance of
the- reteieeratue
quarter • otlitput beioe close to the adelphia le honor ef Lee corns h,. brother-in-law. George Pitman.
Ben Byars was in Hazel • Thurs.
1937;Peak. Noting the improved panies that 'collets rae-ci to. perfect
trend a construction and heatier a nix and superior- self-re-1y plate day.
ey finished stripping
Curile Holl
.
eutput or. rubber. leather, and gia,s tar automob:l.'.S i no inthat the tobacco Wednesday with the aspaper coati...antes. the chemical in- erease in -one,.
dustry believes a 20 per cent high- benefits--44..4.0searth are becoming sestance of Mr. And Mrs. One
Cr demand over a year ago well moe imPortant beeati.,.: society. IS Key, Mr. Lend „Mrs. Holton Byars,
prevail for its myriad line of pro- putting w greater obligatiorreem Jesse Holley. Lowell Key, Robbie
ducts in April. Near-record pro- eorpOrate management to supply Jones - and -Uncle Dick" Jones. z
Mrs: Odle Morrie returned AO her
duction is efurently keeping shoe its material wants. Stewart Mcmanufacturers busy. Bank loans- Donald. Federal Housing Adminis- hi me Tuesday after spending a few
to business have shown a small tration. cited the work Of these days at her parents' home. Mr: and
but steady rise in recent weeks. companies are exemplary of the Mrs. Ben tOare:!rendering her -sergine sign that retailers and menu- spirit of mutual effort for Social vice in the sick,room of her mothfacturers are- estpanding- inventorree. -progress. Paul.G. lieffman. presi- ar-anet sister. who tyare flu.
Mrs. J. C. Paschall. another
in anticipation of! greater demand dent., of the Automotive Safety
for. their merchandise and, pro- Foundation, pointed out that al- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Byars,
Though there • was no public de- is aow assisting in.the house work .0
duets.
mand fur idsprovement , in satety of her mother's.•••••
•WASHIN.CTON—Though ?dented I glees. the corptiaties- nevertheless •Adolphus Sheridan was at 0. 4
'six- Paschall's Wednesday on businees
last June. the increased spending collaborand —in" a sik-year.
dollar effeteto .make auto- 'Mi. and 'Mee Charlie Ore' 'ii' '
million
Ad.Works
Pubic
the
if
program
ministration es only new reaching mobile safete glass'. safe;. , The Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Paschall we
Its full force. To this arm- of :he specific adventaee at the new glass Sunday week visitors of Mr. and
federal government therefore bust- over' preys' t?: types are greater Mrs. George. Pitman. who recently
-a farm
'
detheirselvee on
heSrUllry loot for m!-re 'orders-and reedit-nee -and -congeries-ableworkers e for more jobs. in the strength--qu.1.I ues which scientists belonging to Mrs. Pitman's father.
countlees ,tr414.- Mr. Charlie (he,
, months ahead. From $63.200 000 said would prevent
spent .by• PWA last January. edies feffm highway accidents..
Ebno Jones has reestablished his 1'
Monthly !:expenditure* have 'been
. route as .peddler through here 1 een
--climbing gradually to sno.soopoo
HEADLINES IN NtW YORK— every Monday and Garland Morris IIVP
iii March Ind will reach a peak Export -trade- of, United.'Siate.s in. iL.,S. also on his regular route of
of $184e,00.000 in July. At this February chewed cow:-a.seasonal peddling through here on -Tuesday.
time about .„WOOD men will be increase _after ...lahliary decline . ..
Reblaie Jones and- Mr. and Mrs
employed. , Thereafter - eXpetidi; DorneAle auto sales in March esti- Ilatoill/Yers assisted Oat Paschall
tures will. taper. off to -$62.300.00.0
Ting tobacco Thursday.
_Pe_r. in stripp
forDecembee,,--PwA sielxiated at 2400--unit*. a 4_7
.project
.Bedvielt tins purgain over March,- 11038 .' ... Altii: ,
nt
'
producers
the
chiefly
tivity affects!
100 chased-'new washing machine
.
.France reported purchasing
of . basic construction -Materials—
!Jen-rime Jones took advantage of este
paint more U. S. planes , .. 25 per cent
steel. glass. -cement'. bricks.
rise in. 1939 air- conditioning sale.s -Slime of those beautiful days in ?"'
and the like. • . e - • -.--- -- --e
hauling wood from Tennessee. •
preditted ... . Adeption of ex
..• • • • •.
.
Say. Snowball. yeu are going to
.. . subsidy plan- fur cotton Issi'Conhave a lot of little, chicks' chirpgress believed assured -THINGS '4 TO WATCH
around when all those set....Wipers ! for rear windows of auto- shares of' stock it elevesion com- lag
sale. to public . . tings hatch. .e.ilsiles controllege•fr_ont the dads,. patty offered
Walter Carrell delivered tobacco
e; appointed ettaeemin
board.. . . Steel radiator. weighing H. E.. M
Thursday' in Murray. Fred CarCorp.
bear
of
iefeelihns-Manville
e
that
kersg.
_feet
23._
40 • poands--aed
reil-imifiste44-itti•-fetiter4w-11•11..
C121—;be eaerried. from -rorp -1.6! ._......e-e--E.. .1 .Eneel elected presieent
Atciii.....n. -Te•peke and Sante Lie mg the _ weed.
c,,..
row; WaleeigT4,;4-keated.by ele.Trit
Mrs. "lteulah Jones spent ! last
tricny from' a Wall, socket . „...-.!i -A , Ra,h-uad,' -boon _career with road
Week, wilt her Parents: Mr. and
s,iapep- and as a stenographer in 180e.
combination e
• -Mrs.'W.alter Carrell.
.,--- i? A -> -,.-la
fir•-..tuk.e--.
'Mrs. Jones sperif-Thursday night
...
•
•
aluminum tapk_jter" strap, -..r. -the
• CARD ca• THANKS" '•• - with her brother. Fred Carrell. and
when eifarrung le -.swine
back.
e
Mrs. Carrell.
s----•--- -.- -•
welireei teent-, water-tighe light0. T. Paschall has beenl,
- nd non-corrosive. it 'suttee . We wish il'o. express our - ?Interne. Um.
a
"
WCIghlr
the'rquilting. the lase few days, '•
s,_the body .ils_g_uurrool Swim- shanks' and appreciatim . her
Sorry to -hear of • the death of
us
mg pOsitiem . • rind --does- - -not- in- in v •acts of kmdness shdwn
She ei.ickreese • and -de.ath-lif. tecirsw ,- --Skiader, - He .Ma‘res. •
terfere with' normal .swinging of 'due.
our
..alt,(1,
hu:•band. daddY. sZE-.1-nd widoes'anci• -a son.. Mrs. Shrader
flat-bottomed
reAv
A
the arms ...
Shrader.. We es- wa.:--414.0.' . Tommie, Langston bebrother,.
Gu,rge
of
bathtub that lessens the.dangerfore her marriage to Mr. Shrader.
slipping when Stepping -n ee out pecialev thanks these - who offered
Mr. Bowden Swann-rernains very
f Ore • to redore
"Of -the teib and prevents skidding their blood an a
the many ill. ?ars. Oliver. a nurse from the
n•hile taking a shower .:: A his he'altis— and
thank the ClinicsHospital, •is nursing . in the
labor-saving device for teachers,-/a flerel tributes. , We al
K. G. sick‘room of Mr. Swann.
patiLet has been . filed. On a. ma_ ministers.-3. D. Wilrrel a
'Congratulations to Mr. ,and Mrs,
chine that - "reads" examination Dann for their welds of to sla.
Aubrey Jones in ihe purcbase of
papers. cheeks the right and wrcing. tio.n. •--MaY. God's richest bless
Nee new _car..
each - ot yeisr- is our
answers and :automatically 'grade; rest'!upon '
wis Cosby, Mr. and Mrs. Curpraier.—Mr%Turnrrile Shrader and
-, ' . - . . is. ""
the, pepers.
lev and son Frank. "Mr. and
. -, 'son Gene: Mr. end Mrs. AlOnzo lie
'
•' --.--- !ii,
...
-...__-_.. eine
- ,,,.__.
.
- - - - -- ,
-Kaaykendill. Mrs. Reba
IncleStriai , research. •
MOTIVE
-es_
• -Pdschalt. 'Mr. and Mrs. Hollen
econumiit,, - agree. owes must of. e . .
Byars_ and Miss Mary Catherine
It pays to read our Classifieds ! '..-. .i • . - .• • Sunday visitors in the
rapids growth 4-.:ring th, last
it
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County Woman Is High Official in
Western Postoffice

0=101=0=I0=10=I 1===10=10

0=01=0=10

PLANTS ARE NOW HERE"!
0 Strawberry 01
0
Plants
bsolutely Free!

0

6 9,00
.

Fop-

CCC. eamp in Idaho, came home of mails since the office was openlaid week, fleets the eson ! of Mr. ed on Jung 25, 1885.
and Mrs. Bartis Vick of near Mt.
Miss Cochrum Is formerly of this
county, and is the granddaughter
Several folks stripped tobacco of John L. Cochrum of the county.
for Ceylon Trevathan last week.
Actually. Miss Cochrum is funcI think that strawberry prop:- tioning as acting assistare postsition that the Ledger & Times master until tbe accumulated leave
ia a ftaee.thirios
ye
of W. E. Hastings, whom she will
ufestshel succeed, expires next month. She
would be setting out someGo
plants myself if I owned a farm. will then. receive the appointment
If there is anything better than formally.
a few
bearrtiehsemit—swwoeculat
Miss Cochrum has been a postal
Pea.
more
employe for seventeen year se
though she came to Long Beach but
two years ago from St. Louis.
The appointment of Miss Cochrum was made upon recommends-,
Sion of Postmaster Howard K.
Goodwin and was approved by the
Post Office Department.
Thi Long Beach Calif.. post office' Postmaster Goodwin said ,he cohhas Pwoman as second in authortlY, siders Miss Cothrum eminently
She is Miss 'feline E. Cochrum. qualified.'
about 30, assistant to the postmaster, first woman to hold a poIt pays to read oar Clamant&
sition higher than superintendent

•
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g With Each $1 Paid on Subscription to The Ledger & Times

S.

0

Offer Good to Every Person Living in
fi ThisCallow
0
ay or Adjoining Counties who

Shrer

LI
0

0

Renews his Subscription or Subscribes for the first time—to the

0

LEDGER,uray. i,t( z TIMES
a

0
-Find tjs Ready to Listen
•This bank is a bank where a farmer
can sit and tallsrover his problems with
thorough mutual-understanding.
•We like to deal with farmers-,-Maybe
thals- xivrhy they like to deal with us.
. to listen; what'
.find us ready
•You'll
..
ever your problelfn.

JJ

The Ledger &Times is always looking for something to increase the prosperity of the•Farmers,in this comThuniti. Strawberries can
that the Iiiinetr-WFUelTroil5eCome actjuainteclWith the possibilities of
1)1 grownsucces,funy " here in this community, and.
his subseription'Or subscribes for the first time, 200 Fine StraWberry Plants
ews
crop, we will give- absolutelx,Free to each person who ren'
Memphis.
from the Famous Shelby Plant Firms of
•-----.
.
•
)
0
' These plants -are all first class plants and can beset in this. community until the latter part-of April. Fall instructions and mire of -.4
the strawberry plants will also be furnished each subscriber. 200 PhAnts'are sufficient to-seta large plat for home us and it.put out
.., .
...
•
....n this spring will bear next, year.'
,
I
.
•
,--"i
,11) 7- -.--- In a year. of two, we hope 1000 farmers in this commtlnity will he raising strawberries and this introductory campaign
, result
_ . will
.
.
in.a large cash money crop for our,fartner friends conlinfin at the' time of year.when there is no tobacco to sell.
.,.--

fl

0

This--Offer Goodthtil April 29

Peoples Saviiigs Bank

Subscription Price in Calloway or Adjoining Counties Si Per Year

Murray, Ky.
-

- •

-
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The Farmers Friend For 57 Years
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THE LEDGER
j ship wrecked on a cannibal island.
He made a kite out of grass and
leaves and sailed 500 miles away.
Before he got through telling' his
• Sunday is Easter. Festival of grandsons the yarn, Mrs. Hoople
oriental Greek Catholic church. sent him to the grocery, for some
While some few Protestants also
meat and lard.
esteem the day as a religious feast.
Please remember that Garvin
When you
"Resurrection day".
Curd will preach at Union Grove
and I were younger, our bias Sunday at 0:45 a. m. and John
would boil three dozen eggs for
Brinn Will be heard at the Kirkbreakfast arid fat baked "hen" for say Church of Christ at the same
dinner.
hour.
The farmers will be exceedingly
"Tillie the Toiler" says her
busy for the next three months mother's birthday is April 11 and
Breaking and
"Making crops".
Golden Lock's father's the same
logging the land is a severe, hard date. Yes Rubip Richerson, Mrs.
task for the teams. The county Divie Workman, Euin Douglas and
agent will tell you to break deep! "Ole eagle's" birthday is April 11.
and allow pour team to go slow. I reckon that I am the oldest of
Yes,., break deep and cultivate stud- the gni. Say, was Ewin Douglas
low.
a Captain in the Civil War? TalkSheriff Ira ing abou/` ages, Hambone said:
Fox came into Miss Lucy —ax me how old I iz?
county jUdge's Then I axt her how ule she iz?
—"Eagle"
office accompanied by a bung- P.•S. Charles Hughes, judge of
ed - up colored the Supreme Court -of U. S., will
man. Later
be 77 April 11th. That's all I
asked the chief want to know—E.
of police: "how
B u rcome?".
man -said: -Got
.
shot, and I put
Mr. and Mrs. Sip Williams of
his assailant in the city jail." Hold
Frog Creek was a Sunday guest of
the phone.
Mr. Williams parents, Mr. and Mrs.
I read in the paper that the Charley
Williams, near New ProvRhea-Laffoun bunch aims to put idence.
John Yining Brown in the GoverSunday callers ef Mr. and Mrs.
nor's rocking chair. -While on the Cleve Las
and "Aunt Lue" Housother hand
been rocking the den of Macedonia included Mr.
'boa), for Keen Johnson and John and Mrs.
Elmo Burton ,and chilGarifer of Texas for our next Gov- dren of New Providence, Mr.- and
ernor and President, respectirely. Mrs.
Willie Stubblefield of Green
It is difficult to say at this writ- Plain, Mr. and Mrs. Ike Allbritten
ing just who will wield the great- of New
Providence. Mr. and Mrs.
est influence over the voters in Prentice Hart and children, of
the August primary—Me!! or Rhea- near Macedonia, and Mr. and Mrs.
Laffoon??
Al Simmons and son of Frog

open-

Stella Gossip

if this
ightar
purity.
func-

postleave
e will
L. She
Ltment

postal
b s.
eeharu

Is.
CochiendaTi K.
oy 'the

e connently

Medi

Rambler

&Kir a man _and his wife; of tbe
Eaan.Side, and they complimented
my "Kolumn" in the Ledger &
Times. I said r thank you very
much. Laugh and the world will
laugh with you. Weep and you
weep alone!
- I read in. South Reporter, of
Holly Springs, Miss, „that John
blehat Anderson and Miss "Jan"
Sturtevant were married in Memphis with the Nev. CT. C. Fain of
- the Methodist Trinity Church officiating. Clete is the son of Mr.
and Allis. Tom Fain and was born
and reared in sight of Stella. Remarkable indeed.
Read in Las Vegas Journal.
Nevacid where Major Hoople got

Creek.
Mrs. .T'hela Wachtel of Murray
was a week end guest of her
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Maynard,
and family of Cedar Knob.
Saturday night ealle,rs of Mr.
and Mrs. Sip Williams were Mr.
and Mrs. Toy Williams and children. Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson
and children, Mrs. Jess Simmons,
of near New Providence, Mf. and
Mrs. Bill Simmons and son of
Frog Creek.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie (Moron
and son were week end guests of
Mr. and Mrs.' Elmus' Mitchell and
family of Macedonia.
Sunday eallers of Miss Velma
Lax were Miss Patricia Gibson

50 ‘e%/vvsnnevw."esnw/
LIKE MAGIC*
• roe can work miracles
with Chine-Gloss corers.

Dull, drab morn's' . . . old, battered furniture can quickly and
easily be transformed into things
of infinite cheerful beauty by
using the magic of Hanna's
Chino-Gloss Enamel. It's -easy
to apply . . . Dries in_4

of New Providence, Misses Pernie
Mae and Lucille Simmons of Macedonia.
Thursday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Simmons were Mrs.
Tilman Lamb and children of New
Providence and afternoon Callers
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve Lax of
-Macedonia.
John Lax of Macedonia was in
Paris Friday on business.
Miss Pernie Mae and Johnnie
Simmons ware in Murray Saturday.—Curley Top. ,

I

Romance in the Old West

All Around Us

Brown to Announce Today
John Young Brown, anti-administration candidate for Governor,
has reported that he will make his
formal announcement us a candidate today, April 6.
Paris Hee Mule Day
Paris, Tenn., observed its second
annual Mule Day last Monday—
the first Monday in April. Bigger
crowds than last year were anticipated.
Benton had its Tater Day, but
we doubt if any city in this section has the. crowds ancbcolor that George 011trien and Laraine Johnson are the attractive couple whose
there is to the Fourth Monday in
romance nearly hitt; the rooks hi FtliG Radio's thrilling "Arizona
February and March in Murray.'
Legion." In thla picturization of the. lawless days of the West the
outdoor star assumes a false identity as a bandit in order to
-popular
- Han Hangs Self
terrorize the country. Misunderstandings with
Henry McGregor, 71, prominent trap the criminals n ho
West Marshall farmer, hanged him- the pretty lady above come thick and fast. See this picture at your
self in a barn at his home five New Varsity Theatre, Saturday, April 8.
miles West of Benton Monday it
at 2:30 in the afternoon.
was rerlbrted. by Coroner Fred
A cantata, "The Prince of Life":
Filbeck.
will be presented at the Hazel
Methodist church Sunday evening
Man Found in Ditch Dies
at 7:30.
Joe Frick, 39, Graves county, who
was found unconscious in a ditch
The Rev. K. G. Dunn, Hazel
on the Paducah-Mayfield highway Methodist church pastor, announced
WOULD_ TAX TVA
about 1 o'clock Sunday - afternoon, today the schedule of services in
s
died In Padnrah Monday -night;
his locality .for Easter Sunday.
March
30-- Mr. Dunn himself will preach at -WASHINGTON,
Cochran to Coach Mayfield
Hazel at 11 o'clock Sunday and at Senator Bridges I R..-N. H.). drafted
Henry Cochran, an all-state 'full- 3 o'clock in the afternoon at New legislation today to make propback dt Tilghman high school sev- Providence. The Rev. C. N. Jol- erty .of the Tennessee Valley Aueral years ago and more recently ley, presiding elder of the Paris thority subject to state and local
quarterback of the University of District, will be at South Pleas- taxation.
Alabama's Rose Bowl team, was ant Grove for the -Sundawfachool
Bridges said he would offer it as
named head football coach of the Service at 10 o'clock and will re- "an amendment when the Senate
Mayfield Cardisals at a meeting of main to deliver the sermon at 11 takes up the Norris proposal to let
the board of directors tnis week. o'clock. Miss Alice Waters, re- TVA purchase the Tennessee elecHe succeeds Ray Ross as head tired missionary from China, will tric properties of Commonwealth
coach. Ross will be principal of speak at Mason's Chapel church and Southern.
the school and assistant coach.

Dunn Announces

Easter Services

Murray CCC Camp
To Be Host to City
On Anniversary

MurraY; CCC camp, SCS-14-Ky.,
will celebrate the sixth anniversary
of the Civilian Conservation Corps
Sunday when It will have open
hopse.
Commanding Officer Lt. Thomas
F. Manion and Superintendent
Wallace G. Smith will be in charge
of the activities and will extend
welcomes to all visiting guests. The
entire public is invited.
Activities for the day will beg:it
at 1:30 Sunday afternoon when
visitors will be conducted on a
tour of inspection of the camp
buildings and grounds, followed
a tour of field projects which have
been worked on by members of
the Murray camp.
The Murray organization Is operated under the supervision of the
soil conservation service of the
-United States Department of Agri262 culture.

by .2cuff alatafrice
When friends and other loved ones are' away on
pleasure trips, keep in touch with them by
Long istance. There's a heart-warming pleasure and
reassurance in hearing their familiar voices across the
miles.Call some absent one tonight.Experience the thrill
of exchanging the latest news in a chatty voice-visit-

Phone

Bowling Green 35c
Danville .. . 35c
Frankfort...35C
Georgetown 35c
55C.
Harlan
Henderson . 40c
Maysville .. 40c

TheTwo MosAlked.of Kitchen Companions
of theYear!
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•Here's double joy for modern kitchens! Two startling new Frigidaire
appliance; that have the whole town,
talking! They're here ... in our store
.. for you to see. They're the most
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LEGHORNS
$7.50 per 100
Custom Hatching
Tray 116 Eggs $2.75
WAYNE FEEDS
FOR EVERY NEED

MURRAY
% HATCHERY

It pays to read our C1aasItleds

li:010121210K3g11:11:100E1

Anytime Is MILK Time
eY- atm.

Five new members have been
voted in the Murray Training
School Beta Club, a schloarshipservice group for state-accredited
high schools, it was announced
here Tuesday by A. E. Hyatt,
Spartansburg, S. C., of the national
organization.
The members are Evelyn 'Oglesby, Franklin Curd, Barbara Shackleford, James Boyd, and Oliver
Hood.
The binrray Training School club
is one of the 1,000 chapters of
the National Beta Club of Spartanburg. There are around 15,000
members in 12 southeastern states.

More and more' families
are enjoying the invigorating freshness of SUNBURST PASTEt5RIZED
MILK a Breakfast Time.
Start Right.

Right.
Start

NOON

Refresh
at Noon

Energy remains unflatged for the afternood,
when luncheon includes
a fine glass of energizing
SUNBURST Milk.

Perfect
Ending!

•
The Easy digestibility of Sunburst promotes a restful relaxation and easy
sleep. Enjoy a glass before retiring.

Grand Jury Gets
Criminal Cases

For Your Health's Sake, Order A Quart For Each
Member of Your Family
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT MILK?
What Section of the Country .Consumes the Most Milk?
Per capita constiMption of milk is highest in New England
with an average of 180 quarts of milk annually.

Telephone 191
Two dragons, each requiring 200
strong men to carry them, have
arrived for use by San Francisco
Chinese at the California World's
Fair on Treasure Island.

Murray Milk Products Co.

THE TIRE YOU
NAVEDEEM LOOKING1VR
IT'S HERE—The'World's'
7-1:We were not satisfieduntil we found
searched thirrriarket
ROADGRIPPER with Full SHOCK CUSHION,its
amazing CUSHION CAP and found that we'could sell
it at a PRICE LOWER than'iny weould offer before.'

PIIRRISAul&
RIPPER
in 1 RODUCTORY OFFER,
IR

tributes teithe courtesy hospitality
`and luxuryof the William Len HoteL
Even/ room has circulating ice wcrter
ond electric fan. Finest of food is

4:50.21 ,

4:75x19

as low as

250 ROOMS
_

A DAY

LIBERAL TERMS

NE

IN
HOTEL T

South side ( ourt Square—Phone at,

5.50
7.50
7.75
4 50

E
lite

LOWEST PRICEY
44

Tire
it Aseeica

•. •

citadet

and

MURRAY AUTO PARTS

Ise UP
H. Grady Manning. president. and
W. A. Manning,. manager

'with bath

MEMPH IS

$5.95

.

5:50x17
6:00x16
30x3'-"

served in the beautiful coffee sbap.
Rates ore always low.

C,

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO.
••

LEN
The unquestioned preference of

RANGE MODELS

4
SEE A DEMONSTRATION NOW AT ,

HEAVY BREEDS
$8.50 per 100

Opposite Flour Mill on S. 4th

Beta cl1;13 of,MTS
Adds New Members

George Tellus, colored, waived
examining trial in city court here
Monday on a charge et malicious
shooting, and his case was turned
over to the grand jury which convenes April 10 for consideration.
He shot at Pat 'Rutledge. also
colored, and clulitied him over the
head with the gun Saturday night
in a brawl.
Also turned over by City Judge
Ethen 'man for grand jury consideration was the case of W. B.
Perry, on a charge of carrying conFour persons
cealed weapons.
were also arrested by city police
on charges of drunkenness.

From Blood-Tested Flocks

Conn_ in - —Buy New -at Special LOW PRICES

wonien who trot& is one of the finest

Genefal

advanced electric appliances we Sc
ever offered. Our extraordinarily liberal terms make this an excellent time
Tor wit to step up your kitchen to
toda yilibst modern standards.

Miss Elaine Ahart, supervisor of
the WPA training work center
here, reported Tuesday is total of
10,739 garments have been made
by the sewing unit since June 90,
1938, through March 29, 1939. In
the process, 22,096 yards of material
were used. .
The number of garments under
each heading listed were as follows:
men's garments, 894, with 2,682
yards of materials used; women's
garments; 2,661, with 7,980 yards
of materials used; boys' garments,
1,648, requiring 3,296 yards of materials; girls' garments, 3,209, requiring 6,418 yards of cloth; infants'
garments, 1,310, requiring exactly
that many yards of materials.
The unit made ..N1,1,
7 other articles, using 1,410 yards'nf material
in the procrs.
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Middlesboro . 50c
,Murray . .. . 60c
Owensboro, . 35c
Paducah . . ,. 55c
Richmond. .. 35c
25c
Shelby*Ile
Winchester . . 35c

These rates apply on three- mihute Station -to -Station calls
placed alter 7 Om any night or at apy thrit-cia Sundry.

Range

ritfiaire Electric

said, its rating would have been
unquestioned. He said the institution was
academically sound,
and its standing was entirely satisfadbery in- every ether resOct..
Murray, according to President
Richmond. pays its faculty on an
annual basis, including the summer session.. Consequently, the
salary for a few of the professors,
measured only for the fall and
spring terms, is slightly lower than
that recommended ,by the Association.
Dr. Richmond said the annual
salaries at Murray are equal to
and in some respects are' higher
than those paid in some colleges
whose fiscal policies were unquestioned, the difference being that
some of the others paid high salaries for the nine months session
with low salaries for the summer
term,. or that they had no summer term at all. Murray pays the
regular salaray for the entire
period. The Southern Association,
he pointed out, 'judges the salary
schedule only for the nine months
period.
He said it may be necessary for
Murray to revise its salary schedule so that the major past of the
salary will be paid teachers during
the regular nine. months' period.

mogiontamocumul
BABY CHICKS!

HERE'S HOW LETTLE IT COSTS TO TELEPHONE
TO LOUISVILLE from the following places ...

sheep
Anderson. county
The
growers' association paid all claims'
and had a balance of $500.

Wall"leiriquator _

Richmond Says Sewing' Unit Has
High Work Rating
(Continued from Page 1)

business'or

vkANNA's
CHINO-GLOSS ENAMEL
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
East Depot Street
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Vaughn, Rachel Lassiter and. Currier, Murray. assistant managand • daughter. Miss Hazel; and Mrs. Alice Ellis and Mrs. Dennis and children spent' Sunday with LaRue
ing editor; Martha Lou Barber,
Lateen Alton and family of near
McKenzie.
Ralph
Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Mrs. James Lamb spent Thursday Boyd and family.
Mulvey, assistant managing editor;
AnMrs.
). Farm eig ton.
and
Adams
Aaron
Mrs.
After church services Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Me-Ray of Cotafternoon by the bedside of "Aunt
Miller, HazaVassociate edi- The Rev. and Mrs. Cloys •LawAs Easter is almost here. we ex Mr. and Mrs. Alice Cutiper visited tage Grove spent a while Saturday drew Osbona spent Friday with Robert
Housden.
tor; Paul .t;ans. Murray, assistrrence - and children spent Sunday tend a Easter wish:
parents, Mrs. Payton Nance.-Rlue Jay.
Thompson
McRay's
sister,
alles.
Mrs.the
formers
with
night
and
Osbron
Mrs.
Guther
and
Mr.
manager; Palmer
I with Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Howard 1 To those _who bear a heavy load
ant adverti •
son, Bobbie D., of near Providence Adams who for severil months has Mr. ail Mrs. Robert Carlisle.
Mr. and Mrs. 13: L Jones-anA and family. Glade to report Mr. 101 sterow, pain or.- care
Corn,Thluiray, eassistant, advertisof
-Carlisle,
much
jeer
to
bed
Robert
confined
been
Nance.
Mr.
of
guests
Chalrles
were the week-end
daughter, Larne, and Myrtle Parks !Howard is able to be back 'at May Easter come with blessed hope
ing manager; Clarence Perry, ediand- Mrs. Elmus Mitchell and chile the. time. We are 'glad to report and laarold Ray_ were called. to
church -after an atieertge .d_eie to ill- And Help those ale to beer.
accompanied .Mr; and- Mrs. J.
torial writer; John Fryan, feature
Mrs.
afis
improving.
dams
A
*
Mn.
•
the CCC camp :Tuesday.
drenf Macedenia.-Ky. Belle.
•
_
_
.
- Tenn-. elast 74eSt...
afeeat-lo
writer.
Ter these whose -favored "lot in life
Adami l le granddaughter cf -the
spent SunCalloway
Boyd
Mrs.
There were ISS preseril for Sun- Seem cratnmed with blessings rare
Tharazday, where they-attended the
late James Cole and John Cooper day night with her Mother, Mrs.
farm meeting and also visited day School and 98 for Training May Easter whisper: 'Seek the
and ise known by many of the Hafford Robinson.
The staff of the .College News,
their brother, -th4 Rev. Lloyd :Linton. Our Training l'eion direcpoor.
Steelhead and salmon trout. na- •
oldere'peopl; of the community.
Sunday afternoon callers of Mr. official publication of Murtay State
Mayer. an family. • Rev. Mcyar is /ter. Rudolph Howard. Is back.
share.'
Their griefs and trials
Tlesday morning callers of Bob
Presiding Elder C. M.. Jolley, of and Mrs. Robert Carlisle were Mr. College, has been announced for tive to many streams of the RedUniversity 1 Mr and Mrs. Robert Jones and To these who quiver 'neath the
• a student, th L'nicea
Morris were Andrew Osbron and Pars, will attend Sunday School and Mrs. Payton Nance and chil- the spring semester, according to wood Empire, are being "planted"
1eson spent Sunday with Mr. and
-c.
thus
at Pleasant Grove at 10 a. m. dren, F'eances Osborn, Evelyn. Car- Pat Wear, Murray, editor-in-chief. In Redwood Court .at that exhibit
son. and Peyton Nance.
of
.
hear
Earria
to
sorry
Alvin
indeed
afra
are
We-Of wrong unjustly borne
Howard Talley visited Mr. old next Sunday and will fill the pule rie, Hafford and Edward Morris, Callpway Countians on the staff at the California World's Fair, le
unimremains
Arm
Milts
Lee
Oma-Mae
Mrs.
Miss
of
the apses
May Easter bring the grace of Mrs. R. D. Simpson a few, days pit. at the' 11 o'clock' hour. :
counties.
Halton Fergerson and Alfred Steele, are: Pat Wear, Murray, editor; Dot a group of nine
•••
was rushed to a ho$- praised.
;Ham
note front
last week.
Glad to
Sinking Lexie Stacy, Earl Underwood,
•
'Alice
Mrs.
eraand
*Mrs Detre Story_
pipet aeturday night for int
.
'Who wore the crown of thorns."
Misses Avis and Eliza th Holt, Spring's correspondent that Mr..
Mart Lamb and Lawrence 'Like
is re- Ellie .eseertiter-leW„firithallas. S.
appendicitis
- Lion
Noah Wheatley and William, H. George Windsor. Is- much better.
visited
Noah Wheatley, Avis. Billie and
V. Miller and while there
- ported as doing very well. .
Wilson spent the Holt were week-epd guests of
John
Charlton.
Mrs. Nora
Mrs.
Mr. and
home Staiday
Mr. and Mrs. Cratie Paschall and Mr. and Mrs. George Windsor. week-end with her sister. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hendon of who recently were confined to Talk Holt returned
spending a few
after
afternoon
Mrs. Naneie Paschall were tun. Other visitors in tha Windsor home Tom Perry. and Mr. Perry.
their roam with illness, were able
Concord.
Kentueicy.
Wilkerson and `Mrs. Ona
clay - visiteas ef Mr>. Paschalla were
Mr. and Mrs_ Eunice Housden
We are glad to report the sick to be at church Sunday and were days in
.-Star.
Mrs. Robert Carlisle visited Mrs.
iniather and -father; Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of Murray.
nd
th ,w k-e
an ch ren spente
of thisecommunity are improving. dinner guests with their daughter,
C. S. Morris'Sunday afternoon.
Hunter- Wilkerson. . .
with Mr. and Mrs. Andrew FlousLynn Hayes is improving after a Mrs. Duncan Ellis. and family.
' •
Hurshell
Bob- Morris visited
• _The. Rev; B. L. Swarm remains
den, of near New Prcrvidence.
The WPA workers have lately
few days of illness.
Sunday afternoon.
in a critical condition at his honeJohnnie Simmohs received treatBobbie Ann Morris visited her placed several feet of tiling in the Syres and family
with ppeernonia.
Drue Nell Robertson spent Sunment at the Mason Hospital Sat- aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. ditch in front of the Jim Erwin
.
urday afternoon for an infected Peyton Nance, end children Thurs- home and, have done other road day night with her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. -Ophte Millet liti_her usualDemay Roberts and Mr. Roberts.
illy was- enterteined abseil -Tgard . The jtralaraplay. aCity Wife and eja caused whop a limb hit him' day night.
improvement.
Mrs. Wallis Taylor spent the
friends on Country Relations", is to , be pre- in the eye and cut the ball. e
her • -neighbors and
If you cannot attend church serMrs. Thomas Hendon, ,Misses
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wisehart'anti Avis and Elizabeth Holt ware vices Easter Sunday any ,where; week-end with her parents, Mr.
fiha -Monday with an all -dee sented Friday night. April 14. This
Tom Burton.
-equate:we -sA --cieljeisiaa and -batistealas emit:game drama which Pore children. Beeline and Bereaoe, Monday afternoon callers -of' Mee -why not take your Bible and read and..Mrs.
Bobby and Carleen Morris we-ri
f ul dinner Was eeraier at the noon trays a little country girl cruelly Hubert Dick and Tommy Parker Nellie Robins,- n and her daughter. in the Gospels of the betrayal,
crucifixon, and resurrection of Sunday afternoon guest§ of Carolyn
hour .and ewas enjoyed by all_ mistreated and separated from 'her were in Murray Monday.'
Drew
Aalten ..the heparting hour came, .husband - __ by city relatives. The
Miss, Evelyn Morris recently Jesus who died to seve you and and Ozana Robinson. • ,
Mrs.-- agennie Mitchell. Misses
Herbert and Frank Osborn spent
tjtr good women had almost corn- characters' are as follows:
Pernie.Mae and Mary. Lucille. and visited over the week-end with me.
&Tetley night with charles and Sue
- pleted three quilts -of which Mrs.
Harold Rutledge, a. young New E. K Simmens spent Monday Miss Irene Seymour.
WITH
Miller i grateful. Miss Margaret Yorker. Noah Armstrong; Perry night until bedtime with Mrs.
Nance and attended the play at
Me. And Mrs. R.- D. Simpson and
Key. who was eerieuttly burned Dearne. a son otethe soil. Hillson Louisa Mfichell • and daughter, sons, Alfred and Philip visited
Buchanan.
some weeks iigC Was- remembered Myers: David Hildretla a New York Misses Mary and Pat Weather.' Mrs Sim-ph parents: Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Adams returned home
liaa:Thralltdies'artethis pattiltifig "(Ail lawyer. 3ernes Son Caldeleilt - Silas spoon'
Mr. and Mrs. Payton •Nance and Thursday night after a visit in
Mrs. A: G. McGhee Tuesday - night.
a plate lunch and e beaUriful bou- Holcomb, owner of Valley Farm,
Rudy Hencton, Bob Allbritten.
Mr and Mrs. Willie J. Farley children, Charle,s, Sue and James Kentucky. Guston -St John and
ALSO
quet was. ie.r..Lle "Mrs. Clever Halford Hart: Azoriah Keep.--airfanklin Oliver and Hatten Lewis of 'Murray were week-end guests Thomas,' and Robert Carlisle were Wala Craig brought her home.
*1
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MurMrs.
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and
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parents,
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Arnett;
Sunday
.clock tinker. Watson
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Mr. and *Mrs. Floyd Taylor -had ninge, a eervant at Rutledge man- ray Monday.
Farley and children.
Andrew Osborn .and family Sun- were bedtime callers of Mr. and
•-ar," 7their Sunday dinner 'guests sion.. Isaac Ford;
J. B. Biel, was off his rural route day. Afternoon callers were 11,17-rtle Mrs. Clifton Robinson Wednesday
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell was a Sun•
Taelora farther :and
and
Betty Holcomb. a country flow- day night guest of Mrs. Johnnie for a few days last week on ac-- Lee Lamb and Laverne Like. • 'night.
Mr. and Mrs. George Wiraisa-- and er transplanted to the 'city seal. Simmons, and children.
count of illness.
Saturday
spent
Wilson
Harold
spent
Lamb
Lee
Miss Myrtle
Land Farley is slowly improving
--: -reeler- .Mr. .liertnen . Bruce. and sleglautte Crawford: Isabel Carney'.
Mrs. Aylon McClure spent the
night with her sister, Mrs. night with his grandfather, Charlie
and after being confined to his room Friday
Mr.
with
week
the
" Mr. Etreesee•
of
first
Jessie
Hildreth,
David
Thomas.
to
a niece
and Mr. Ray.
Ray
James
with flu.
.a Mrs.,. Maude Hareaaeld is- con- Myers: Mrs. - leze led ge. Haiold's Mrs. Jess Dick.
There were four from Buchanan
and Rosemary
Morris
Ann
Bobbie
fined to her bed wen Eu.a.
Johnnie Simmons and son. E. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hendon
mother. Roberta Armstrong: Altera
night 'guests high school who joined the French
Thursday
were
Swyne
Mr. er.d• Mrs. Enurett Wilkersdh Holcomb.. -sister of -Silas. Jessie Dee Pete Wisehart George Robert were Monday night guests of Mrs.
contest at- McKenzie, Tenn.. SatNance.
Lassiter and Clay McClure were Hendon's parents, Mr. and' Mrs. of Sue
and Benton- Adair at Mayfield
Treas. Liz Ann Tucker, who borMr. end Mrs. Raymond Hutson urday. They were Maxine Hutson,
in New Con- M. W Wheatley. and family.
number
were Thursday callers of Mr. and
the
among
rows but "never gossips."' Miry
Morris is the
Mrs. Tom • Wilkerson...end family.
Miss Cerulean
cord Tuesday.
Tad& Verbena. hired girl at the
Detroit
for
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Sula
Mrs.
guest of her aunt and uncle, Mr.
and
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Lucille
Mary
Miss
Denham.
farm. Ruth
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S. Pleasant Grove I
_
1 Mn and Mrs. Kale Langston,

Mr. and Mts. Osco -Shrader and
sons, of Paducah, Mrs. Grace
Turner. of ,Paris. Ind many from
.
an
-teb_a
near Puryear and --L
rureesseet- Mrs, Celia
Te'
churches in
Pool and gratideon --of --Martin's
Chapel and numbers of _ others.
from different parts of the eefunty
and community attended funeral
services far George abrader at
Mrs.
this place • last Thursday.
Shrader and. little son. Gene, will
make their home with their parents and grand pallants. Mr. and
•Mre, Tom' Langston. We extend
sympathy to the bereaved ones. '
Mrs. Ella McConpeta Paschall,
of near Oak Grove. and Mae May
The biggest selling 1939 model car In America—and more than
Morrow and son Thomas Were
car for seven out of the last eight years! Saturday afternoon visitors with
the Writer.
tV
Mre Grace Turner, of "arts.
visited_ her cousins. Miesza Pepe
and Harriett Erwin la's' Thurpday.
Orn1,siree. Mr. end
77#
Mr. and Mrs.
Murray. Miss
Mrs. J__1-. Duncan. who Ives 'with Mrs, Vic
Miller. an • Mrs. Helle. Story of
sus-114.Ymond. and
e-1111141-01
I2Is4astear an the .getsustay.
Mrs . tory of Almo were at the
'much better all-round
crierch servicefelt.Pleasant Grove
Sunday and. visited with relatives
•
and . friends.
The Epwoi-th Leiguers will, hold
a sPacial, Easter set•vice. next Sunday evening at 7 Cilock. Come
hear thesefine young people.
Mr's.- Coil.'"Philips. -who last
Exclusive Vocesarn G•arsktft • Nisei Aero-Streara Styllag, Newt iodise by Fisher • Maw
week was on the sick list, is now
1 ,
1 "
longer Riding-Rase • Chevrolet's f <sinews Volve-in-H•ad Six • PerfeslefilliYINfullit"
improving.
• New -Obs•rvation Car- Visibility • P•rfect•d kn•e-Action Riding Systems with Improved
Richard Nesbitt. who for several
Shockproof Steering (Available, on Matto. De Luxe mak* only) • Tipte•-Matic Omsk.
days has been sick, wag a .patient
at the Mason hospital Monday for
a tonsillectomy. At the recent closing ef Hazel's I
grade school. Dorris and Steidle
Scarbrough. cone of Mr. and Mrs.
Giieble Scarbrough, and poteialy
others of that vicinity - whom We
Donor for dollar, feature- for feature,
haire not the names.' Were neither
ASV
more for your money,than any cithi`r car In Its price
tardy nor ..absent for- the entire
Chevrolet's volume leadership.
• range —'haat('
lerm.
Judieb. Aw.--fi the name of the
new board.-?'et the home of . Me.
and Mrs. Bee -Morton.. Mrs. Morton • is Eether.athe.,eldeel daughter
' Of Mr. and Mrs. Dunk, Erwin.
•
'Mrs Seel' Stery returned home
..
•.•
Sunday after ' visiting for scaeral
Murray, Ky.
Phone 97
West Maple Street
days with her .sisters and niece.
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"THE INTERNATIONAL ICE FOLLIES"
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TECHNICOLOR... hundreds of skating
in many dazzling ice spectacles!'
Anew thrill as
Joan sings: "Something's
Gotta Happen Soon"
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SEE! SEE! SEE! Mother Goose Parade
beauties
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Stewart and Lew Ayres in the drama of a beauty who
wouldn't be a hindrance to a man who wanted to be
"The Great Ziegfeld" of the ice!
GREAT! Because it brings you the famed stars and
ballet of "The Ice Follies", cheered on tour by two
million Americans!
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GREAT! 'Because it stars Joan Crawford, Jimmy
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1939's Most Extravagant Show World Wonder!

Devil's Funnel!
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ICE PALACE THRILLS WITH
"GREAT ZIEGFELD''GRANDEUR!
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